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pathy grows, 
uestions arise 
presidential 
arch continues 
Econoinic situation forces 
HU Hospital to cut eniployees 
~.,,.~ 
'P'C~":-
By Octavia Shaw 
H,llto S1aff Writer 
Students, faculty, staff and 
-.,r., of the Board or Trustees 
ue to contemplate what 
mi,tics. abilities, skills and 
nee the next president or 
of the names could be released due 
to t~e. ~ight ,of privacy and the 
poss1b1hty that the current jobs of 
potential candidates could be 
Jeopardized. 
"There are a lot of polilics in 
D.C. which affect Howard. This 
University is in a state of civil war. 
It's all II game which consists of 
,tudents. faculty, and alumni ... and 
they, the Board of Trustees, rule the 
world, thi s University," Craig 
Allen, a Senior history major said. 
"The alumni and students have 
been toned down so that we will not 
be a threat, and that's one of the 
secrets of the warfare. destroying 
the enemy by leadership. Howard 
must be designed for the New 
World order." 
University ,hould ()Ossess. 
in the HO\\atd Univer,ity 
Dt Presidential Search 
ttee's Tuesday meeting, the 
ofBusines, auditorium was 
half.filled. 
re are many concerns and 
to be discussed, which is 
But the purpose of the 
• i, to focus on three things: 
n of the University, the 
zat1onal structure and the 
mbtics and qualities within 
,er.,ity president." Howard 
tr,it~ Swdent Association 
PrtS1dent Shaconda Walker 
..Jding that the prc,ident's 
L> lookinll for student input. 
And th,11 , the way that is 
be. During this time of 
xtunng and tne regi\tr.ition 
,. it's a mu,t that [the Board 
,tee,) gets someone we 
Che Sayre,. vice-chair of the 
tll-e said. 
1 re than I 00 applicants have 
rnie\\ed, mnked and \'Oted 
gh a pre-:-creening process. 
the hst is now down to 
,imately 40. according to 
Reed. graduate trustee. who 
,e selection committee and 
Ole. 
e would like to ha,c the list 
to a manageable number. 
as 20, by early February. We 
ng forthe biggest issues to 
the big three things - that's 
13~ tliat (,tudents and the 
t Search Committee] can 
u,:· Reed continued. "The 
, ,tarts with you."' 
E,en though Reed has heen a 
cipan t in the elimination 
s, thus far. he said that none 
Also in attendance at the meeting 
were alumni of the University who 
warned current students to 'get 
their act together.' 
"You guys have got to i et it right. 
There need, to be a vehicle for the 
alumni that's been involved in the 
University who has the economic 
ability to l1elp the University. Find 
those who are in the pinnacle of 
,ucce, , and have a track record 
because that S200 mi Ilion from 
go\'ernment may not be in 
existence," Jim Russell , a 1991 
graduate said as he addressed the 
committee members. 
HUSA President Chidiadi 
Akoma, who also sits on the sub• 
committee. said everyone's input 
has a strategical impact on what b 
need when choosing a president 
for lhe University. 
"\\ie want someone "ho "ill 
meet student,· needs. someone 
"'ho is not out for themselves," 
Akoma said. "But has a sincere. 
interest and appreciation for the 
University." 
Located at 2041 Georgia Ave., Howard University Hospital is now managed by the Office 
of the Vice-President for Health Affairs. 
By Marvin c. Bryan, Jr. 
Hilllo Staff Wnter 
In a move not unlike the 
Unhersity•wide layoffs handed 
down in No, .. I 994, letters were 
given to 185 Howard Univei.ity 
Ho:,pital employees notifying them 
thal their positions liad been 
abolished and their employment 
wi th the hospital would be 
terminated follo" ing a period of 
administmti, e leave with pay. 
'"[Howard Uni,ersity Hospital) 
did an analysis of positions in the 
hospital and determined there were 
some positions we can do without. 
but we reserved posi tions that 
woul.~ gi."e patie_nts high quality 
care, V1ce-Pres1dent for Health 
Affairs and Acting Hospital Chief 
Executive Officer Charles Epps 
said. It wa, the firs t official 
corur1cnt cnncernin • the much 
anticipated staff reduction, on Jan. 
24. 
The recen t laynff of 230 
employees from Georgeto\\ n 
Umven,ity Hospital and now at 
HUH mark a growing trend in 
re,,lructuring processes at hospitals 
in the District and across the 
nation. 
"All local hospitals face critical 
economic challenges driven by 
managed care. the reduction in the 
length of patient hospitalization 
and the shift of serv ices to 
ambulatory care as opposed to 
hospital care," Epps said. "All 
businesses go through re-
engincerins or right-si£ing which 
brings their \<'Ork in compliance 
with their mission. The University 
did it a couple of months ago. so 
the h~spita!. had to do tt, own re-
orgamz.mg. 
Epps added that the decision to 
undergo a restructuring process 
came down to a matter of 
economics. 
"At Ho"ard University Hospital, 
we currently operate 422 beds, yet 
our current a,erage daily bed use is 
269 patients. In order to remain 
economically viable. we must 
achieve staffing levels appropriate 
to the volume of .r:1tients m the 
hospit.11;' Epp~ ,atd. --Right now 
we are reorganizing the staff to 
handle a 320bed capacity. Howard 
Hospi tal is t rying expense 
reduction to cut costs while tryin~ 
to increase its number of patients. 
Howard Hospital is not 
dismissing the 185 employees 
without some benefits. There will 
be a period of adminislrative leave 
with pay. This period lasts until 
Feb. '.18 for general staff, and until 
March 11 for nurses. 
"We do not have to pay 185 
pos itions , so there will be a 
financial benefit to the Hospital. 
The remaining people will absorb 
the abolished workload," Epps 
said. adding that 143 of the 
terminated positions were already 
vacant. 
Accordin i: to Epps. employees 
knew of their'dismissals as early as 
Dec. 22. 
"We notified all hospital 
employees by letter that a 
comprehensive review of every 
activity in the hospital was 
underway and that this review 
would result in identification of 
opportunities for reduction in bolh 
per,onnel and non-personnel 
expenses," Epps stated. 
l\fanv of tbe laid-off workers 
said pra)cr ,s all they have left. 
"l hope that the affected 
employees are anchored in the 
Lord. because God will provide 
for them in time of need. I will 
continue to pray for the former 
employees and their fam ilies," 
Health Affairs Administrative 
Secretary Daphne Brown said. 
.. I feel sad about all the people 
that got laid off. I do not feel it was 
necessary, because something else 
could have been implemented 
besides laying off people," Deidre 
Royal, a hospital secretary, said . 
Epps also wanted to disP.!l 
rumors that an ou tside 
management group was coming in 
to run the Howard University 
Hospital. 
"'There is no new mana~emenl 
group running the Hospital,• Ep(?s 
said. "The one change 1s Dr. Mane 
Cameron. the CEO of the Hospital, 
was placed on adminbtrative leave 
because or timelines and the 
adequacy of suspense reduction 
strategies.'' Epps said. 
--we realize behind every 
posi t ion there was a person, a 
human being with responsibilities 
such as a mortgage. car note and 
dependents. We are empathetic 
because these were our 
colleagues," Epps said. We did not 
direct ihe dismissal actions towards 
people, but looked at what they 
did to see if the functions could be 
reassigned or eliminated. 
'"These were good people. We 
are empathetic for them, but the 
difference between revenues and 
what it costs to run the hospital was 
too much. We had 10 restructure." 
niversity takes disciplinary action 
gainst students involved in fight 
"Close to 20 people will be 10 a University official, who wanted The source allel!,es the victim 
L~~y Bison beat 
FAMU,BCC 
By Awanya 0. Anglin 
and Gloria Mcfield 
Hilhop Staff Writers 
A JU 1ciary earing w1\ ta e 
next Tuesday in the School of 
Dess 10 dec ide what 
linary action will be taken 
t approximately 20 students 
-.ere involved in a physical 
rcation last month in the 
raduate Library. 
1ght. which occurred during 
fil'\l week of final exam~. left 
student temporarily 
lized after beinjl knocke<I 
1eious with a chair. 
ljah Simmers: 
ilbe Sister has settled down 
write a book about her 
piblic and private personal 
periences. She says she 
ts peopl9. to learn from 
lesson~ s\Je learned the 
' way. Local. ,\4 
Co-habltating in College: 
li1ing with your loved 
one·> Students shan: the 
~s and pains of shakin' 
op with close companions. 
Ste Tumpo, Bl. 
Campus A2 
CumflL'• Plus A3 
Loca A4 
Notional All 
lntcrnationnl J\9 
Rditorial AHi 
Perspective.~ All 
Gallery A l2 
charged with assault and/or battery, to remain anonymous. Eventually, was attacked by 'members of 
in accordance with the student code the studen t retrieved his Howard's football team. 
of conduct manual," Vincent Johns, belongings. but lingering animosity "(The football team has] been 
Dean of Special Student Services, led to the altercation. getting away with too much. It is 
said. Students present during the fight ume for them to learn that they can 
The fight was avoidable said the alleged assailant was not bully the students around like 
according to Student A ffoirs Vice considerably larger than the student they do and not get penalized for it, .. 
President Steve Fa,ors. struck ,, ith the chair. the source stated. 
'11le students decided to resolve "Now. one would think that if a The football team's he:td coach 
the issue on their own. outsi<,le of guy weighs 240 pounds and is Steven Wilson will take action 
Howard Universi ty policy," Fa,'Ors about MX feet tall and has a problem against any of his players if they are 
said. "By doing so. they placed with someone who couldn' t charged. " I have spoke to five 
themselve; in jeopardy of possibly defend himself physically witnesses and have heard five 
disciplinary action.' against him. that person would not di fferent \'ersions of what hap(>Cned 
The fight started over n coat ~nd have to use a chair to get his point that night," Wilson said. " I wjll not 
a missing cell ula.r phone. accord mg across," one source said. See FfG HT, A3 
--------------------------
DeKlerk Departure: 
Tempers are flari ng 
between the South Africa's 
two major ruling parties. 
T he Deputy Vice President 
may resign if his differ-
enccs with President Man-
dela are not soon resolved. 
See International, A9 
Go-Go Crazy: 
To know it is to love it-or 
hate it . Washingtor. ians and 
others from the U.S. 
discuss O.C.'s homegrown 
Go-Go. 
See Pulse, B4 
·tcmpo IH 
People U2 
Speakout 83 
Pulse 84 
Business 86 
Sports ns 
Hilllopics Ul2 
Clinton promises 
new government 
By Jonathan Wharton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In his third State of the Union 
address to the United States 
Con~ress. President Bill Clinton, 
the lirst Democratic president 10 
speak before a Republican 
Congress in 47 years. discussed his 
newest governmental proposals and 
his past accomplishments as 
commander in chief. The 
president·, address was the longe>1 
annually delivered speech ever 
made to the House. 
"[Clinton] basically w:tnts to 
reach out 10 the Congress and try to 
work with them 10 see if there's 
something theX will anree to that 
can be done,' remarked White 
House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta. 
Clinton did not refer to any major 
national proposals li~e the Health 
Care plan he. urged Congress to 
east last year. but did describe his 
'Social Covenant" which would 
include the "Middle Class Bill of 
RighL,," as wel l as new budget cuts. 
"My budget cuts a lot, but it 
protects education, veterans. Social 
Security and Medicare and I hope 
(Congress l will do the same thing." 
Clinton said. 
He proposed an increase in the 
$4.25 hourly minimum wage. but 
did not specify the amount. He also 
mentioned the need for an overhaul Jal~:i,,L&._,.. 
in the welfare system. Lady Bison carries team to the top of MEAC. 
··we ha,e to make welfare what it was meant to be, a second chance. Hynes. a so(lhomore guard, 
not a way oflife. We should require going into the Florida A&M game 
work and mutual responsibility. but By Kisha Riggins scored in double figures the 
we shouldn't cul people off just Hilltop Staff Writer previous five games. wh ile 
because they're poor, they're young. The " omen's basketball program averaging 14 points and four assists. 
or even because they're unmarried;" at Howard University has lived up Hill, a freshman forward, leads 
Clinton explained. to its pre-season pick for second the team in every offensive 
But Clinton hinted at his desire 11lace Ill the Mid-Eastern Athletic category with an average of 16 
not to have Republicans cut his Conference by beating the number points and nine rebounds per game. 
national service A meriCorps one Florida A&M Rattlerettes Jan. "Titff has really adjusted to our 
program. 21 - 85-73. system well; if she continues to 
"I hope we won't cut government The Lady Bison came from a 34- play this well she will be a shoe-in 
programs 1hat help prepare us for 39 half- time deficit to score 51 for Rookie of the Year,"Lady Bison 
the new economy (and} promote points, handing FAMU their first head coach Sanya 'Iyler saiil. • 
responsibility .... AmeriCorps is the MEAC loss. With 1he loss. the The Lady Bison gained the lead 
essence of the 'New Covenant' and Rattlerettes· streak of five wins was in the beginning of i11e second half 
we shouldn't stop it." Clinton said. shattered. and never relinquished it. During 
The president admitted that he "We came into the game the second half, Rattlerettes point 
made some mistakes in his first knowini:; how good Howard was. guard Natalie White, who leads the 
two xears in office. but they had a lot of surprises for us. nation in steals with 6.4 !)Cr game, 
• I have made my mistakes and they are not the same team we broke the NCAA record for career 
I have learned again the imponance played last _yca1;" Florida A&M steals with 533. 
of humility in an human endeavor," head coach Claudette Farmer said. '"As a team. we never focused on 
Clinton said. When Farmer talks about Natalie breaking the record. it is 
Republicans were surprised by surprises she is referring to Lady justsomethingshedoesasshe plays 
Clinton's ideas because they were Bison super rookies, Alisha "Tuff' that is more on instinct and not 
very similar to manx of the GOP's Hill and Candice Hynes. Both planning," Farmer said. 
amendments in tl1e 'Contract with Hynes and Hill have been Rookies Farmer partially a1tribu1ed the 
America."' ol the Week with Hill earning 1hllt defeat to an inadequate offensive 
honor three times, only nine weeks Sec BISON, A3 
into the season. contribution by leading scorer See CLINTON, A3 
A2 THE HILLTOP 
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Honors Society Ali Mazrui revives slavery j 
tunrs tide for reparations issue at Howar1-
Dre"7 Hall n1en 
Vice President for Student Affairs Steve Favor, presents 
certificates to members of the Charles Drew Honors Society. 
By Gregory Fletcher, Jr. 
Hilttop Staff Writer 
Since its inception, Charles 
Drew Residence Hall has been 
labeled as a dorm full of rowdy 
freshmen boys. But the tide 1s 
surely changing. as several of its 
residents arc assuring the Howard 
community that they are also 
capable of projecting an image that 
promotes academic excellence. 
111is image of high achievement 
is exemplified in the Charles Drew 
Honors Society. Thirty-five 
freshman males became members 
of the society last Monday in Drew 
Hall. 
"II has always been of 
great importance 10 me to promote 
a positive image for not only Drew 
Hall, but for tlie men in Drew who 
are working for positive things, and 
looking to the future with 
optimism," society founder Stacy 
Berry, a junior film production 
student and Drew resident assistant, 
said. 
The society is composed 
of Drew Hall students whose 
cumulative G.P.A. is at least a 3.2. 
Monday's ceremony included the 
award111g of cert ificates of 
achievement by Vice President for 
Student Affairs Steve Fa,·ors and 
Undergraduate Trustee Omar 
Karim. 
Founded with !he mission 
of the retention of Black men in 
college, the new organization 
boasts a membership of over 35 
freshman residents of lhe dorm. 
"We are all very optimistic 
about the creation of this society 10 
uplift the Black man, (especially 
since) Drew Ha ll 's reputation 
leaves a lot to be desired: I think 
that it is time that we restore the 
tarnished reputation of our dorm." 
honor society inductee Jerome 
Bailey said. 
Favors, who spoke at the 
engagement, informed 1he new 
members of the unlimited number 
of prospects that Howard could 
present m the future if the continue 
their academic achievements. 
"Howard University is a 
comprehensive university and the 
primary school choice of many of 
America's brightest students. This 
is an honor for you guys to be 
excelling in a school of this caliber," 
Favors said 10 the crowd of well 
dressed, freshmen males. "All of 
you represent lhe places where you 
come from with a lot of pnde. 
Please be proud of your academic 
success, bu1 know that it is just a 
start along a very tough road." 
Favors said. 
By Marvin C, Bryan, Jr. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Should African Americans receive 
reparations for their years of oppression and 
sufftring? 
This was one of the topics addressed a1 a 
symposium held las1 week by the Howard 
Universi ty International Affairs Center. Dr. Ali 
Mazrui, esteemed professor and lecturer of 
racial, cultural and humanitarian studies, 
delivered lhe keynote address. The theme forlhe 
symposium was Black Reparations in a 
Conservative World: The Other Debt Crisis. 
"The movement for reparations in the United 
States is the strongest 10 the world. but stil l 
weaker than it should be," Mazrui said in his 
address to a crowd gathered in the School of 
Architecture auditorium. "Reparations for the 
Black race will not haJ?pen in the remainder of 
the 20th century, it will be a long drawn out 
process." 
Mazrui, an Albert Schweitzer Professor in 
the Humanities and director of 1he Institute of 
Global Cultural studies at the Stale University 
of New York a1 Binghamton. b also an Alber! 
Luthuli Professor-Al-Large in !he Humanities 
and Development Studies program at 1he 
University of Jos in Nigeria. 
"I am here because Mr. Mazrui had a T.V. 
program "The Africans," and the program 
showed 1he real controversies and concerns of 
Africans as opp<>sed to Westerners," said Mary 
Ray, Director of Resource Development forihe 
Center for Development and Population 
Activities here in 1he Dis1ric1. •·1 new Mr. 
Ma1..rui at the University of Michigan. and I had 
to see this thought -provoking and well-
knowledged speaker again." 
Mazrui is also a semor scholar and Andrew 
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Ali Mazrui called for reparations to the Black race for their years of sufferl d< 
D. White Professor-a1-Large Emeritus al Cornell 
University in New 'rork. His extensive 
educational background including a doctorate 
degree from Oxford University in England has m 
made him an authority on a wide range of O.A. U. 10 explore the issues of African discussed 1986 series. "Africans: A: si 
in1erna1ional issues. Reparations for Enslavement and Colonization. Heritage," jointly produced by the BBC Ill e< 
"Given the conservative nature of the world. "The three types of racism still around are Public l3roadca!>lingService in associat 
1he domination of the African people is gelling structural racism. auitudinal racism and Nigerian Tulevision Authoriti B 
worse, so therefore the need for reparations are scientific racism." he said. "These types of "I came because I was familiar " U 
more. Africans are 1he mos! wounded race in racism is shown in colonialism, the O.J. Mazrui's work in the African Serie:, lll1 o 
history, but !he only one not repaid for it,'' Simpson trial, and the Bell Curve data," Maz.rui book," graduate student Dell Evereste V 
Mazru1 1s widely consulted on many issues said. "One can rise as an individual 10 powerful also came so I could find out his eassior., s1 
including constitutional change and educational heights but xour race can still be left benind and his methods of building solidarity.· P 
reform. Mazrui has been involved in a number dominated. "fhis was an excellent program with. 
of United Nations projects on maners which Mazrui has authored more than 20 books a11endance," Julius Coles. Director ri o 
have ranged from human rights to nuclear that include, "Towards a Pax Africana ( 1967)," International Affairs Center. said. "Dr. Mi o 
proliferauon. and "The Political Sociology of the English did a wonderful job of speaking: he v.a;I S 
Mazrui is also a member of the Group of Language (1975)." concise and showed the many different"-" a 
Eminent Persons appointed in 1992 by 1he Mauui's television work includes the widely of the reparations issue." t• 
'-----------------------~--------------------[ 
Broadcast journalism. students 'Quad is crurnbliritJ 
star in -TV newsm.agazine angry residents sa : 
I • 
By Sadarle J. Chambliss 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As '"Good evenin_g and welcome 
10 Howard Newsvis1on .... " booms 
from lhe mouth of a student anchor. 
a new season of Howard 
Newsvision gets underway. 
Howard Newsvision is a 
televised news magazine produced 
and reported by students in the 
Department of Journalism and 
aired on WHMM-TV. 
Broadcast News Professor and 
Newsvision Producer Dr. Lee 
Thornton, said the students' hard 
work was evident in the first show 
which aired Tuesday. 
''The first program was ex.cellcn1. 
I think the University of the 
Western Cape piece done by Portia 
Bruner and the Jeffrey Mumford " 
piece by Valarie Williams are high ~ 
quality material," Thornton said. ~ 
Accordin_g 10 Thornton, ~ 
Newsvision origmally aired in Jan. ~ 
1990. The Department of ll 
Journalism received a grant from "J; 
Warner Communications to set-up !l 
editing equipment and other o 
•• 
materials. Newsvision remained f '----c:-:.....C--.,.,.--~11!:::...~---------...J 
on !he air every Wednesday for two Howard Newsvislon Producer Lee Thornton J>Uts flnal touches 
years. on newscas t with Editor, Toriano Berry. 
Thornton staled she was lucky 
to have that initial group of studenLs 
who worked with Newsvision. 
"The students worked so well the 
first two years. They didn't care 
about coming in on weekends or 
working late nigh ts until three 
a.m.," she said. ''They absolutely 
had fun doing it. And as a result, 
most of them are on the air all over 
1he country." 
After 1992, the program fell into 
hard times due 10 budgetary 
constraints, and production of the 
show was limited. This semester 
Newsvision will be airing seven 
shows. 
Clint Wilson, chairman of the 
Department of Journalism, said 
Newsvision was a viial part of the 
department ·s program, but requests 
for additional funding have not been 
granted. 
"Dr. Thornton has to carry the 
load by herself and with help from 
students and WHMM personnel. 
We really would like to hm: another 
full-time broadcast journalism 
professor and a full-time staffer for 
Newsvision." Wi lson said. " In 
addition, we need another mobile 
unit so more than one crew can go 
out inlo the field, but wi1h 1he state 
of the University, we do what we 
can with what we have." 
Acting Dean of the School of 
Communications Jannelle Dates 
said although Newsvision does not 
have enough support, it is still 
doing well and she expects it 10 do 
belier in the future. 
''I've heard great things about 
the program and currently we are 
working on funding and doini; 
various things 10 increase support, 
Dates said. 
In spite of the problems in 
fu nding, s tudents involved in 
Newsvision said they feel ii is a 
great opportunity for experience. 
This semester the anchor teams 
arc Derricke Dennis and Kendra 
Johnson, and Brandi Smith and 
Brendan Schiller. The assistant 
producers are Kimberly Bryant and 
Valarie Williams. 
Johnson, a third year broadcast journalism major, sa,d although her 
first time 011 camera was fun. she 
realized just how serious the 
broadcasung business really is. 
"TI1erc are so many ups and 
downs in the business that r began 
having doubts about broadcast 
journa1ism. But being on camera 
made up my mind," fohnson said. 
Dennis added that he felt 
pressure to go into print because the 
Journalism de)?artmen t invests 
more into the pnnt sequence. 
"It's not easy sticking with 
broadcasting when there are two 
newspapers on campus and several 
paid print internship opportunities. 
But with Dr. Thornton and her 
constant encouragement and 
support, I know I made the right 
decision to major in broadcast 
news," Dennis said. 
Senior Kimberly Bryant, one of 
two assistant producers, said for 
the first time she is gening 10 do 
something she enjoys. 
"I feel fortunate to have been 
chosen to work with Newsvision,'"' 
Bryant said. " I wish we had time 10 
do more [stories]." 
Newsvision will air two shows 
in February. and one each month 
afterwards until the end of the 
semester. 
Catch Howard Newsvision at 8:30 pm on 
HMM-TV channel 32 on these dates: 
February 14 
February 28 
March 14 
April 4 
May 2 
By Janelle Thompson 
and Criste! Wllllams 
Hillhop Staff Writers 
For the pa,1 five months. many 
of the res idents of the Harriet 
Tubman Quadrangle have been 
dissatisfied with the securi ty and 
maintenance of the dorm. 
Despite the beliefs of University 
administrators who maintain the 
Quad's safety, residents say the 
dorm is not a problem-free haven 
for freshmen females. Rather, it is 
"acrumbli!1g facility" P,lagued ~ith 
poor maintenance. p1umbing 
problems and inadequate security. 
"TI1e door; are unlocked half of 
the time and there is no security 
downstairs," Erica Eaton. a biology 
major and third floor Wheatley Hall 
resident, said. "People are asleep :n 
1he front desk and people walk in 
and out of the front door. No one 
takes any notice." 
But Reverend James Coleman 
the assistant to the Dean for Special 
Programs said the Quad undergoes 
reg!Jlar_ patro,l s by the campus 
police 1tl addition 10 round-tlle• 
clock residence life staff. 
. "The Quad is quite safe. There 
1s 24-hour desk coverage, security 
covers the exterior and the interior 
and they also make periodic 
checks," he said. 
According to the 1995 Howard 
Un_iversity H-BOOK. each 
residence hall has 24-hour front 
desk coverage, a live-in residence 
counselor. 1esiden1 assistants and 
graduate assistants. All dormitory 
entrance doors arc kept locked and 
each resident is issued a front door 
key. The University security force 
patrols the campus and uniformed 
officers are sometimes stationed in 
residence halls. 
But students say the University 
has no1 hved up 10 lh<=;se published 
standards, especially III regards to 
the Ouad. 
l.ast semester, Ursula Bill a 
fre~hman international business 
maJ0r and fourth floor Wheatley 
resident, reported an unidentified 
male walking around unescorted 
through her liallway. 
"I was in the bathroom when a 
n_iale was walki ng down !he hall 
smgrng. At first I thought it was a 
maintenance man, but I did not 
heru; the n_iandatory, ·man on the 
hall warmng," Bill said. 
·'For my safety T decided 10 leave 
the bathroom and return 10 m 
room. When I lhought it was s~ 
for me to return 10 the bathroom 
!he man emerged from the 
bathroom wearing only a , 
and shirt. Security wa, sumi:-
but as far a.~ I know thC) 
came." 
Bc,ides the ,ccunr 
many resident, sa) the l 1 
suffers from low maimer 
Second floor Baldwin 
residents feel they ha,e been 
hardesl. Damage repom t\ 
floor have ranged from bo 
radiators to flooded room,. 
"We mo,ed because our 
exploded and released ,1e:1 
throu_gh our room. The &tei.; 
so thick that we could not !II 
beds from the hallway," L 
Cushenberry. n freshman ph:ir 
major, aid. "For our safe! 
were told 10 mo\\~ into a 
room 10 protect ourselve,1 
t0xic fumes being emi 
Cushenberry added. 
But Dean of Residenct 
William Keene maintains the 
is a safe residence hall, c, 
after the completion o 
renovations. 
"The Quad is quite safe~ 
is no access from the fin,1 
Keene 5aid. "Although the 
6-1 year, old, it still h,L, the~ 
to live up 10 modern 
technology. Various 1 
precautions have been 111kcn. 
as renovated bathrooms. wi 
the lobby and the front door 
However besides the com 
many residents said the ex 
of living in an all-fcma e 
arrnngement is invaluable. 
"I lhink the environrndl 
having most of the fre,tti 
[women] livinl! together he)Jlll 
get adjusted. it, a good comllll 
environment." Danika Ad.ii 
history major and second ; 
Baldwin Hall resident. said. 
" I like the Quad. but the 
problem I have is with safety. I 
only seen security one time 
they should be there all of the 
because anything can haw 
third floor Frazier Hall re~ 
Joycelyn Stevenson said. 
While everyone agrer 
University building is proti 
free, there are certain ,. 
precautions which must be mt 
both ends of the table. 
"We don't claim 10 have a pC' 
system, but we claim a safe S)' 
built with accountability aD! 
are striving to make it more It'! 
We are do111g 1his by conduce 
seminar on the 31st of this m 
with administration, securil} 
students arc welcome," Coli 
said. 
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{USA constitution to face possible _revision 
B1 Danette Gerald 
Wlltop Staff Writer 
~Ho\\;lrll University S1udcn1 
,1Jlll>n (HUSA) Con,litutional 
,. c,,mmincc ha., been gi, en 
,Lofrcviewing und po,,ibly 
~ 1he HUSA con,timtion in 
k,make it more applicable to, 
thd>e,l interc,1 of. the need, 
itncml ,1udenl bod). 
the ,1ruc1ure of student 
,ment. its bJ laws. rules and 
~,. have not been amended 
, 1977, and accordinia to 
nJJ Walker. HUSA v1ce-
f xnl and chairperson of the 
• rutwn,11 Review Com111i11ce. 
.,, ,ome change, need 10 be 
The ,tudent government 
,tCll\C ,111d ,tu dents 
-ehe, have changed ,ince 
· ~hen the con,1i1u11on was 
.,..1-ed. and the con,titution 
J be updated to prop.:rly 
,, the need, of the ever-
., Ho" ard ,tudcnt," Walker 
lcnmfor Campbell, , 1cc-
1 ol the College of Arh 
1(11Cc, • Student Counc11, und 
a member of the nine member making both the Undegraduate 
committee. also believes that and Graduate student trustees 
it is importam for the HUSA members of the General 
Constitution to reviewed. Assembly so that they would 
.. A.t least every 20 years be held accountable ror giving 
gover11111g documents need to more in formation to students, 
be revisited. and as a and eliminatinng both GSA and 
committee. we want to suggest UGSA.making both 
change, that wil l create a ,... ._ orllanizationsonc body within 
con,111ution that all student, w11hin HUSA. This proposed 
can feel comfortable with." changed would, in some minds 
Campbell said. of General Assembly members. 
During the I 993- I 99-l better deal with student 
academic year. members of problem~ and concerns. 
the General Assembly. which " I believe these revisions arc 
cons1,1s of representatives well thought out and have the 
from the Graduate and students best interests in mind. 
Undergraduate Student They (the revisions) had the 
Assemblies (GSA and full support of the General 
UGSA). 101ed upon possible Assembly last year. and I hope 
changes 10 the constitution. the same occcurs this year." 
However. the changes were L..---- --..::.::======="-'--'-...;. ____ ....:.P:::ho::.:t::.o .:.bi:...:.:N:::lco,cl:::e_,,M,,,ai,he,oc:;m::....1 Karim said. 
!101 inactecl, o n because of Shawn Barney. a 
inpropcr voung procedures. Chldladi Akoma, Shaconda Walker, representative from the School 
Undergraduate Trustee HUSA President HUSA Vice President ot Business and Fin,1cial 
Omar Karim has proposed that Advisor for UGSA. said that 
the ConMitutional Review aseparotcorganization independent reali1e the importance or a , 1rong constitutional revisions are 
Commince consider bringing last of HUSA. so 1ha1 it could recei,e Community Outreach Program. necessary because of 
)'Car's suggestions bacl< 10 the more funding from the Office of and in order to have one. more inconsistcncic, within student 
General Assembly for their review. Student Activities. money need, to be dcl'oted to it." government. 
Among these changes is to make ''Times ha,c changed. and so Karim said. "There is not a strong ~ystem of 
the Community Outreach Program have student,' concerns. Now they Other,uggcstedchanges include checks and balances within the 
three branches of student 
government , and they must be 
implemented to create more unity, 
and so that students can be belier 
represented;' Barney said. 
The Constitutional Review 
Commi1tee will review all 
suggestions and vote on those 
which will go to the Genera l 
Assembly in early February. The 
Assembly wil l convene for twice 
during that mo nt h in wh ich 
revisions must be approved by two-
thirds of the Genera Assembly. If 
changes arc made, a petition, to be 
signed by the general s1uden1 body, 
w,ll then be created stating the 
proposed changes .. 
If petitions are sigocd by 5% of 
the student po(lulation the proposed 
referendum will then be voted upon 
during the general elections. lf2/3 
of the stucfcnt body 1hen approve 
the proposed changes. they will be 
considered officiar amendments to 
the HUSA constitution. 
"We just want to ensure that 
s111de111 interests are served first 
and served bener," Walker said. 
chool of Coininunications to clean up its act 
By Haslna O. Harvey 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
credit for the idea to Alicia Benneu. 
the council ·s ;,iudcnt rela1ions 
chairperson. 
"One day Alicia appro:1ched me 
and expressed her feelings on how 
bad it was for outsiders to sec our 
school the way i1 is," Satchel said. 
"Alicia said if there wasn't anything 
done about ii then she would come 
in with p:1int brushes and do it 
herself." 
family to attend the clean•U{>-
According 10 Satchel. it 1s 
important for ,tudents to show their 
support. She encourages people to 
drop in throughout the day. 
appearance. Senior journalism 
major Shai Littlejohn said the 
School of Commumc,uions could 
use a lot of improvement. She 
added that the situation gets wor,c 
good education," Linlejohn said. 
·•we will be painting the 
bathrooms. elevators. basement, 
hanging bulletin boards to pre\'Cnt 
people from placing nyers on 1hc 
walls. We will also be placing a 
Graffiti Board in the basement so 
that those thal must express 
them,ehes can." said Lesli Foster. 
Vice-President of the School of 
Communication, Student Council. 
donated the painting materials and 
members of the Ofi1ce of Physical 
Facilities Management will donate 
their Saturday to take part in the day 
Ion!\ event.'' said Satchel. 
They may have previously 
aucmpted to assist. But 
re~tructuring may have left them 
without enough people for this sort 
of mass activity." replied Foster 
when asked about Phys ical 
Facilities previous lack of repairs. 
,ppmg paint foils from the 
, 111 the ,tair\\clls. Words of 
, Je,pair and ,omctime, 
run aero" the the elevator 
t, the) open and close. For 
)tu.Jent, this " the trainm_g 
"'hich the\ recei,c their 
1011 Tho: ,itc 1, the C. B. P11well 
ng. which houses :,uch 
1I\ cn1111e, a, the School 
niun1cauon,. r.1dio \lat ion, 
,Rand WHBC. television 
JO WHMM and the Career 
=2 and Placement office. 
Bcciusc of the poor appearance 
building\ interior. members 
School of Communications 
~, Council and Uni,crsity 
stration ha\e come together 
n,or the fir,1 "Clean-Up 
The "Clean-Up Dar• will 
Sri.ice tomorro" in the School 
tmimunic:nions. beginning at 
s.Rosyln Satchel, pn:sidcnt of 
JChool's student council. gives 
From there, Satchel and 
Bcnncll to<lk the clean-up idea to 
the other 111e1nber,, of the Muden1 
council. Or. Janene Dates. Acting 
Dean of the School oT 
Communications, and Dr. Joyce 
Ladner, Interim President of the 
How:ird University. 
It has taken ihrce months for 
the clean-up project 10 become a 
rea lity. According to Sa1chel, 
timing. or lack of. has been an issue. 
" Previous tentative dates had 
to be aborted because of connicts 
with other School of 
Communication initiatives:· 
Satchel explained. 
The School of Communication, 
Student Council invites all 
members of the Howard University 
r-ight from Al 
JJ1til the hearings arc o,er." 
De3n Johns was unsure if the 
,:,01 \\:IS a foott>all team attack. 
ldo not know the names of the 
hm of the football team -
:Jrc. I do not know if they are 
',w:· Johns ,aid. 
Witne,.,.es confirmed the 
;111on, of the anonymous 
:t. 
: ~ Anderson said the fight 
I when friend, were calfcd 
~·backup." 
·1 :ind three other,, \\ere at the 
. One of my friend, had i, "'1th Elmer - one of the 
r m on the football team:· 
n said. "We o,erhcard one 
' epla)crs talking to someone on 
yllone - saying ,omethmg 
'them niggers from New Yori: 
I 
arc here':· the sophomore 
marketing major sa id. "So we 
called for some of our people." 
An anonymous football player's 
account of the incident coincides 
with that of Anderson's. 
"One of the football players was 
recogni£ed because of a ~rior 
incident," the witness said. 'The 
prior incident referred to a missing 
coat and ccllu lar phone." 
•Bert. a witness. said he came 
to ~he li~rary on the nij\ht ~f the 
incident 111 defense of his friends 
Anderson and others . 
··When I got 10 the main gate 
[Howard Place], I saw about 15 to 
20 football ,{>layers walking towa!d 
the library. the sophomore said. 
"Then they started runnmg - at 
that point I thought the fighting 
:c1inton from Al 
President Clinton 
"There were time, when "c 
1 
''1 ~now whether he wa\ u 
-llocrat or a Republican or 
.u:,-cr. h's going to be kind of 
-nl to tell wl\ich one is the real 
]Clinton, .. Sen. Pete Domenici 
·NM) said. 
1'o me. it sort of represented a 
'II personality.'' Senate Majority 
'lip Trent Lon (R-Mis~.) said 
·41he president\ speech. 
Other Rerublican, were not 
::$fied an< concluded that 
nton did not reg:1in his 
rularity despite poll, sho" ing 
1 per~ent of;\ men can, liked the 
~1iden1·s State of the Union 
~s. 
Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tux.), a 
41didatc for the 1996 Rcpubl ican 
~•dential campaign stat~ that 
~itead of trymg to re-inven t 
-•irnment, the preside_nt tr_i,ed to 
-10,ent himself. He failed. 
. Even freshman Sen. Fred 
~mpson (R-ll:nn.) noticed the 
record length of the president's 
speech. . . . . 
"He obviously d1dn t have ume 
10 write a short speech. It was too 
long and too unfocused." 
Clinton still wmlls to "put a.~ide 
partisanship and P,e1tine_ss ~nd 
pride." and pass_ maJ0r leg1sla11on 
with the Repubhcans. He wants a 
"second round of re-inventing 
government"' which he said would 
cut S 130 billion in spendmg and 
help "change our economy, our 
government and ourselves with the 
Republicans." . 
Still. many Dcmoc_rnlS remained 
confident in the president after the 
speech. 
"I think he's going to move us 
into 1hc 21st century.'· Democrat 
Nita Lowey of ~cw York said. 
TI1e Repubhcnn ,esponsi: ~•as 
given by New Jersey G_ov. Chns~ne 
'lbcld Whitman. who 1s a poss1~lc 
candidate for the I 996 vice 
presidency. . She stated that "President 
Clinton, you must accept [the 
Republican change]. Put the 
principles of s mal_ler. m,ore 
effective government 11110 acu~_n . 
Reduce spcndmg and cut taxes. 
In the beginning of her speech. 
Whitman also alluded to Chnton·s 
lenuth)' speech. 
"·Let me assure you. I am not 
going 10 ask for equal time." 
Whitman concluded that 
although the president's ideas may 
have resembled those of 1he 
Republican party, Americans 
should not be fooled by empty 
promises. "People want result~. We 
will give you results. We .~viii do 
what you elected us to do. 
''We will be painting the bathrooms, 
elevators, basement, hanging,bulletin 
boards to prevent people from placing 
flyers on the walls. We will also be 
placing a Graffiti Board in the 
basement so that those that must 
express themselves can." 
Beyond the physical changes 
that will be takin~ place. Satchel 
hopes the proJeCt will bring 
,1uilc111,. faculty. and administmtion 
together. 
''This will help everyone get to 
know each other more outside of 
the realm~ of the classroom and 
the traditional work day," Satchel 
added. 
The council is offer,ng a 
monetary prize 10 the student 
organi1,a11011 that "brings the most 
members to stay the longest time. 
It will be a day of hard work and 
fun. We encourage everyone from 
the Universi ty to pa rticipa te." 
Satchel said. 
Foster said she has high hopes 
for both the school's appearance 
and for the relations between those 
who use its facilities. 
- Lesli Foster, Vice-President of the School 
of Communications Student Council. 
Materials for the project, 
including paint,, paint brushes and 
other necccsities for the job have 
been donated by such companies as 
Dacron Paints. According to 
Satchel, there will also be food 
a,ailable for those who volunteer. 
"Hopefully. acts like this will 
bring the School of 
Communications family closer 
together and encourage the students 
to keep their home clean.'' Foster 
said. 
"I hope lhal this will only get the 
ball rollinl!. because the clean-up 
doesn't stop with us:· Satchel said. 
Many studems have echoed their 
concerns of the school's 
had begun." 
Altliough the incident occurred 
more than a month ago. none of the 
individuals involved have faced any 
disciplinary action. F,1,·on; admits 11 
has taken a long time for the school 
to re olve the issue but he altributes 
the delay to the Christmas break 
and registration period. 
"We will not tolerate violence 
on campus. Once the disciplinary 
committee comes 10 a decision, 11 
will be rigorously enforced.'' Fa,'Ors 
said ... We want this message to get 
0UI 10 the student body." 
•Witnesses names were changed for 
pto1ec1io11. 
Bison h-omAl 
cont ribution by leading scorer 
Cathy Robinson. 
"Cathy really never got started. 
I think in the beginning of the game 
she wa, intimidated by Denique 
Graves [Lady Bison center] and 
never really got into her groove.'' 
Farmer ,aid. 
1ylcr. who is very proud of the 
Lady Bi~on. said they stepped up 
their defonsc and realry put 
intensity into their game. 
The Lady Bison took on the 
Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman Jan. 
23 and held a lead throughout the 
majority of the game after the 
emotional win against lhe FAMU 
Raulerettcs. 
The Lady Bison played with 
confide nce and _poise as they 
romped Bethune-Cookman 84-66. 
The Wildcats came into the game 
with a 1-5 record in the MEAC and 
a loss two days previously to 
Morgan State. The young team, 
wi th no sen ior players and one 
junior. were no match for the hot 
shooting Lady Bison. 
Hill led the Lady Bison with 21 
points and H yncs followed wi1h 16 
points. 
"I like going up against Howard 
bec:iu\c they have a good center. 
Dcniquc. on their team for me to 
compete against. But. I think their 
strength, arc in how well their other 
players contribute to the game.'' 
Wildcats center Scherrie Jackson 
said. 
At HILLTOP press time, the 
Lady Bison (7-7. 4-1 in the MEAC) 
are m third place in the conference 
and play against Coppin State 
tomorrow al I p.m. and then travel 
to Delaware State on Wednesday. 
ever~• ~car and that the "Clean-Up 
Da) ' 1s a great opportunit) for 
e, r~one to help out. "Though we can use more food. We have a number vendors wi II be 
donating foods. Dacron paints has 
·1t looks terrible. but it doesn't 
take a preuy classroom to get a 
~ o @flll~r91bfl 
D ruQQQ 
Meedie 
Clark 
By Monica M. Lewis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Dedicated, thorough and responsible. 
These were just :1 few words Shaconda Walker. 
vice-president of the Howard University Student s 
Association (HUSA), used to describe Meedie ~ 
Clark. e 
"I've seen Mecdie around and she seems to be at '; 
hard worker." Walker said/'By being involved in a :ii 
101 of activities here, she's definitely abreast of .:: 
Howard University politics." "Ji 
Being abreast of Howard politics will come in g 
handy for Clark as she takes on the role of General _g 
Assembly Elections Committee Chairperson. As "-L..-------------------1 
chair of the comminec. Clark will oversee the entire Meedie Clark, 
General A\Sembly electoral process this semester. 1995 General Assembly Elections Chairperson 
from verifying candidates for such esteemed positions 
as HUSA president and vice-president and the 
Undergraduate and Graduate Trustees. to tallying 
votes on elect ion nigh t. Desl_)itc the huge 
responsibilities. Clark. a nursing maJor from Easton. 
Penn .. says she is looking forward to her newest 
pos\tilc:,n. 11 . · .d d" Cl k ·c1 "I k • m not at a int11111 ate • ar · sa1 . now 
there is a lot of work involved, but it's all about time-
management." 
''I've always been active in different organizations 
and I really wanted to be involved in the election 
process this year." said Clark. who served as a 
pollworkcr for last year's General Assembly eleclions. 
The General Assembly consists of student council 
represcn1a1ivcs from each of the University's 17 
schools and colleges and HUSA's executive board. 
Clark. who was formal ly approved by members 
of the General Assembly last week 10 head the 
commi1tee. has some new ideas for this year's 
election. Along with the usual speak-outs that give 
candidates a chance to address the student body, 
Clark wou Id like to add debates to the elections 
process. And in an attempt to appease graduate 
students, Clark is trying to have separate speak-outs 
for them at more convenient locations such as the Law 
School campus. 
"Historically. there has never been much graduate 
representation at the speak-outs held on the main 
campus. so I figured this would really help graduate 
students sec who would represeni them ._" Clark said. 
"Since I was chosen for tlus pos111on. 11 1s my dut)' to 
make the elections process as'convenient as possible 
for members of the student body." 
Clark considers the positions of HUSA president, 
vice-president and both trustees to be very important 
ones. She says that student leaders pave the direction 
the University wi ll head into. "It's very important for 
student leaders to be just that.'' Clark saia. "A lot of 
times, people get these positions for their resume or 
10 fit the status quo:· 
In addition to her latest appoi ntment. Clark is 
sophomore representative for the School of Nursing 
Student Council, a member of the National Concil oT 
Negro Women and a Student Ambassador. 
If you're interested in writing for the Campus and/or Campus Plus 
sections of The Hilltop, please come to our section meetings ea;h Sun-
day at 6:30. Meetings are held in the Hilltop office, located in the West 
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Cop shooter pursued by District police 
the two shootings was ruled out as the one last 1l1esday morning and the other on in the cylinder. . . 
By Elaine Lana Myada gunman Thursday evening, hopes of a Ja,:iuary I 0. Each incident_ involved _a Police have rel.eased a co~posue ~rawmg 
Hilltop Staff Wnter unminent arrest in the case denated. um formed offker shot several times by a ski- of the gunman m 1\ies~ay s ~mack base<! 
District Police are _acti_ve!y searching_for . Pol\ce Chief Fred Tho[!laS announced masked assailant for no. app!ir!'nt. :cason. l~rge!Y on a d~~cripuon given by the 
a man suspected of indlS<,Timmately shoot mg f"nday mght that the D.C. Pohce Department Both officers suffered senous mJunes. . calx.lnv<;r whose cab. was commandeered by 
two D.C. police officers. is offering a S 10,000 reward for information A federal law i;n~orcement. source did the assailant. The driver t~!d de!1;c11ves that 
Police canvassed neighborhoods with leading to the arrest and conviction of the confirm that a balhsucs cxam11_1er for the the attacker took off the_ ski mask m the cab 
nyers of the alleged suspect hoping 10 get a gunman. . . ~ureau or Alcohol, Tobacc?. an_d F1rea_rms has and h~d b_races across his top teeth. 
name. an address or a tip to where lie could Thomas also added that 1t was ume for the cqncluded unequivocally that the same .32 lmesugators are pursumg other lead, as 
be. But after receiving several tips from community to come forward and help the cahber revolver was used m both attacks. Tl~c they_ try to ga!hcr mqre ev1.dcnce ?gamst the 
people they talked with they were still at police. assailant droP.ped the gun after last Tuesdays assailant. So far th!! httle bit of evidence that 
square one. Investigators are citing similarities in the shooting while being chased by pohce. 'fhe ~as been gathc~a 1s not enough for an arrest, 
After an alleged parole violator who was shootings and have said ihey think the same source added that no 1dent1fiable fingerprmts mvesllgators said. t~i~l~~:e:: ir:;:;~~ 
thought 10 be a "a good. strong suspect" in person or persons com mitte::d:..:.bo::1::.h:..:a::1::.ta::c::.k::s:.., _":..'.:e::re:..fi:.:o::u:n.:d.:o::.n:..1::.h:.:e..!p:.:i:.st:.:o.:.l .:o.:.r.:.1h.:.e:...::sp::.e:.:1..:H..:s_h.:.e_ll_s ---------------- ------ -------1 
Sister Souljah niakes revelation 
in new book, 'No Disrespect' 
TAXPAYERS THAT USED 
PAID PREPARERS LAST 
YEAR TO RECE£VE 
VOUCHERS IN MAIL 
According to the Internal 
Revenue service. those who used 
a paid tax preparer to file their 
1993 federal income tax will be 
among the more than 20 million 
taxpayers who will not get the 
traditional tax form package from 
the IRS. Instead. they will receive 
a Form 8 I 60-V, Tax Package 
Postcard With Voucher. in tne 
mail. 
There will be detailed 
instructions in the mail-out on how 
to use the I 040-V a.~d Payment 
Voucherto pay taxes due April 15, 
1995. for the 1994 Form 1040 tax 
return. The vouchers may not be 
used for estimated tax payments on 
1994 taxes or payments due to the 
IRS for any other reason. This 
could result in the money being 
misapplied to your account. 
The Form 8160-Valso contains 
a pre-addressed. peel-off label 
which should be given 10 your tax 
preparer for use on your I 994 
mcome tax return. Toxpayers who 
would like a traditional tax 
package can mail in the 
preaddressed postcard on the 
8160-V and they will receive a 
traditional package. 
The I RS is expanding the use 
of this payment voucher so that 
payments may beprocessed more 
accurately and efficiently. 
GW MEDICAL CENTER 
AND REN CORPORATION-
USA JOlN FORCES 
AGAINST RENAL DISEASES 
The George Washington 
University Medical center has 
entered into a formal agreement 
wi th REN corporation:usA of 
Nashville, TN. to expand services 
for renal disease patients across 
the Metropo litan area. The 
affiliation between these two 
powerhouses comes at a time when 
the District of Columbia is 
suffering from the highest rate of 
end stage renal disease in the 
nation (554 cases per mi llion 
people). 
GW is one of the nation·s 
leading academic medical centers 
and REN Corporation is one of the 
largest, most respected, 
commercial prpvidcrs of dialysis 
treatment in the country. 
"The agreement between 
George Wasfiington University 
Medical Center, known for its 
extensive clinical experience in 
nephrology, and REN Corporation-
US A. w11h a reputation of 
excellence in renal disease 
treatment and research. is the latest 
example of the new relationship in 
health care delivery.'" Rog&r Meyer, 
M.D,, Vice President 0T~ed1cai 
Affairs at GW. said. 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer or REN Lawrence Centella 
is very happy about the alliance 
with the GW Medical Center. 
"We are delighted to join forces 
with an academic institution that 
shares our values in providing 
quality care to patients. and we 
look forward to contributing to the 
health and quality of hfe for 
patients in the Washington. D.C. 
area." Centella said. 
As_part of the agreement, GW 
and REN arecomn1111ed to placing 
several dialysis treatment facilities 
in the underserved communities. 
as well as upgrading existing ones. 
In fact, the first "satellite" will be 
established east or the Anacostia 
River. They hope this will remove 
the obstacles of transportation and 
harsh weather for patients in these 
areas. 
Director of the division of Renal 
Diseases and hypertension Juan 
Bosch, who wi ll serve as Medical 
Director of the GW-REN Regional 
Dialysis Network, feels this 
partnership will not on ly be 
beneficial to GW but also to the 
community it serves. 
"The GWU Medical Center is 
enormously proud of the new 
agreement because it dramatically 
improves our ability to serve the 
entire community. especially 
African American residents or this 
area who continue to have h.igh 
rates or kidney disease. Tne 
agreement a lso enhances GW's 
posi tion as one of the nation's 
leading centers for renal disease 
research." Bosch said. 
With U.S. Savings Bonds, 
the more you give, 
the more you receive. 
Every day. we pass a little of oursch'ts on to the oexl generation. 
Why leaves change colors, what makes a noun <liffcn:nt from a veri). 
how to add fractions. where to find AtaskJI on the glooc. The 
knowledge lhat we give smys wilh lhcm forever. And we hope we·,·e 
made lhelr lives a little richer for the learning. 
Take~SSAVINGS ~ Stock m 
lnAmerlca , ,BONDS 
ideologies; instead it is like a diary 
made _public for the benefit of the 
Amencan public." Sister Souijah 
said. 
Sister Souljah who, in her youth. 
criticized adults for not properly 
training young girls and boys on 
how to become women and men. 
hopes that her book will serve as an 
instruction manual on what not to 
do. 
In an interview on Pacifica News 
Radio last week Sister Souljah told 
the audience her main re:1son for 
sharing the most intimate and 
personal details of her life. 
""We (the African-American 
community) cannot grow in an 
environment where everything that 
is wrong is kept secret. So l am 
airing my personal story so that in 
my mottierhood I do not make the 
same mistakes. And so that other 
women do not make the same 
mistakes," Sister Souljah said. 
Torie Jones. a freshman legal 
communications major. found 
Sister Souljah's story very 
inspirational, 
--r "as very i mpre.,scd with the 
book. I bad no idea Sister Souljah 
had so many personal connicts. and 
I found it very inspirational that 
she stayed focused despite those 
connicts." Jones said. 
unhealthy relationships; 
Souljal1 said. 
Sister Souljah also res 
the critics who refer to be 
woman basher by saying th!. 
women have got to get overt 
not let myself off the hoo~. 
not le11ing other women 
hook either." 
Sister Souljah ~aid she,. 
project and market hersclr 
image of a powerful 
independent African wo~ 
Phyllis Jeffers. a 
student at the Univcr1: 
Maryland, was 1n 
disappointed by the lack or p 
aspect., of her life renected 
book. 
·Toe book left me hani 
wanted to know about them: 
were different from the triflll' 
in her book. I wanted to read. 
men that broke the mold I 
one she married:· Jeffer. sa. 
Sister Souljah also ' 
follow-up book to No Dill': 
by the end of the year. Sir 
ai!ded that the second bool 
focus on her marriage. chi.. 
and the positive aspects ofbt 
'The first book is wild ;r; 
second book will be just a Ill 
wild," Sister Souljah said. 
Sister Souljilh also p 
record an album. 
Sis te r Souljah s peaks her views in an appearnace 
earlier in t he year. 
Sister Souljah said that her 
motivation for writing the book 
came as a result of conversations 
she held after lectures and political 
events. Sister Souljah recancd how 
those conversations would shift 
quickly 10 the subject of male-
female relationships. She then 
realized that before an individual 
can contribute to the movement 
toward liberation, his or her 
per:,onal relationships must be in 
order. 
"1 f I can find some r 
people, you will see my albi.. 
the end of 1995. If I cannot the 
will not see it," Sister Souljt 
By Monica Holly 
Hilltop Staff Wrijer 
Rapper, political activist and 
author Sister Souljah promoted her 
new book No Disrespect in 
Washington last week. While 
giving autographs at Vertigo Books 
on Sunday she took time out to 
answer some questions about her 
book. 
Sister Sour ah said that her book 
is a very personal. very intimate. 
very sexual. and a journey of sorts 
through her personal relationships 
with men. women and her family. 
Sister Souljah. who fiN came 
to national attention when she made 
a comment at a lecture saying 
Blacks need to kill Whites instead 
of killing Blacks, went on to e.xplain 
that the book does not delve into her 
political beliefs. 
"fhis book is not a political 
manifesto of m olitical 
"One is be11cr able to function 
if personal and intimate 
relationships arc healthy. than if 
one is consumed with worr about 
When asked how she mi.: 
to stay focused despite the Ob 
she encountered. Sister ~ 
responded. "( ha\ .: aly,ay, , 
spiritual and tried to do whll 
right because I was afn1 
becoming what I saw around 
asked my mother how to a,a 
trnp and she told me that bo) 
always be around but } OU ~ 
take care of business and be 
God."' 
District schools not improving, panel 
report stresses upgrade needed quick 
By Elaine Lana Myada 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
in facilities. and upgrade the math and science 
instruction. the report said. 
District public schools are not making the 
grade when it comes to its St\ldcnts. the 
Commince on Public Education cited in a report 
released last week, 
George Napier, the commiuce's .:xecuth·e 
director. said the report's findings should be a 
sign 10 all of the District. 
"This is a wake-up call to the community 10 
get back together around something we all say 
1s important - education,'' Napier said. ·'Years 
have passed. billioo, of dollars nave been spent 
and the te,t scores have not improved. Dr. Smith 
is fighting a good fight, but hes almost fighting 
alone." 
As far as D.C. teachers nre conccma! 
committee suggested the city invest in a 
efficient teacher evaluation system and imp-
teacher training, The panel mdicated that 
support form the surrounding. bu< 
community. more autonomy for md11, 
schools. and experimentation with diff< 
types of schools, including privately m.c-
schools and schools that operate indepenik 
from the school S) ,tern, might ben~fit the 
struggling school system. 
According to the panel of 30 civic leaders. 
students in the D.C. school system ha\e, 0\'er the 
past six years, performed increasingly worse in 
almost every academic ru,pect, and tne quality of 
teachers has not improved at all. 
The commi11ee said that since 1989. when it 
issued its first report, standardized test scores 
have gone down. the graduation rate shows no 
improvement and high school allendancc has 
gone down. In additJon. millions of dollars in 
repairs supplies and textbooks are needed in all 
164 of the ci ty's schools. the report said. 
The District ranked first in 199 I among the 
nation's 40 largest school systems in 
expenditures per studem, but the Committee 
feels the spending hu\ not "yielded even 
minimally acceptable results in the majority of 
District schools." 
The committee critici1ed D.C. schoo: 
allowing three politically competith'C cit 
entities - the board of education, the D.C 
Council and the mayor - 10 have autlr 
over the school budget, which the committ« 
made "it easier for all parties to c• 
accountnbility." 
But the report does credit Superintendent 
Frankli n L. Smith with making some positive 
changes. Smith. who was hired in 1991. is the 
catafyst that helped strengthen graduation 
requirements,_closc dow1_1 12 schools that were 
bemg underuuhzed. provide some improvement 
The committee also blamed the school board 
for several things related to the school system's 
failure. Among those: obstr\lcting reform cfforls 
by "microman3gement": ·•a lacl, of focus and 
consistent follow·through within the school 
system": opposition to Smith's efforts to make 
changes, and the community's nonchalant 
attitude about the city's schools. 
The committee made recommenda11on; 
a commission be established to suggci 
Congress a new structure for the D.C. r-
schooi system, It also called for school off~ 
the mayor, Congress, foundations and b~ 
and parent groups to hold a citywidecduco· 
!=onfere!JCe m the spring to de\'Clop strategir 
1mprovmg schools. 
Storytelling program caters to all ages 
By Rasheeda Crayton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Ethiopia. Alemayu, Gondar, 
Shemma, lnjerah, Wat and Kraar," 
are words found in Jane Kurt7's 
child ren's book, Fire on the 
Mountain, said Leasa Farrar Fraz.er. 
to the children who attended a 
Sunday program at the National 
Museum of African Art. 
Frazer, coordinator or the "Let's 
read about Afr ica" program, 
showed the children Ethiopia and 
explained that Alemayu is the main 
character and Gondar the main the 
city in the tale. Then she challenged 
the children to listen to the story to 
figure out what the rest of the 
words, Shemma. lnjera, Wat, and 
Kraar, meant. 
"Let's read about Africa•· is a 
new program designed to allow all 
people who like to read and listen 
to s tories to come together and 
enjoy a book. 
''There is something really 
magical that happens when people 
share a book together," said Frazer. 
"It's a different type or magic, one 
you don't ~et with television and 
computers. ' 
The program featured storyteller 
Lawanda Randall. who read the 
book while " projector showed 
pages from the book, so people 
could read along as Randall wove 
the tale of the shepherd boy, 
Aiemayu, 
In the story, Alemayu bets a rich 
villager that he can stay outside in 
the cold all night long wearing 
nothing but a Shemma (a thin 
cloak). After Alemayu succeeds, 
the rich man refuses to pay because 
Alemayu said thoughts of a fire 
that he saw in the distance kept 
him warm. The rich man says 
pretending is tantamount to 
b_uildin&. a Iire. Alemayu and his 
sister, wnh the help or servants, use 
a dinner celebrauon to make the 
rich man see the error of his ways 
and to give Aiemayu his payment. 
The children 111 the audience 
enjoyed the tale. Sade Anthony, a 6-
year-old Ft. Washington resident, 
bubbled wi th enthusiasm when the 
tale was through. 
"I liked everything," said 
Anthony. " I really liked wnen they 
cooked, 'cause r like to cook too." 
Fra1.er said she picked Kllrtz's 
book because it showed that size 
ai~d money can be overcome by 
wisdom. 
"I like the idea of little children 
o~twitting th_e big man in the 
village ancfg1vmg him a dose of his 
own 1i:iedicme," said Frazer. "It 
really 1s a wonderful story." 
Lawanda Randall, who recently 
toured the Northeastern states 
telling stories, told the story so well 
she _c<_>u ld_n't get the audience 
part1c1pat1on she desired, She 
would stop and ask the children to 
read a short portion of the story, but 
they were too entranced to 
COOR,!:rale. 
They were beginning 10 listen 
to. me, and Lhe.r, weren't reading," 
s~d Randall. Every audience is 
d ifferent. All of us know how to 
switch lanes ifwe have to. I'm g lad 
they enjoyed it" 
Sondra Cox, who brought her 
grandd~ughtcr to tl~e program 
iho[!ght 11 was a good mtroduction 
10 different culture. 
. "I t~ink it was an r.uellent 
mtroduc11on to folk talcs. Children 
need more and more to le:irn: 
said. 
Several who attended tltoufb 
program, which ran onh 
minutes. should be longer. · 
"She l Cox·,. granddaughter) 
ju~t getting into the storv. g<!" 
sen led down. and then it wasoo 
Cox said. 
Frazer agreed that Sun.. 
story was short, but added 
future stories will be longer. 
Frazer said she was pleased' 
the program, ?nd hopes all 
come 10 enJ0Y. u. 
"I want children and elder!) 
anyone who loves reading to~ 
out to the program,'' Frazer I'& 
Those of" yoll s till wondt 
what injera, wat, and kraar are 
have to read the book. 
Additional storytelling SC" 
will be held on the folio• 
Saturdays at 2 p.m. in tl1e Nati( 
Museum of African Art 
February I I (African Anr 
Talcs), March 11 (Maya Aogt~ 
MY. Painted House, My Frttr 
Chicken, and Me). and March 
,r11, 1995 
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0 Big Fish. Small Pond. 
O Small Fish. Big Pond. 
Big Fish. Big Pond. 
Big Opportunities. Jump In. 
On Campus Interviews 
Thursday, February 9, 1995 . . 
Howard Co-op Days, School of Engineering 
I 
See Engineering Co-op Office for Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports workforce diversity. 
more details. 
AS 
® 
A6 THE HILLTOP January 27, 11a u 1J90 
ATTENTION 
Applications are now available in the 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
Blackburn Center, Suite 117 
for the position of 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
of the 
I 
1996 BISON YEARBOOK 
Job description and criteria available with 
application 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 4:00 PM 
GOD IS IN CONTROL 
" ... What manner of man is this, that even the winds a nd the sea obey him!" 
Matthew 8:27 
The 
Howard University Community Choir 
proudly presents 
A 
Back to School Gospel Jam 
~with Special Guest~ 
Chosen 
Saturday, January 28, 1995 
7:00 P.M. 
Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church 
215 Rhode Island Ave., NW 
Reverend Terry D. Streeter 
Pastor 
Shuttle bus services are provided from the main campus to Slowe Hall 
The Church is located one block from Slowe Hall 
Admission is Free 
Jesus Paid It All 
Absalo1n Jones/ Canterbury 
presents 
Conversation at 'Tea 
witli 
E.EthelbertMiller 
Tuesday, 
January 31 
4:30 p.m. 
The Gallery 
Blackburn 
Center 
Admission 
is FREE 
Mr. Miller will make a presentation 
from his book, 
In Search of Color Everywhere: 
a Collection of African-American Poetry. 
Mr. Miller is the director of the 
Howard University African-
American Resource Center. 
ft, 
Buf'lets 
PRRSBNT 
Charlotte Hornets 
Tuesday, January 31, 8:00 p.111 . 
Friday, April 7, 7:30 p._m. 
fcnt11ri11g 
ALONZO MOURNING 
LARRY JOHNSON 
MUGGSY BOGUES 
•@@•zjiJW $26 (reg. $30) 
I would like _ tickets @ $26 = $ 
--
No refunds or txchang,s. 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• • 
Name • Addres·-=-s _____________ _ 
City ______ State__ z,p 
Daytime phone ____ Evening phone --"""'-
0 Payment Enclosed (make check payable to Bullets) 
0 Visa O MasterCard O Discover Q Amer·,c .-an 1:.xpress 
Card Number________ E p 0 x . ate 
Name on card --
kmsiblc 5,.1ing: 13011350-3400 w . 1370 l1J01cel o, /JOI J 386-7024 ITDDI 
• Mail to: Bullets, USAir_Arena, L~ndover, Md. 20785 ATIN: STEVE BOWEN■ 
0 Check here for more information on partial or season ticket packages '"::" 
For more Information or to order by phone, , Cards 
call STEVE BOWEN at (301) NBA-DUNK ext. 106S 
,-,21, 1995 
Taiwan And The United Nations e 
By A J~ Grq:or, Uon. lf all this;,. true, why land on the one hand and 
,,,.,,,.,_,,.o{Pol,/;ca/, Sc=, then is the Republic of politicnl oooommodati;n by 
U~o(Califonua China on Taiwan not a bothontheother. 
al EJerle,/,:y full ~embe~ of the U.N.? Excluding the ROC on (NAPS_)-On May Likeall 1ssuesthatteat Taiwan from memberohip 
2 5 of th 18. ye a r ~be ~• patience and negotiot- in the U .N. will serve nei-
Sena t~ Foreign Relation.• •';lg akills of the intcrna- ther purpose. Both the 
Comm1ttee voted un":m• t1on~l community, the ROC and the PRC work-
moualy_ for a reaolu\1on petition by the ROC gov- ing together in a neutral 
supporting the Republic of ernment for entry into the environment of mutual 
China on Taiwan's mem- United Natic,ns is not ron• accord in the United 
beraJ:up and full parti~pa- sidered on ita own intrinsic Notions mighL The partie-
tion m the Uruted Notions. men ts, but against past ipation of Taiwan in the 
On July 14 the members of rancon, and real or fancied United Notions would pro-
two 1ubcommittees of the political imperatives. vide the opportunity for 
Houac of R,,prcscntalives All the membens of the interaction& between the 
aimil~rly indicated their United States Senate and representatives of maio-
unanimoua aupport. the House ot"~lalh'llll land and island China in 
In the cour,,e of the dis- know that the entry of an environment of mutual 
cuuion, Representative the ROC on Taiwan into regard-create confidence 
Tom Lan~ CD-California) the United Nations would and f06ter reunification. 
rem.a.ndOO. his audience that require either lhe active Al present, 12 oountrics 
Taiwan wee the world's approval or tho pasal\•c hove introduced another 
12th•moet important trad• abstention of the authorities pro()06ru for tho considers• 
ing Mtion; it lu\d the 25th- in Beijing, n.. P('()\>le'e 8"' tion of Taiwan's reentry 
highest annual per capita pttblic of China occupi .. one into the United Nations. Al 
income, and g\!nerated the of the 6"e permanent oeats the same time, a r,;preeen• 
20th-lorge~t gross nation• on the U.N. Security Counct! tativc poll of Americans 
al product 1n the world. It end could veto con.sidera• indica~d that more tho.n 
had earned one of the lion of Taiwan's P<)tition. 60 percent of U.S. citizens 
largest reserves of foreign In 1993, seven Central support the reentry of the 
cun-oncy. Ito population American nations submit- Republic of China on 
of 21 million was larger tcd a propoenl to conoider Taiwan into the U.N. A 
than about threc-qunr• the reentry of the ROC into majority of ci t izen• in 
I.ors of the countries that the rnnka of the United Great Britain . Germany, 
arc now full members of Notions.. The propo&a.l was Japan, ltoly and France 
the United NatioNI. rejected on a technicality. ha,'1> demonstrated a simi• 
What ia curious in oil It was clear that the rea• 1ar npproval. 
this is that the Republic of eon for the, rejection woe Tho now ndminiatra-
China on To,jwan is not n the rcelslonce or the tion in Washington has 
member of the United authorities in Beijing. signalled its interest in 
Nations. lta oitizone are Beijing objects to the multilateral resolution of 
not reproaented in the reentry of tho ROC on international di1putes. To 
working agencies of the Taiwan into the United be efl'eclive, that would 
orgenitation whose own Nations presumably be• ~uire the Cull pa.rtieipa• 
chart.er prHCribea Lhat it cause it1 reentry would lion of all pnrties in dis• 
allow "all !)«)pies" to fully accord Taiwan an "inl<'mn• culL•ions and negotiation• 
participate in delibera· tional persono.hty" that conC('ming such issues. lf 
lion• that. innuence thr1r might, in their judgment the United Nation8 is to 
material. political and complicate ultimate reuni• aerve a1 an agency for 
spintual circu.mtita.nce$. rication. The People's such purposes, it would 
For about half a centu· RepublicofChiMoonsidcra ••em that Washington 
ry, the ROC government the Republic of Chinn on could oclive\y support uni• 
bu maintained unbroken Taiwan an "intnruric part of ver•al membership and 
political governance of o. sovereign China." nnd full pnrticipation in the 
Taiwan and itl ...-,iatcd membership for the ROC in world body. 
territori ... They have ere- the U.N. might crenw the To dote, the foreign 
a led an environment in impmMion of..,woetunas: policies of the Clinton 
wruch the people of Taiwan The foct is that tho full administration have been 
have lifted them1elve1 representation of •two uncertam. The i11ue of 
from agra_rian poverty lO Gem\any1"' in the United To.iwan's membership in 
equitable induatrial affiu• Nations prior to the reuni• the United Nationo might 
ence The per cnpita GNP licalion of Germany did "'ell olfer it the opportuni· 
oCl-than US$160 for the not in tho least obstruct ty to exerei•• leadership 
Chit\Nle on Taiwan 1n 1951 reunification_ The present on a matter concern ing 
ia now over $10,000. The rcpreeentation in the U.N. which there is nonpnrti• 
authoritarianism or the or •1.wo Koreas, .. bolh ean unanimity in the 
put haa been transformed North and South, is not Congress of the United 
into the functional political considered by either to be Sta~• and growing popu• 
pluralwnofthepi-.cnL 11n impediment to ulti- lar auppor t among the 
Tiuwan aatiafiee evtry mate reu.ni6cat,on. mnjor powera. 
criterion a• an "intema- Tho ROC government Urging the r.entry of 
tionally recognized pohti• baa formally announced ita the Republic of China on 
cal tntity.· It. governs a full intention to punue o Taiwan into the United 
discrete populatfon in a ooune ofnabOIW rcunificn. Nation• mo.y allow the 
geographically defined tion. But that reunification, Clinton administration to 
apace. and it enters into in its judgment, necessi• reassert its leadierNup in the 
binding international tates an anu.:edent proceae world commurutyot"nations. 
agre,,menta, the responsi- of confidence-building Every moral, ccooomic and 
bilitiea of which it dis• betweendcmocraticToiwan political consideration rec· 
charg,,s without qualifica- and the Communist main- ommends thiJI enwrprioe. 
Not,, u, ed,u,rs: ~ Unikel Notu,n• b,girn, iU uuion on &ptrmb,r 20th. 
ADU 
RE:CORDS 
presents 
TH-€ LATE:ST 
DANCE: MUSIC 
FROM AFRICA: 
FANTA KAV LO\IERS 
- - - - ---- ---- -TO ORDER (check bo•): 
Send check of money order for: 
0 12" cassette s lnglo, $3 
O LP casselle, $5 
0 LP record, S7 
Mell to: 
ADU Reoords, P .o. Bo• 26232 
Wuhlng ton, O.C. 20001-9998 
PLEASE FILL OUT (ploaae prlnl): 
Nsm• -----------------
Addresa----------------
c 11y _____ s1,1e _____ z1p __ _ 
Add $2 for shipping and h1ndllng 
Amount Enclosed S-------------
Please allow a few days for dellvery, 
THE HILLTOP 
'fothing rounds 
out ,Tour BA/MBA 
. 
like our M.AP 
Corporate Banking.'Opcrations and 
Technology Presentation 
Thursday, February 2nd, 1995 
5:00PM-7:00PM 
Frith Floof Sludent Lounge, School 
of Business, 2600 61h Slreel, N.W. 
Relrestvnents v.,11 be served 
For a better look at business 
consider Citibank's global 
reach and opportunities. 
Our Management Associate 
Program puts you at the heart 
of a premier financial services 
organization with hundreds of 
products and services, thou-
sands of branches, and a 
substantial presence in over 
90 countries. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
M/F/DN. 
Citibank. 
As Global As It Gets. 
CITIBAN<Os 
A7 
fl SAS - Introduction to the Macintosh ~ Introduction to Microsoft Excel 
11!1~~0f,fi~/inWlA►Jl/1•1ilil1\3fJ ln~~:~~'!0Yi~r~~~tf~~f:~: Mac 
Macintosh 
ATTENTION•• Introduction to Microsoft FoxPRO Introduction to PageMaker 
AcCS • Academic Computing Services 
offers 
COMPUTER 
TRAINING 
Howard Students piyonly $5, SWf only $IS. 
For More Information 
Call 202-806-5383 
Ask for Carol Braswell 
Windows/DOS 
• 
Introduction to DOS 
Introduction to Windows 
Introduction to Microsoft Excel 
Introduction to .Microsoft Word 
Introduction to WordPerfect for Windows 
Introduction to Microsoft FoxPRO 
Internet 
I Introduction to the Internet 
□ Mainframe Overview of the Mainframe Introduction to SPSSx 
With U.S. Savings Bonds, 
the more you giv~, 
the more you receive. 
Ever) day. we pass a liu le or our,elves on 101hc next 
genenuion. !low 10 till hanlencd soil, whnl 10 plan1. why 
we fcrtilite, when 10 harvest. The knowledge that we give 
stays with 1hcm forever. 
Giving U.S. Savings Bonds also passes nn im90rtan1 
lesson on co the future generation. Bonds can teach our 
children how to save. how interest grows and how a small 
investment can help make their dreams come true. 
Buying U.S. Savings Donds contributes 10 a solid and 
secure Arnerica for generation~ to come. What a g.rcat 
\\-ay for you to ~ay, .. I believe in your future!'' 
Bonds are as easy to buy as ~iey arc to gi\'c. Buy 
them at half their face value throu&h your local bank. 
So share 1hc 1rndi1ion of U.S. Savings Bonds. They're 
the gift 1ha1 gives back ~ 
more than you·ve given. - SSAVJM;S ~ 
~~. .BONDS ~ 
CAP JJT({JJJL 
JBIJJ((J,lfff JLJJ((J,JBJ1f'S 
Black Caucus Scram2.ed 
The Congressional Black Caucus (CBC), which has 40 plus 
legisla1ive members and has exis1ed for 25 years. ~vas cul due to lhe recem 
changes on Capitol Hill enforced by the R_ep~bhcanrna.ion1y. '.file CBC 
has been known for its strong stance on s1gmficant issues facmg Black 
Americans. . 
"The Congressional Black Caucus is too powerful po.l i11cally and 
Jegisla1ively 10 be stopped by Newt. If he wamed 10 get nd of the 1he 
CBC, he should have just lei us know:· said senior member Rep. Charles 
Rangel (D-NY). 
"The really unfortunate thing is that this move is likely 10 hurt every 
other constituency_ more than it will the CBC," Rangel said. 
However, the CBC Foundation, which is a non-profit organization. 
will not be affected b:,r lhe recent cut. . 
Along with 1he CBC, the Hispanic, Women and Human Rights 
Legislativv Special Organiza1ions wi ll not receive further funding or 
office space from the federal government, even though they represent a 
broad range of minority interests. 
CBC chairman Donald Payne (D-NJ) said lhe CBC will "be heard 
and wi ll remain the moral conscience of !his Congress." 
Despite Rep!Jblican changes in the Cong_ress such as this one. 
Democrats are trymg 10 overcome the recent adJustments. 
Former CBC Chairman Kweisi Mfume (D-Md.) said. ' 'The funeral's 
over. II really is. The period of grieving has l?ng srnce passed and w_hat 
we have now is a sustained penod of accept mg lhe real ny and makrng 
lhe most of it in a posit ive way." l 
Newt Gets Extra Security 
After weeks of reported dealh lhreats 10 House Speaker Newt Gingrich 
(R-Ga) from outraged citizens over controversial plans, Gingrich has 
finally decided 10 hi re extra government security, 
Gingrich will have security guardsouiside his office as well as casually 
dresseo guards walki ng with him. 
He will also have a police-driven, _government vehicle. ~ere ~as 
some indecisiveness as to whetherthe Speaker would have a hmousrne. 
Cadillac or Lincoln since he is known for trying to cut government 
spending. . . 
"On the advice of law enforcement pt;ople a1 lhe Cap11ol."New1 1s 
reluctantly iioing 10 take their advice.' Grngrich's spokesman Tony 
Blankley said. 
This comes after G ingrich faced questioning over a $4.5 million 
advancement for his book deal from Harper-Collins , which is owned by 
the Fox Television Network. Fox has been under investigation for 
breaking some Federal Communication Commission laws, according 10 
House Democratic Whip David Bonior. 
Fox said Bonior's suggestions are nothing but "scurrilous attacks." 
HUD Plans for Cuts 
Secretary Henry Cisneros, head of the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) announced his plan 10 cut the work force 
signi ficantly by the year 2000. 
Cisneros said the department will use buy-outs and layoffs to cut its 
s taff from I 1,900 to about 7,500. According to thed_epanment's figures, 
this will save American tax payers approximately $800 million. However, 
Cisneros plans no layoffs for 1995. 
"It is the first lime we've used [7,500], but that is what we have been 
projecting for some time," Cisneros said. 
He also plans to consolidate some 60 federal housing programs into 
three grants. This action comes as a result of the newly elected 
Republican majority Congress a lso plans toeliminate many of 1he 
department's housing programs. 
"HUD's abili1y to fulfill its important mission has diminished over 
the years," Cisneros said. 'The changes we have proposed will sweep 
away lhe department's bureaucratic cluuer and enable HUD 10 operate 
as a true supporter of local efforts 10 make a real difference 111 the 
communities and peoples' lives." 
BLACKCOLLEGE REVIE 
Chicago Sta te University 
• Students at CSU are celebrating their Homecoming for 1995. 
e week starts with a Kick-Off Rally and ends witli the Homecoming 
ame against Northeastern Dl inois University. 
Kent ucky State Uni versity 
Ayrie King, ill, known as "Mr. Tops," performed at KSU on Jan. 11. 
cribed as having "the innovative flair of Fred Astaire, the quick 
ction of Ann Mi ller, and the classical flash of the Nicholas Brothers." 
King performed selections from lhe legendary Bill "Bo Jangles" 
obmson, as well as the fancy footwork of Gregory Hines and lhe hip-
op moves of Hammer. 
••• 
Donna Bradley-Monon. executive/artistic direc1or for the Arts 
onsortium of Cincinnali. was KSU's Martin Luther King, Jr. 
onvocation Speaker. The Aris Consortium of Cincinnati is the 
remier African-American art institute in Cincinnati and houses three 
t galleries. a dance studio and a 125-seat studio theater and artist 
pace. 
Alabama A&M Unh-ersity . 
• Gene C. Young will address the Black His1ory Month Convocation 
n Feb. 7. Young, a civil rights activist who protes ted 1he teaching of 
eories of genetic inferionty, was given natJonal aucntion when [1e 
eived a liaircut at a Kansas City publ ic hotel shortly after the 
igning of the 1964 Civil Righ1s Ac1. 
J ackson State University 
A facul1y member of Jackson Stale University in Mississippi. Young 
•ntly joined Ben Chaney (brother of the late James Chancy), 
elati ves and 01her supporters in the 30th anniversary tribute 10 the 
hree civil rights workers who were slain in Neshoba Coumy. MS in 
1964. 
Compiled by Sadarie Cham bliss 
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Malcollll X's daughter faces , 
charges in assassination pl01; 
BY. David Gaither 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Quabilah Shabau. daughter of 
slain Black leader Malcolm X, was 
arraig ned in St. Paul, Minn., on 
Jan. 18 on accusations of ploning 10 
hire an assassin 10 murder Minis1er 
Louis Farrakhan. 
Shabazz. 34, is accused of using 
the telephone. traveling stale lines. 
and making a partial payment in her 
anempt to hire a hll man to kill 
Farrakhan. If convic1ed. Shaba1 . .: 
faces up to 90 years in prison and 
$2.25 million in fines. 
In a TV interview la,1 year, 
Malcolm X's widow, Belly 
Shabazz. said she believed 
Farrakhan was involved in the 1965 
assassination of her husband. 
Farrakhan denies the accusations. 
"I was and I remain absolutely 
innocent of any involvement in 1he 
assassination of Malco lm X," 
Farrakhan said. 
Shabau witnessed her father's 
death in New York when she was 
four years old. At the t ime, 
accusations of the Nation of Islam's 
involvement were ub iquitous. 
Initial reports of this case claimed 
Shabazz was seeking revenge 
agarnst the leader of the Nmion of 
Islam. , 
Th:: FBI wire tapped Shabaa s 
phone for more 1han s iit months. 
Officials said 20 audio tapes :md 50 
minutes of video1ape indicate she 
planned the assassinat i<;J n by 
negotiating 10 hire ~ 1chael 
Fitzpatrick. a chi Id hood fnend and 
long time go,-ernment informam. 10 
kill Farrakhan. 
Fitzpatri_ck had be!!n a member 
of the mil11an1 Jewish Defense 
League, which. is ~nown for 
comm11tmg 1crrons1 acts. The JD_L 
is associa1cd with the An11-
Defama1ion League. which has 
been feuding witli the NOi for 10 
year... 
Government officials claim 
Fitzpatrick was paid up to $ 10,000 
by tlie FBI 10 betray members of the 
JDL in the 1970,. was relocated by 
the go,-ernmem, then later sought 10 
entrap other political radicals m the 
1980s. 
"When he has been in 1rouble. 
he seems to sell information to the 
go,-ernmem," defense lawyer Larry 
Le,enthal said. 
Gordon, an associate Fit1pa1rick 
met and befriended in a drug 
treatment program. said Fi1,pa1rick 
wanted 10 be a "Jewish tough guy" 
and was inclined toward anarchism. 
"Fit1patrick ,aid he turned 
[Shabazz] m because he sincerely 
"' believed tha1 her plot would ~ an1agoni2e relationships between 
" 1he Jews and Black Muslim e communities and put Jewish li,cs 
t: in danger." Gordon said. 
the two men convicted 
ai.sa.ssiMtion of Malcolm X. 
as the murderer of Rabbi 
Kahane, 1he founder of the 
One day before Q 
Shabau entered her no1 gu1 
Farrakhan backed her in 
Farrakhan told a crowd 
than 2.000 in Chicago 
go,ernment as the real fortt 
1be plot 10 a,sa,sinate him. 
"If we can prove there"~ 
government entrapmen1 
voung lady. I befiC\'e 1; 
community should rise to 
her release, .. Farrakhan ,aid. 
Standing wi1h Re,: Ben 
and other Black leaders, F· 
said FBI programs were c 
divide ano disman tl e 
leaden.hip in the 1960\ and 
According to Fam1khan. !he 
Counter lntelligence Pr~ 
COINTELPRO. was u-ed : 
on. infiltrate, and de-stabiliu. _ 
organizations under the lead:, 
on. Edgar Hoover. I 
Farrakhan called for Bl 
umte and file a class acu 
agaJOsl the United I 
government. 
"We demand that all filesr, 
10 the death of Malcolm\ 
Martin Luther King, go,~• 
surveillance of Blacl: organir. 
and all documents connec1<1!1 : 
the indictment ofQuabilnh Sh 1 
be releru.ed," Farr.ikhan said 
Those close 10 Shabazz"'· 
is incapable of commi tting 
crime. I 
i With her team of lawyers, 
1, including a11orney William 
a Kunstler. Shabau entered a plea of 
] not g uilt y. Kunstle r has been 
=:::!......!::;....= ....... --~..Al--. _ ____ _.;::......,'"-..,.--i,-• "- invoh·cd in many high profile and 
controver.,ial cases. He defended Minister Louis Farrakhan 
"I'm personally saddenedb 
arrest and indic1ment of Cua 
Shaban:· Farrakhan said. , 
described her as a "child I knell 
held in my arms as a bab) I 
think she\ a evil woman: 
Breast Cancer detected by early testini 
By Natalie P. McNeal 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Joanne Gresko fit within the 
guidelines. As a 5 I -year-old woman 
wi th a family history of breast 
cancer. yearly mammograms for 
Gresko were considered sensible. 
But had the one centimeter 1umor 
composed of one billion cancer 
cells situated within her lef1 breast 
manifes1ed itself 1wo years earlier, 
according 10 the National 
Cancer lnstitute mammography 
guidelines. the malignant tumor 
would have gone uncfetected until 
age 50. when women arc 
recommended for reg ular 
mammograms. 
Since 1993. the National Cancer 
Institute ha, reported that onl) 
women over age 50 need routine 
mammograms. Bu t whether 
women under 50 should undergo 
yearly mammograms is still being 
oisputed. 
"Women in the 40 10 49 age 
bracket are less likely 10 die from 
breast cancer:· Kara Smigel, 
spokeswoman for NCI said. 
Agreeing\\ i1h t-,;CI\ finding is 
a study conducted l>y the Journal of 
the American Medical A ssocia110n 
which indicates only one in 70 
women will be diagnosed with 
breast cancer O\Cr a oecadc. 
Bui Dr. Helen Melrose of George 
Washing1on Uni\'er,ity does not 
agree w11h lhe guidelines or studies. 
"The studies are no1 a 1rue 
represemation. They do 1101 present 
a valid argument: Melrose ,aid. 
"The studies arc based on 
techniques that are no1 state of 1he 
art/' 
According 10 Melrose, many 
fac1ors go in10 having accurate 
mammograms. 
"A controlled s tudy must be 
conducted with high quality 
readings and state of the art 
equipment.'' Melrose said. 
Dr. Theodore Tsangarii.. 
radiologist and chief of Breast 
lmagins at the Breast Care Center 
i~ the District of Columbia, advises 
women perform self breru.t exam~ 
and receive yearly mammograms. 
"I lhink the study is ,ery much 
a misrepresen1a1ion.'' Tuangaris 
said. 
The NCI s1udy also ci1ed deaths 
among White women in their -I0s 
dropped eight percent. while the 
rate for Black women rose. 
Zora Brown. founder of Breast 
Care Rc,earch, a non-profit 
organi,ation 1argc11ng Blad. 
\\Omen, said cancer manifcMs itself 
differently in Black women. 
guidelines because the inc1 
breast cancer in African Am 
women is present in younger 
Brown said. 
To fo5ter more acwrare 1 
Brown encourage, Black w 
participate in clinical trials. 
Health offietals con~<!. 
te,ting needs to be done. 
"Every ,, oman is an md1, 
We continuously conduct folio.. 
research.'' Smigel said. 
Because of Gresko'< t 
detection, she did not have 10 
a mastectomy. Gresko, who 
work\ for My Image, 
informa11on and support 
agrees w 1th 1he neeo for • 
research and yearly 1es1in1 
women over -10. 
"l-lav1n_g know ledge and c 
is c"en11al to be 10 cha1i: 
cunccr," he said 
"I don't agree wi1h the studies or 
''Supermax'' houses America's most wanteq 
By Criste! WIiiiams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Four hundred and eighty-four of America's 
mos t 1hrea1ening, preda1ory criminals will reside 
in the $60 million Supermax federal prison 
peni1en1iary. located in Florence, Colorado. 
''The Supermax i, 1he first newly-constructed 
maximum security facility in 1he history of the 
bureau of prisons,'· Executive Director Louis 
Winn said. 
Officially opened by Attorney General Janel 
Reno in 1994. Supermax will house any inmates 
who have assaulted siaff or other prisoners, 
attempted 10 escape, partic ipated in work or 
food strikes and other l)lpeS of disturbances. 
The penitemiary 1s actually a correc1ive 
program, lasting approximately 36 months. 
There are nine housing units and in one year. 
inmates are permitted to move 10 a less restr1c1ed 
unit based on their behavior. 
"If you act om, there are consequences for 
lha11ype of behavior:' Winn said. 'This program 
is Cltpensive. bu1 effective." 
Prisoners spend the majority of their day in 
cells, where they cat. s leep and shower. Shower, 
are provided in the cells 10 eliminate the need for 
guard escorts and 10 minimi1e any opportunity 
for assault. 
Small group imeraction takes place for two 
hours and extended privileges such as 
recreational ac1i,i1ie,. various progmrn,. free 
lime ,md dining outside of lhe cell are possible 
for inmates with good behavior. 
The 52 inmates who arc currently incarcerated 
in Supermax are housed in s ingle concrete cells 
10 prevent any opportunities 10 make weapons 
ou1 of furniture. A hhough lighter.. and matches 
arc prohibited. smoking is allowed in lhe cells. 
Bu11ons embedded in the wa lb trigger a 
mechanism resembling a car lighter, allowing 
inmates to light their cigarettes. 
Twelve-i nch black-and-white televisions are 
in each cell, comple1e with in-house education 
such as GED and religious programs. Inmates 
are a lso allowed to have hmitcd ,isi tations. 
1elephone calls and letters. 
"Control and supervision are the focus [ of the 
proiiram]. Supermax is very self contained 10 
mimmize inmale movemem." Winn said. 
Supermax housing uni ls contain e,~amination 
room, and control centers that opera1.-
elec1ronic doers. There are 372 e.,pcm 
staff officers, support staff and counselo , 
virtually provide a one-to-one staff/inmatt 
Supermax is one of the 10 state faciht 
the area. approximately 100 mile, oul\1oc 
Denver. Fifty percent of its 1.000 person ,1 
made up of Florence residents and 
penitentiary has recei\'Cd only positi,e fe,-dbli 
from citizens. In fact, 600 acres were donatt. 
Supermait as a show of support. 
"It is serious behavior that gets inimt 
here and [it's impro"ed behaviort 1ha1 gets, 
out of here," W11111 said. 
After the close of Alcatrn£ in 1963, inn: 
were 1ransferred to pri,ons in Atlanta 
Illinois. Marion penitentiary in Illinois bee 
a maximum security prison in 1983. but 
plag!Jed by a particularly violent and disrupt' 
section. Sueermax "as chosen 10 a" 
Mario n's pos11ion after two stnff members• 
murdered by pri,oners. 
According to Winn, the program hru. been I 
percent effective, but there are only 52 innul 
at this time. However. looking at data in Mar 
penitentiary. few pri>oner, return. 
Sex, money, violence set stage in Simpson's double murder trial 
By Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hilttop Staff Writer 
'The trial of the century" is what it has been coined 
and the man at the apex of the sensation is ex-football 
great O.J. Simpson. 
For the past few weeks, Simpson's trial has been an 
upside down roller-coaster ride, with new evidence 
being submitted and past a llega110ns being entered. 
P-re-trial publicity has been emphasized on issues 
concerning race, sex, celebri1ies, sports and domestic 
a buse. Whether S impson abused h is fi rs1·wife, 
Marg ueri te, is now in question. Although these 
allegations have not been confirmed by Simpson's ex-
wife, she will be called upon to testify. 
Po lice reports indicate Simpson abused Nicole 
Brown Simpson, his second wife. But Defense lawyer 
Gerald Uelmen questions the reports. 
"All we end up with is a bumpy marriage in which 
lhe parties argued a lot, probably no more tnan usual," 
Ue lmen said. 
The Simpson defense team has op1cd not to 
cha llenge the admissibility of the DNA evidence 
re lating 10 blood drops d iscovered in and around 
Simpson's Ford Bronco and near the murder scene. 
Even though lhe defense is 1101 goin~ 10 chal lenge DNA 
evidence, 11 will hit hard at police 'slip-ups." 
Strategies 
Because a guilty verdict must be unanimous by 1he 
jurors, severar stra1egies will be taken by 1he defense 
and prosecution in litigating the case. 
The defense 1cam will assert that no marriage is 
perfect and few marital violence acts result in murder. 
In doing so. the defense will a11empt 10 prove that 
Simpson was a1 home waiting for his l11nous111e to take 
him to the a irport at the time of the murders. The 
murder weapon, still not found. is crucial to the 
defense's argument. 
The prosecution has its own stra1egies. It will au~mpt 
to prove Simpson's ex treme jealousy and 
possessiveness of Nicole Simpson. The prosecution 
will presem physical evidence, such as bloodstains and 
DNA test results. It will argue !hat the murder weapon 
was not recovered because Simpson dispo,ed of it the 
night of the murders. 
Simpson On Wirness Stand 
Judge Lance Ito will soon determine whether 
Simpson should be permiued 10 1ake the stand. Some 
Howard Uni,•ersity s tuden1s shared their opinions. 
Reggie Woods, a politica l science major said. "Yes, 
he should be allowed to lake the stand because a lot of 
informa1ion is left unsaid and no one knows what really 
went on. If he takes the stand people will see his 
sincerity and know that he d id not do it." 
Larissa Jones, a chemistry major said, "Yes, he 
should be allowed 10 tell his side of the story since 
everyone has already decided if he is guilty or not." 
Tianna Hill. a political science major said, "Yes, he 
~hould 1es1ify. Thejur) has been exposed to a lot of the 
information und he can not do more harm than the 
media has already done." 
On the 01her hand. Keith Brooks. an architecture 
major said, "No, he shou ld not take the stand for his 
own welfare. If he 1e;1ifies, the cross-examina1ion by 
lhe prosecution may be too much pressure for him to 
handle and he cou ld fall into another s1a1e of 
depression." 
Calling for Support 
Simpson fans now have a chance to show support. :l 
Curren1ly on the market are collectible, pre-paid ~ 
telephone calling cards wilh autographed photos of ., 
Simpson, and his bes1 friend A.C. Cowlings. Simpson ,l! 
gives a pre-recorded prompt on how 10 use the cards ~ 
and users can even leave him a message. Designed ! 
before the murders, the images relate to O.J.'s "good 0 
o l' days." According to recent polls, Simpson can use M1,.':ill;P~ 
us much support as possible. l! 
Long-distance service rates wi ll not be charged and ;; 
it is est imated that a1 least 2 million cards will be sold . 8 
TI1ey will be selling for $10. $20 and $32, Simpson's ~ 
team numbers when he was playing football. f 
The trial. which began on Monday, i~ expected to -""----...:.--: 
last for at least six mon1hs. O.J. Simpson 
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,outh African Deputy President threatens 
resignation, amnesty issue raises disputes 
By Patricia Hardin 
Hilttop Statt Writer 
A recent debate over whether .imnesty should be 
given 10 South African police officials accused of 
commiuing ~rimes.against Black South.Africans has 
sparked a biller dispute between President Nelson 
Mandela and Deputy President Frederik De Klerk. 
Rumors are circulating Iha\ De Klerk may tender 
his resignation as vice-president if he and Mandela 
cannot settle their differences. 
Robert Cummings. professor and chair of the African 
Studies Dcpartme111 at Howard University, said 
Mandela is in a difficult situation because he mm.t keep 
the c9al_ition together if stability in South Africa is 10 
remain 1111ac1. 
'"Mandela cannot le\ De Klerk go if South Africa is 
to have an inclusi,e government. They have 10 work 
together in order 10 achieve any common goals:· 
Cummings said. 
The dispute comes just nine months after the newly 
formed coalitional government in South Africa 
emerged. 
Political analysts said the recent clash is expected 
to be the first of many between the African National 
Congress and the National Party because of the 
differences the two parties have. 
The debate stnrted when former President De KJerk 
gave amne;.iy 10 all of the police and service officials 
accused of commiuing human rights atrocities against 
Black South Africans during his five year presidency. 
Because De Klcrk granted the officers immunity 
before Mandela officially took office as president, De 
Kl erk and members of the National Party said Mandela 
and the African National Congress do not have the 
authority 10 reverse the decision. 
Although some arc wondering whether De Klerk 
is willing to resign from cabinet, others said they do 
not foresee him giving up his posiuon as deputy 
president too soon. 
Mwiza Munthali, information specialist at Trans 
Africa. said. "De Klerk would think about splining very 
carefully because if he leaves, he will no longer be vicc-
president." 
Cummings agreed that the political power De Klerk 
possesses is to great for him 10 give up. 
Although many are looking for an easy compromise 
between Mandela and De Klerk 10 solve the problems 
the cabinet now faces, Cummings said the problems the 
new government is having will be more difficult 10 
solve because they arc rooted in the apartheid system. 
'"Mandela has to dismantle apartheid,'" he said. "All 
the financial, educational and mstitutional systems in 
South Africa have been established under the system 
of apartheid and they are continuing under that system 
even though they say apartheid is dead." 
A spokesperson at the South African Embassy said 
the government will continue 10 investigate whether 
amnesty should be gi ,·en to the police officers because 
Mandela and De Klerk do not want any form of 
retaliation 10 take place. 
Sti ll , tension is expected 10 remain between members 
of the ANC and the National Party. 
'"Mandela does not trust De Klerk. The racism did 
not end just because apartheid did," Cummings said. 
"There will always be conllicts unti l Mandela is able 
10 move beyond the position he is in." 
lrinidad considers death penalty Conference seeks to unite students Br Nicole Mason 
H, ltop Statt Writer 
1 IS )Cars. no one in Trinidad 
Tobago ha, been e,ecutcd 
\he go, ernmcnt criminal 
Howe,er. the recent surge 
h~ cau-,ed many cili1cns 
1 for the return of the death 
rand drug-related crimes 
nsen from 108 in 1993 to 140 
'. a 38 pcn:cnt increase. 
1bt people are angry. They 
ta ~c justice carried out nnd 
means rein,1itu1ing the denth 
11 then ,o be it." Lisa 
· tc. a n:pre,en1a11vc for the 
al of La Ra7a, snid. 
1c, for and again,1 the death 
continue to rage. For many 
. \he de,ire for the death 
ty comes from defense 
,. who throush years of 
h, kepi crinunals from 
• are wasting time and money 
-:imah that are supposed to be 
ed," Y,onne Bobb. 
.Jllon auachc for the Trinidad 
o Embassy. ,aid. ·• The 
s are destroying our small 
:rn." 
\'olanda Fadipe. a Howard 
omity freshman majoring in 
communications and native 
dadian said Trinidad and 
2go should enact the death 
!alt) because once people realize 
: go,·ernment will severely 
aih those caught committing 
:ae, then there will be less 
zcommined 
"Other West Indian countries 
cn;icted the death penalty and 
l<rl.s for them it should be able 
~ for Trinidad." Fadipe said. 
xn Trinidad enforced the death 
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penalty in the past there were less 
crimes commined." 
The tolerance level of law 
offenders is low. Prompt and stern 
action against perpetrators seem to 
be the consensus of the people. 
'1b actively practice the death 
penalty would put an end to a lot of 
the viole111 crimes in Trinidad;' 
Warren Parris, a native Trinidadian 
and accounting major, said. "The 
death penalty was never abolished 
in Trinidad, it is just that the 
government did not execute 
anyone:· 
Although whether to practice the 
death penalty has not been decided, 
public outcrie, over recent killings 
have prompted Prime Minister 
Patrick Manning 10 use other 
measures 10 curb the crime 
epidemic. 
The government has established 
a consultant team headed by former 
President Sir Ellis Clarke to advise 
the prime minister on daily crime 
happenings. The ~overnment also 
introduced the 'bail bill" last 
November that would deny bail 10 
repeat law offenders. 
Futhermorc, the government 
recently announced- P, lans 10 
establish a Caribbean Court of 
Appeals that would replace Britains 
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Privy Council, which currently 
oversees Trinidadian appeal cases. 
Many Trinidadians also want the 
Parliament to establish a special 
court order for drug-related 
offenses. 
There are many instances of 
Trinidad and Tobago becoming les.~ 
tolerant of criminals. For example. 
Trinidad handed down it~ first life 
imprisonment sentence to a 
convicted drug trafficker. Also 
Peter Joseph. a man found guilty of 
cocaine possession with Ilic intent 
10 u-affic'k, was sentenced to life in 
prison . by Justice Lennox 
Deyalss111gh. 
~uccessful cease-fire in Ireland leads 
lo withdrawal of British military 
By Patricia Hardin 
Hilltop Statt Writer 
A Belfast. Ireland. Irish citizens are now able 
11lk the morning streets without being 
~ by military troops. 
Now that the five-month-old cease-fire 
t>tcn the Irish Republican Army and pro-
,h paramilitary groups has progressed 
~1 many incidents, the British govcr~1.nent 
declared a complete wilhdr.iwar of military 
qis from morning patrol. 
The troop, arc .till required 10 accompany 
lpolice on patrol at nigh\. But if the peace 
lllllues. many are hopeful that the military will 
"1ermanently removed. 
i~ there will come a day when there are 
British troops al all," Sean McManl!S, 
nt of the Irish National Caucus. said. 
\!anus said the Bri tish troops have been 
~ 10 sec the Irish as ·•enemies" who are to 
heated as second-class citizens. 
Ht added that although he is pleased that the 
have been removed from daytime patrol. 
\ the Briti,h government is reacting 100 
101he terms of the peace negotiati1ms and 
ing their feet" about withdraw111g the 
army from I rcland. 
"There should be some form by which 
ts and Catholics can live in peace. The 
e solution is 10 have all of I re land free 
British troops." he said. 
Stwospokespersons at the British Embassy daey arc not certain that Britain will opt for withdrawal of the military from Ireland. 
i do not know what 1he long term goal of 
lib,;d b, but the troops should be there 111 case lieiice breaks ou t,'" Peter Bean, press 
~an for the British Embass): said. 
Though the troop, remain, Bean smd there 
been a significant reduction of the t~tal 
r of mihtnry personnel in Ireland, wh1c!1 
one of the 1>r111ciple demands of the IRA's 
I leader, Sinn Fein. . 
use the British government has made this 
ion, many arc expecting for the l RA to 
one as well. . 
•we (Britai n] want the IRA to let their 
la.n,;s go. If they have a stock pile of we?pons 
II;"not sit down and talk," Janine Plu lpott, 
$pokesperson at the British Embassy. Sl!Jd. Bean agreed. "We want 10 work somcth111g 
lb the future so both the Protestants and the 
ATl!ANTIC 
OCEAN 
+ 
Catholics can have a say in way the country is 
run. Ireland is still a democracy,'' he said. 
The British military has 18,000 troops 
Slationed in Northern Ireland. They were sent to 
the region in 1969 to restore order after a r;ot 
broke ou t between th'e Protestants and the 
Catholics. 
But according 10 MeManus. rel igious 
differences have nothing 10 do with the British 
presence in Ireland. Instead, he said the fight is 
about racism and injustice. 
NORTHERN 
IRELAND 
'This is not a religious baulc, but it is about 
human rights. It is impqrtant for Americans to 
understand that what 1s happening in Northern 
Ireland is happening in America;· he said. 
·'These issues are the same all o,•er the world." 
McManus added that it is ti me for Britain to 
leave Ireland. 
"Old imperialistic co!onial days are over," ~e 
said. "What we have 111 Northern Ireland 1s 
residue of British colonialism:· 
By Ayana Robinson 
Hilltop Statt Writer 
American and Japanese 
student~ will travel through several 
Japanese cities this summer and 
debate issues such as ethnic co-
existence in the international 
community and social activism 
and democracy at the 61st Annual 
Japan-America Student 
Conference (JASC). This year's 
theme is "Reflectin~ on the Past, 
Forging Our Future.' 
Gretchen Hobbs. Executive 
Director of JASC said the progn1m 
is making a difference among 
young college students. 
"The mission (of 1he 
conference] is promoting mutu"hl 
understanding. friendship and 
trust. It is changing the ways the 
delegates are 1h111king about each 
other.'" 
"It's an active process where 
students work together on 
common objectives. It gives them 
a chance to e.~perience each others 
viewpoints by challenging each 
others assumptions. living and 
working together." she cont111ued. 
Melfi Penn. a 1994 graduate of 
Howard University's School of 
Business who parucipated in 1he 
conference last summer, explains 
the idea behind JASC. 
"The purpose of the program is 
to provide a understanding 
between two cultures. It was 
started by (Japanese ) students in 
1934 because of the division that 
existed between them." 
Eighty students arc chosen from 
various un iversities across the 
United States to participate in this 
program that lasts four weeks. The 
student delegates spend a month 
living, traveling. working, 
debating, studying, and enjoying 
social experiences together. 
To apply, students arc required 
to submu a personal essay of 500 
words, three other 500 word essays 
and an academic work such as a 
report or essay with a transcript 
and two le11ers of 
recommendat ion. There is no 
required grade point average to 
participate. but the student must be 
111 good standing in their university. 
Any full-time university student 
freshman through Ph.D. candidate, 
who is a U.S. citizen or has 
permanent residence is 
encouraged to apply. 
Since the conference is 
conduc1cd en tirely in English, 
app licants need not be Asian 
studies majors nor be studying 
Japanese. The dead line for this 
application is February 14, 1995. 
Melfi Penn remembers the 
activities oflast summer when the 
program was hosted by the United 
States. 
"We started [ the program] in 
North Carolina and stayC<I at Wake 
Fore,1 University in Winston 
Salem. N.C. and heard Maya 
Angelou speak. (We traveled to] 
American University in D.C. and 
Columbia University in New York 
and new 10 Seanle, Washington," 
she said. "There are a lot or guest 
speakers on minority issues and 
gender issues. 
The conference will be held 
July 18 to August 20 in Sendai, 
Kyoto and the Kansai region, 
Hiroshima and Tokyo, Japan. 
In 1934 a small grou() of 
Japanese students initiateil the first 
JASC in Tokyo. They were 
concerned with the deteriorating 
relations between the two nations 
and felt a need to promote mutual 
understanding. 
Connie l3eson. a participant 
in last summer's event said she 
will never forget her experiences 
as a delegate. 
"It was a wonderful experience. 
It was my first introduction to the 
Japanese culture. Not only did I 
learn about people and their 
culture, but also the difficulties of 
workini together in a globa l 
system.' she said. 
The JASC alternates countries 
each year. The special event in 
Hiroshima will celebrate a half 
century of peace between Japan 
and the United States. 
Information on the program 
and application forms may be 
obtained by writing to: Japan-
America Student Conference. 
INC., 606 18th St. N.W., 
Wa,hington. D.C. 20006. The 
telephone number is 289-4231. 
United Nations 
-Not one country has responded to the United Nations request for 
individual countries to send troops to refugee camps in Zaire for a peace-
keeping mission, a U.N. official said. 
Appeals to over 60 countries were sent by Secretary Geneml Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali. but no nation offered assistance. 
United Nation officials intended to raise a force that would protect 
the Rwandan refugees and guard supplies relief workers are using to aid 
the refugees. 
Although no government has offered military forces, the U.N. managed 
to raise $580 million in humanitarian aid. 
Istanbul, Jbrkcv . 
-Yasar Kemal, Turkey's most famous author, faces charges of making 
separatist remarks in a German magazine. If convicted the author coula 
be sentenced to death. 
Formal charges have not been brought against Kcmnl, but the 
prosecution for the case said, Kcmal violated Article 125, a law that 
prohibits acts of terrorism and separatist behavior. . 
The court must make a decision about whether Kemal should be tned 
for violating the Article. 
Kemar said in an Istanbul coun that despite being considered a 
separatist. he is not guilty. 
Sarnjero, Bosnia 
-A road into Sarajevo will be opened, allowing food and sul)plics to be 
delivered to areas affected by gun-fire and shelling. The decision f!) llows 
weeks of negotiations between the Bosnian Serbs and the Muslim-led 
governmenCThe road known as the Blue R<>ute wiH allow much needed 
aid to reach approxunately 280.000 people 111 SaraJeVO. . 
According 10 British Lt. Gen. Michael Rose, u U.N. commander 111 
Bosnia, the road is expected to open Feb. I. 
Toronto, Canada 
-An airbourne Canadian regiment has been dismantled by the government 
due to charges that the brii;adc was. invol_ved in ~urder, racism and 
brutality. Members of the regiment stationed m Somalia were seen on tape 
calling the Somalis "niggers and "'nig-nogs." 
Altl\ough, many milit3!"Y officials petitione~ the governmen! 10 expand 
the regiment, the Canadian government decided tnat 11 was ,n 1he best 
interest of the country to disband the force. 
Defense Minister David Collenette said he believe the problems the 
regiment was having were more "systematic" than anything else. 
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A Solution to the Madness 
T he HILLTOP would like 10 
offer a few suggestions for reform 
as students, administrators. facuhy. 
and staff (especially those 
understandibly run-down accounl 
analysts) renec1 on what seems 10 
be the most hideoµs registration 
and validation l?rocess in Ifie history 
of Howard Umvcrsity. 
arrive a few da:,,s early 10 handle 
your business before the madness is 
scheduled 10 begin. Stop wailing to 
the last minute 10 try 10 finagle 
your way through this process. 
To the administration: GET 
AUTOMATED! But ,incc that 
seems 10 be the challenge of this 
century, at least give students an 
earlier notice the next lime you 
dec_ide 10 ov!!rhaul a procdurc as 
maJ0r as vahdauon. O,,e students 
more than one or two days 10 
rcgiMer and pay for classes, and 
purchase books. 
refunds, prin1-ou1s and those 
prized. purple "Spring 1995" 
stickers. 
Give students a line bcner than. 
.. You have 10 be validated 10 gel a 
loan. But you have lO get a loan 10 
be validated." Don't g,ve students 
false hopes by ilistribut ing 
hundr~ds of appo1111111cn1 cards to 
thousands of smdents scheduled lo 
see an average or seven account 
analys1s--af1er lunch. Gi,c students 
un incenlhe 10 rcgi:,1er and pay for 
classes early by mailing validation 
\tickers 10 studcms in advance. 
Don·1 give students the option lo 
retroac1i,cly register for classes 
semester after semester. But don·, 
penalize those !1uden1s have 
genuine financial struggles. 
To the students: Take advantage 
of the period alloued for prc-
registrauon 10 gel the classes you 
want for the following semester. 
Make a more conscientious effort to 
have financial aid. loan checks, 
scholarships or parents' pocket 
books secured by the lime the 
Howard bills are due at the 
beginning of every semester. Pay 
your bills early- the semester before 
,f that's at all possible. Or at least 
Give smdems more accoum 
ana lysts. Give students easier 
access 10 people designated 10 
handle specific tasks. as opposed 
10 scruntching them all into one 
five-hour line full of s1uden1s in 
need of book vouchers, photo IDs, 
For once, let's learn from our 
mistakes and not continue 10 repeat 
Why drink and drive? 
W hether vou wem home for the holidays or 
visited with friends, or both one thing is certain: you 
were exposed to endless public service announcemem, 
regarding the dangers of drunk-driving. During the 
Cliristmas season you cannot avoid them. ll is the time 
of year 1ha1 many of us celebrate with friends and 
alcohol. 
During the season most people are generally 
responsible about drinking and driving even if they 
aren't al other limes. This greater awarenes, during the 
holidays probably stems from the increased presence 
of roadblocks and sobriety checkpoints. but the resuh 
is still the same: safer, sober su-ec1s. 
Typically. our concern for drunk driving laws 
decreases every day we don't see a PSA or read about 
a terrible alcohol-related accident. It is a law many 
people do 1101 seriously regard. We all think we are 
mdcs1ruc1ible, many of us even think we can "hold our 
liquor." 
Truth be told. drunk driving is a common practice 
among members of the Howard community. Anyone 
who has wimessed the hoards of intoxicated students 
leaving the Ritz or the Mirage after a party can surely 
verify this statement. For whatever reasons, Howard 
studems ignore laws created for their own safety and 
take 10 the streets bleary-eyed and disoriented. 
Why is this so? 
Is it because that as young Black people we don't 
value our lives as we should?Do we believe that since 
many of us will be shot or raped in our lifetimes, taking 
a chance at driving drunk is no big deal? We certainly 
hope not. 
Why then. do Howard Mudents choo,-e lO drink and 
drive? Whal are the rea.,ons for it? Hopefully it is not 
because some of us choose 10 buy into stereotypes and 
think 1ha1 it is unmanly 10 give car key, 10 a designated 
driver. h can't be that Howard students who drink and 
own cars cannot find a friend 10 drive for them. 
Regardless of what it looks like in Drew Hall on a 
Snturdqy night, not e,eryonc al this school drinks. We 
all have friends who don't. Let them drive. 
There is no defensible reason anyone can give for 
choosing to drive intoxicated. Such thoughtless action 
endangers the driver. his pa~sengers and unsuspecting 
traffic. Drunk driving is not something that we should 
make light of. Instead studems shoufd be concerned 
enough Tor the safety of their friends to lake their key, 
from them or \'Olumeer as a designated driver for the 
e,cning. If drunk drivers are not worried about Llieir 
lives. llieir friend\ should he strong enough 10 forcefully 
defend their own. 
Make no mistake. dri\'ing drunk is a deadl} dice 
game. Sonner or later, drunk drivers and their 
passengers arc going 10 crap out. The only question is 
when. 
Those of us that are truly concerned for the safety 
and well-being of our friends and neighbors mm,l 
make an effort 10 continually object 10 drunk dri,ing. 
If we do not, the HILLTOP may soon report the 
untimely deaths of some Howard students who were 
either 100 dumb. 100 careless. or 100 cool 10 hand 0\'er 
their car keys. 
Clinton's centrist cowardice 
W ith the GOP firmly entrenched in leadership 
positions in both the Senate and House of 
Representatives, Presidem Bill Clinton has rushed 10 
the middle in a cowardly quest 10 mainwin popularity. 
Instead of taking advantage of the disastrous midterm 
elections and pulling pressure on the Republicans 10 
actively debate important domest ic issues. Clinton 
has chosen to realign himself al the ideological center. 
The President's centrist transformation is a move that 
reeks of bad poli1ic:1I advice and fainthearted 
leadership. 
The Republicans put the ball in Clinton's court by 
pitching their Contract With America in every 
newspaper and every Sunday morning news show. 
The various measures included within the Contract 
provide many opportunities to challenge its merit. 
Even if the Pres,dem's chief concern is maintaining 
populari ty wi th the highest possible number of 
Americans (apparent ly it is). he would still benefit from 
allacking the right instead of shifting toward it. If 
nothing else, people would respect him for standing hi> 
ground. 
Shortly after his inauguration. President Cl inton 
invigorated the nation by bringing health cure. 
homosexuals in the military, infant vaccinations and 
other domestic issues 10 the forefront of political 
debate. He scored l?Oints with the public by ,rnnding 
under fire and pushmg his agenda. Although he fai leil 
in some noticeable instances -heahhcare and 
homosexuals in the military- Cl inton faithfully 
maintained his conviction and rhetoric. 
Sadly. this is no longer the case. One week after 
announcmg that he would contemplate a la" allowing 
for a momem of silence in schools. President Climon 
increased Penrngon spending by $25 mil lion. He fired 
Joycelyn Elders without hes11:uion. Now it seem, that 
the Clinton administration is embroiled in a 
competition with Republicans o,er who can dc\'isc a 
way 10 eliminate the most go,ernment agencies. 
The pcssimbm with which Climon appro.1che, the 
remainder of this term will do nothing but kill all hope, 
for a second. The adminimatinn is still reeling from 
the GOP onslaught and. like a hcadle-s chicken, i, 
scurrying abolll without direction or, ision. 
If Clmton is to salvage hb presidency and regain 
wide-mnging , upporl he must adopt a more courageous 
and visionary model ofleadership. His fif'>l step should 
be 10 clearly Slate hi, idea, :ind outline strategy 10 
address crime. welfare reform and job creation. Once 
idcmificd, he must actively push his agenda and force 
Republicans imo public debate. 
Clinton mu\l also highlight his successes 10 counter 
tireless criticism from Rush Limbaugh and other 
conservative figures. Ironically. Clinton has succeedc-d 
in the area most people ,u,pccled wa, his weakest: 
foreign policy. Clinton's wugh stance on Haili. his 
•direction of Middle East peace accords. his "no 
nonsense" approach lo threatening Iraqi forces and 
increased support for South Africa are all issues Clinton 
handled wen and shou ld receive credit for. 
These arc crucial times for Black folks in America. 
The political shift 10 the right threatens 10 further 
alienate us and our concerns. '\Ve mu,1 he vigi lant and 
Service with a smile 
The leadership of Howard University can learn 
a valuable lesson from the leadership of the city in 
which il exists. Apparemly both groups have had 
difficulty over the years in balancmg bud_gets and 
managing limited resources. The dire hnanc,al straits 
Howard University and Washington. D.C. are in allesl 
to this. When it comes lo financial planning and 
org1rniza1ion. neither leadership can justifiably stand on 
their record. 
However, the currem leadership of this city. under 
the direction of Marion Barry, has taken a small step 
toward bellering the quality of service the city offers 
its residcms. By initiating a "re-training" of all city 
employees in telephone skills, knowledge of city 
agencies and_gcneral, customer services, the city hopes 
lo ,m:rrove ,ts service delivery. Howard Umversily 
wou l be wise lo implement similar, easily taken 
measures. 
Despite the terribly negative experience the 
registration pr~ess at this inst11u1inn offers, it can be 
partially amehoraled by an abundance of kind·words. 
kn<?wle~geable advice and pleasam ~miles. Howard 
Umvers11y employees should be required 10 do their 
jobs and deliver services with counesy and respect. 
!Jndoubted!y, these employees arc already encouraged. 
if not required 10 do SI). However. if this semester's 
tumultuous registration magnifies anything (in addition 
lo an embarrassingly faulty system) it is the poor 
quality of service delivery here al the Capstone. 
Across the campus, students. facuhy and visitors 
are faced with the fomiidable task of dealing with 
unhelpful and eas1ly-1rri1a1ed employees when doing 
business with the University. Sadly. many have even 
come 10 accept this mediocre level of service as 
inherent at any Black u11i versi1y. h has become the 
norm. 
Last semester's broad-scale layoffs ha\'e se, ercl y 
damaged the efficicnc} of an already slow registration 
process. The difficuhic, many Mudenls have had with 
gelling registered and validated this semc;,ier have 
cause<! them lo be highly cri tical of Universi ty 
employees. 
In their defense, these account analysts. security 
officers, ca~hiers and other employees arc forced to 
confront fruslrmed, desperate Mudems for hours each 
day. This situation understandably takes its toll on 
employees. wears their patience thin and is equally 
frustrating. 
In order to remedy this problem. the University 
should focus on pro"idmg ,1 more pleasant experience 
for anyone who comes into comacl with "Howard 
employees. This means that anyone who works for the 
Umvcrsity. particularly those who are in close contact 
with students, should be able 1ocfficiemly and pol itely 
execute their jobs. They should be able 10 give students 
direct answers 10 questions or refer them to someone 
who will. In short, they should appmach and execute 
their jobs as anyone working for a pri vale business 
would be expected 10. 
We arc certain that students would 1101 decry the 
registration process so vehemently if they encountered 
auentive, considerate personnel along the way. In fact, 
!heir alliludcs toward employees would be greatly 
unproved. 
The problem with registration al J-loward University 
is the same problem tliat affects many <>lher ,ervices 
at the institution: bad policies and procedures. By 
force-feeding University personnel a steady diet of 
"Miss Manners" lraining. we can 1101 hope 10 overcome 
the stress and tension caused by such systemic naws. 
We can. however. make maneuvering through the 
bureaucr:11ic maze a more pleasant experience. h would 
benefit all involved 10 do so. 
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PERSPECTIVES 
rake tiine to be 
[ind ( or inean) 
Anika Simmons 
HILLTOP Columnist 
I have a book of 
llln3l quotes that I look at 10 
I , ,p1ri1 when the world gets 
·oo much. One that I refer 
often suggests that we 
t,e understanding in our 
, with people. "Be kind," 11 
Remember, everyone you 
fighting a hard ballle." The 
t"f course. is the struggle 
fl: that we all must encfure. 
jlrolem is 1ha1 some people 
lways right fair. These 
ho arc inconsiderate. 
nogam, etc. make me want 
• the "Golden Ruic" 
11 out of the window. The 
csn't worl- if nobody follows 
• 
9'15 and beyond. I vow 10 be 
them. Let\ face it, you 
po"ess some of those 
iu,110 get by m our society. 
JOO master them can e,en 
Herc"s a case in pumt: 
)tar I had the unTortun,11c 
111 10 work ut a P,-oplc's 
CVSJ drug store in the 
:t faery Saturday morning. 
fail. an older woman would 
1010 the store 10 do her 
, She wasn't like any other 
~,hopper.though. With the 
,i111ude of DynaMy's Joan 
, and !he fighting spin! of 
-ned Ali in nis belier days, 
ked ,hopping like a hungry 
.i,ould auack the last 
cit nibble. She carried a thick 
,-t. labeled "People's". Now. 
(d,ool,. was what we cashiers 
d. because it always 
:,eel 15-20 coupons for the 
. 11cm. Where she got 1ha1 
• coupons is a mystery that 
:; 10 be solved. The problem 
• .,1 all !he coupons clearly 
timit one per customer." 
But the; "Coupon Lady" wouldn't 
let anythmg that small stand in her 
way. She would growl at the 
unlucky cashier. then runt and ra,e 
at the manager until he resigned in 
defeat. So, each week, we would 
bend the rules and load her 20 
packages of Charmin into the 
largest bag we could find. She had 
us tramed so well that when we saw 
her coming, we would 
automatically break out the large 
bags and shut up. How did she have 
us trained so well? Easy. She was 
rude. She wa, relent less. She was -
in a word• mean. 
The moral of the story is not to 
teach you the art of comb111ing 
coupons, but 10 show the benefits oT 
being difficult. Mean people can 
walk around wit~ a certain amount 
~f power because reg!Jlar people 
llp•tOe around them III order 10 
avoid conflict. 
I don' t mean to sound like we 
walk around cowering from 
"Coupon Ladies" and the like out 
of fear every day of our lives. I just 
think that we do tend to extol or 
reward these undesirable qualities 
without reali,ing it . Look at how 
we love to hate fhe villains on TV 
and in movies. In the 80s. evi l J.R. 
Ewing was the talk of the town. 
And today, Amanda, Heather 
Locklear's character on "Melrose 
Place" gets the best lines and mo;,i 
of !he action because she is so good 
at being bad. Virtuous hero, may 
win in ihe end. but inevitably ii 1s 
the villain who enthralls us and 
keep, us watching . 
·why do we allow ourselves 10 
be awed by vicious characters, 
fictional and real? Maybe it is 
because we admire their nerve and 
arc intrigued by their bold rugged 
indinduali,m. Maybe we want 10 
be more like them. Muybe ,w 
should. 
Now. I'm not suggesting to 
become a society of self-serving 
ogres. but we need to find some 
common ground. Not everyone can 
be like Ghandi all of the ume. and 
the realit)' is, not everyone should 
have to. Those with the gentler 
natures and softer hearts shou Id 
adopt some of the rougher qualities 
and stick-up forthemselves once in 
a while. And those who walk 
around with a11itudes like the 
"Coupon Lady's" should calm 
down a little and relax. 
We just have 10 find a balance 
that feels right. II ·s like Martin 
Luther King Jr. said: "We must 
combine the toughness of the 
serpent and !he softness of !he dove, 
a tough mind and a tender heart." 
~ bit more honey, 
a lot less vinegar 
Rochelle Par ks 
muimum job performance 
tmployees is essential 10 the 
h operation of any 
1a1ion. Lal)'. sloppy, hasty 
cau,es the breakdown and 
nt Ii me con\uming repair 
iystem. Believing these 
, 10 be common sense 10 
Toe as they are 10 me, I woke 
Jan. IO 10 engage in 
~on for !he Spring semester. 
:!loogh I had to Mand in a long 
obtain an apl)Ointment card 
:inancial aiil then wait 
timately 20 minutes 10 
!\ see a counselor, I did not 
Ii do not have any problem 
:!ut. Howard University is a 
i.m-,iied ins111u1ion with a 
td number of employee~ 10 
modate each student. 
fore, I always exercise 
Ill I wanted 10 know was the 
Ill\- loan application had been 
~ to my lending institution. 
1e on three separate 
, my father and I were told 
'-Ould be mailed during the 
days of December. During 
ber, my father and I were 
llt,dly informed that it would 
"'1cd "this week." 
ne my surprise and dismay 
on Jan. 10 1 was informed 
lay loan application ~ad not 
lfflt to the bank. Again I was 
:li.11 it would be mailed "this 
'but I could no longer believe 
I 1tatemen1. Therefore, I 
'-'•ted 10 speak with "',):' 
cial aid counselors 
tni10r. The supervisor would 
a date as 10 when the 
on would be mailed and 
that on Dc,,-c. 20. 1994 my 
on wa.~ being prepared to 
l.l1lcd to the bank, but the 
cs1 was halted for some 
;~iinable reason. 
l:..=r. my financial aid screen 
indicated that the application was 
mailed even thougn this was not 
correct. The Tinancial aid 
supervisor would not offer an 
explanation for the error nor would 
she give me an idea as 10 the latest 
date my application would be 
mailed to the bank. Furthermore, 
she would not explain why she had 
told my father in December 1994 
that the application would be 
mailed "this week" when that did 
not occur. ln addition. she had a 
rude, nasty attitude and acted as if 
she were doing me a favor by 
speaking with me. . 
I do not understand why mne 
weeks after completion. my loan 
application was not mailed to the 
bank. It was not mai led despite 
numerous assurances from my 
financial aid counselor that it would 
be sent "this week". I do not 
understand why my application 
process was halted and not resumed 
in December 1994 and why no one 
will explain it 10 me. 
Education is difficu lt enough to 
obtain without u~ivers.ity 
employees making ma1riculn11on 
more difficult thrnugh 
incompetence and poor attJtud_es 
when ihey are supposed to assist 
students. Although l may not haye 
liked the message I received. I still 
appreciate IJndi:iess. and resp,:ct and 
that is what I give m return. Had, I 
been a freshman and had 1h1s 
encounter I would have been 
deeply discouraged _ from 
continuing at Howard Umvers1ty. 
Such apathy from individuals wh_o 
are supposed 10 help, s1~den1s 1s 
extremely d isappo1111111g and 
stressful. I like attending the Mecca but 
some financial aid counselors need 
lessons in courtesy, respec_t and 
competence as they have obviously 
forgollcn them. 
The writer is an M.B.A. candidate 
in the School of Business. 
Registration and validation: 
There's gotta' be a better way 
Keisha Brown 
Returning 10 Howard after Christmas 
break was one of the most memorable moments 
in my time here at Howard. 1 was returning for 
my last semester and ready for ii lo begin. What 
could possibly go wrong? I pre-registered last 
semester, I was validated and everything was 
going great. Or so I thought. 
One day Inst w<!t!k. I began my day checking 
10 see if two of my classes were canceled. (My 
roommate told me that classes in this department 
were being canceled.) Once again I thought I had 
nothing to worry abouL but as l looked at the new 
schedule for classes, entire sections were 
canceled and my both classes had been ,witched 
to different times. I thought the purpose of pre-
registering was 10 receive classes ahead of ume 
and fix a schedule beneficial 10 my needs. I 
designed a schedule that allowed me time in my 
day Tor classes, an internship, work and study 
time. But changing one or my clm,ses from 
Wednesday. 3:30-5:30 10 Mondays and 
Wednesdays 2:10-3:00 and the other from 
Monday and Wednesdays, 9: I 0-10: IO 10 
Monday night,, 5: 10-6:40 1s ridiculous. 
I hoped mv afternoon would be belier than 
my morning, but dealing with Howard. nothing 
gets better. 
I spent the belier part of my day waiting in a 
line with several hundred students. I heard all 
week about the chaos occurring in Blackburn. I 
knew about standing in lines for hours on end. 
but I thought it was JUSt for those ;mdents who 
were getting validated. However, tho\c were not 
the only students line. There were those seeking 
book vouchers, like myself. those waiting for 
refunds and what ever other services the 
ballroom had 10 offer. 
When I entered Blnclburn, immediately. there 
was chaos. There were hundreds of students 
&landing around and then there were those 
waiting in the auditorium. waiting to be the next 
group of students to go up stairs at a chance 10 
get closer and closer at the possibi lity of getting 
validated. 
I was finally one of those students fortunate 
enough :10 make it upstairs. I figured how lonl! 
could it actually take 10 get a book voucher'? 
Especially since I was already validated. I tried 
to make this known to those who worked inside, 
but they all told me the same thing: I had to wait 
with the others 10 receive a voucher. I thought 
maybe everyone had to go into the same line Tor 
all of these various services, so I just sat and 
complained with everyone else. 
But after the line did not move for hours and 
people were ,ncaking in while hundreds of 
students accumulated downs tairs, many 
students got fed up. Arguments occurred with 
security. Reginald X began to speak. 
As f stOO<I upstairs and listened 10 my fellow 
students, I knew tilings were serious. At one time 
I heard students downstairs hollering "one-two-
thrce" as if they were going 10 storm upstairs and 
into the ballroom. Students continued to 
complain and the things they were saying were 
definitely true. 
I heard one girl tell a friend that when she 
was freshman. she wou Id tell all her friends that 
Howard "as the place 10 be. but after going 
through events like this time in .ind time out she 
would not recommend this University 10 anyone. 
And her friend replied by saying and "the 
Univer1,i1y wonders why no one wants 10 give 
money back to this school." 
The funny thing b this was not the first time 
I heard students saying these exact same things. 
After waiting about Tour or five hours, I finally 
entered the ballroom which was filled with many 
students and administrators. There were people 
directing people to specific lines becau,e there 
were separate ones for everything. The account 
analyst. The cashier. There was a refund line and 
even a meal/book voucher line. 
When I fell in the line, there were only two 
people ahead of me. I am still trying to figure 
out why I had to wail in line for hours 10 go 10 
a separate. shorter line in which I waited no 
longer than 15 minutes before I consulted with 
an analyst. And why must people wait in a line 
with hundreds of students to !lei money that the 
University owes them? Especially when no one 
is hardly ever in the refund line. 
II seems 10 me 1ha1 the ,•alidation process is 
not efficient and keeps students out of class all 
day to do something that should take fifteen 10 
thirty minutes. 
I applaud the University for takinj: steps to 
run Howard like a business and have 11 become 
more efficient. If it takes purging of classes and 
clearing up of old balances, then so be it. 
However. when changes occur overnight and 
without explanation. what arc students to do? 
No one talks 10 us. no one explainsthings 10 us. 
We are just thrown into situations in which we 
have no control or voice. 
Although my ordeal is over. I fear it will occur 
again. The process will no longer affect me. but 
ii will affect my fellow classmates. 
Steps must be taken 10 educate employees 
better (especially if they are going to work in 
information booths) and mal<e the validation 
process prob lem-free. I think staff. 
administmtors and securit need to acquire people 
skills and learn how to work with students, not 
just push us around. 
1 know that e,·eryone involved in Inst week's 
chaos. including staff and administrators, wa~ 
just as tired, cranky and upset as the students. If 
students were talked 10 and not talked at and if 
we were notified about situations that involve us, 
life on Howard University's campus would be 
more pleasant. 
The writer is a se11ior majori11g in public 
relmio11s. 
Football player's behavior scars 
University property and morale 
Michelle J ones 
I was assigned 10 live in 
Meridian Hill Half my first year at 
Howard University. Many of my 
peers saw this as a disadvantage 
because my dorm was far away 
from campus, in terrible condition 
and very few freshman lived there, 
which would prevent me from 
bonding with much of my class. On 
the other hand, there were 
ad,•antages. One of which wa, that 
I was fortunately excused from 
purchasing a meal plan. 
territorial ri_ghts 10 certain tables 
and many tunes these arguments 
escalated into long term grudges. 
From my understanding, this 
behavior is a part of Howard's 
tradition; however. this is insane. 
I-low can we embrace violence and 
euphemistically label ii .. ,radition?" 
When parents put in extra hours at 
work to pay tuition and purchase 
meal plan,. their children should 
ha\'e access to all area, of the 
cafeteria and other facilities of the 
University. 
player and another student. After 
the confrontation, the footba ll 
player alerted some members of 
the team. who then rushed to the 
library. Those who saw the incident 
said that approximately 30 football 
players jumped about I 5 young 
men who had much smaller body 
frames than those of the football 
player... 
overlooked. These players get away 
with murder and no one aadresses 
their wrong doing. 
I do not understand the big hype 
about Howard's jocks anyway. Let's 
face it. they do not bring in enough 
money to this institution to warrant 
special treatment. There are 
students who work hard 
academically and still do not 
receive financial aid. They have to 
pay tuition and fees all by 
themselvc~. At the least, they are 
entitled to use all of Howard's 
facilities without any disruption or 
fear. 
After a week or so, I spoke to 
some members of my class who 
were forced 10 purchase the meal 
plan. Not only did they complain 
about the distasteful food but they 
additionally complained about the 
behavior of football players in the 
cafeteria. 
Unfortunate I)\ violence does not 
only e.,is1 in the cafeteria but also 
in our libraries. 
This fight left many with 
permanent scar, as well as property 
damages 10 the Undergraduate 
library. The outcome, of course. 
was tragic. Many involved in the 
fight suffered head injuries and 
fractured body parts. One of the problems is that more 
emphasis is placed on athletics than 
academics . I work hard each 
semester to maintain a position on 
the Dean's List and believe that 
Howard must address this problem 
quickly. Sooner or later, the 
outcome of such violent behavior 
will go far beyond injuries. They 
may lead to death. According to some students, arguments and fights occurred 
between football players and 
students who were not a part of the 
University's athletic department. 
The majority of the fights were 
initiated by football players and 
were pe11y. They argued over 
Last semester, when just about 
everyone in the Undergraduate 
library was preparing for finals. a 
huge outburst involving the football 
players caused the library 10 close 
at JUSI after midnight. The library 
was supposed 10 remain open for 24 
hours for students who were 
determined 10 do well on their 
examinations. During this brawl. 
not one security officer was 
present. yet their presence at 
Student Accounts isoverwhelrning. 
My question is: Why hasn't this 
issue been addressed? This is 
preposterous! Those who pay 
tuitton will be responsible for 
paying 1he repa ir costs of 
University property damaged by 
football players who attend free of 
cost. During the football season. a 
H ILLTOP staff writer wrote 
articles approximately every week 
on our Bison but consistently fai led 
10 report the wroni: that they do. 
The aggression and abusive 
behavior which these football 
players display are almost always 
The writer is a junior majoring in 
legal COllllllll/licatio11s. 
Apparently, there was a 
disagreement between a football 
Black politicians must move toward new 
models of representation, empowerment 
Manning Marable 
The recent Congressional defeat of the 
Democrats last November obscured the 
paradoxical situation confronling Black and 
Latino members of the House of 
Representatives. Despite their growing numbers. 
minorities in politics are facing a series of 
difficult problems, which are related to the 
structure of our political system as well as to the 
organization of party pohtics. 
For more than twenty years. the Congressional 
Black Caucus has been the bedrock of the 
liberal-left within Congress. The members oflhe 
Caucus were, for the most part, in the liberal 
wing of !he Democratic Party. Nearly all of the 
members of tl1e Caucus, with the exception of 
Representatives Alan Wheat of Missouri, 
represented majority non-white districts. After 
winning elections in their respective districts, 
mo,1 Black Democrats had li11 le problem 
defeating their opponents. In I 994, of tile thirty-
seven Black Democrats, only two incumbents 
were defeated in !he Democratic primaries. With 
seniority, a number of veteran CBC members 
such as Harlem ·s Charles Rangel and Berkeley's 
Ronald Dellums moved toward key roles in the 
Houo;e leadership of various committees and sub-
committees. 
A similar process of le_gislativc empowerment 
has occurred among Hispanics in the House. 
Since 1980, the number of Latino members has 
more than doubled, reaching 17 representatives. 
Less liberal and more pragmatic ideologically. 
the Hispanics include three Republicans. All of 
the Latmos represent di\tricts where non-whites 
are in the majority. 1\velve of the Black and 
Hispanic members did not have a major party 
challenger in 1994, including two Democrats 
under indictment. Representative Mel Reynolds 
(111.) and Walter Tuck.er (Cal.). I 
Difficult ies surfaced for minorities in 
Congress more than a decade ago, with the 
elecuon of Ronald Reagan and the ideological 
shift of both major parties further 10 the right. 
The Republicans calculated that the 
overwhelming majority of white voters in 
presidential races were firmly within their own 
party: two-thirds of all whites voted for Reai:an 
111 1984. and Bush received a r>lurality of white's 
supl)Ort over Clinton in 1992. All the GOP 
needed 10 do was to fragment the nearly-
monoli thically Democratic Black vote. By 1994, 
the Republicans sponsored 24 black candidates 
for the House. They managed 10 re-elect one 
conservalive Black Republican, Gary Franks. to 
his House seat from Connecticut. and won !he 
election of Julius Caesar Watts, a Negro even 
more reactionary than Franks, from an 
overwhelmingly white district in Oklahoma. 
As power shifted from the Democrats 10 the 
Republicans for the first time in the House in 40 
years, Black Democrats lost 17 House sub-
committee chairmanships and several committee 
chairmanships. Speaker of the House Newt 
Gingrich ahered House rules 10 deny funding 10 
a number of caucuses, including the CBC. 
Moreover, ns Clinton announced his pathetic 
reire.~1 from his own basic principles anil began 
10 compromise with the resurgent Right, the 
remnants of the CBC were even more isolated 
from the center of their own party and national 
leadership. Black Democrats were pressured as 
never before to betray their own constituents, and 
to enter mto pragmatic coalitions with so-called 
"New Democrats" who opposed liberal social 
programs. 
As essential part of the paradox of Black 
politics is what can be termed the dilemma of 
"symbolic representation.'' Blacks are now in 
positions of seniority. but there are few if any 
1ns1i1u1ions of accountability which 
systematically link them 10 the Black population. 
beyond the ritual of elections every other year. 
No single African American in Congress can be 
said to "represent'' the goals and objectives of 
the national black community, in a manner which 
leaders like Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., in 
previous generations anempted to do. There is 
a pressure on our representatives to play the 
gan1e of"post-Black politics," where they claim 
10 articu late interests which have n:> direct or 
immediate relationship with blacks as a group. 
If Clinton continues to move rightward, and 
if the Republican-controlled Congress is as bad 
as it appears LO be, then Black and Latino 
politicians have to move toward new models of 
representation and group empowerment. The 
terms of the political debate have changed, while 
our elected leaders arc using the old rhetoric and 
old logic appropriate 10 another place and time. 
We must immediately explore the possibility 
of launchin,11, a Jackson-style challenge against 
Clinton ins,cle the 1996 Democratic primaries, 
and even discuss the serious possibility of a third 
party challenge in the next general election. 
More importantly. we need 10 link the 
revi1aliza11on of the NAACP and the civil rights 
agenda with a general re-thinking of the role of 
efccted officials within efforts to achieve Black 
empowerment. We desperately need a new Black 
polity which speaks 10 the new realit ies of today. 
The writer is Director of the /11srit11te for 
Research i11 African-American S111d1es, 
Columbia University 
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BETWEEN YOU AND ME 
( a sort of an apology ) 
I dreamt about you last night 
And the goodbye we never said, 
Saw your hearts blood split 
On the checkered airport floor, 
You-bent over coughing, 
Sick, hurt and torn 
And couldn't believe 
I did that. 
no. it wasn't your fault. 
but it wasn't mine either .. 
or perhaps it was. 
I just wish 
I could kiss it 
All better with a poem, 
Make my peace, 
Make my peace 
And imagine nothing had ever 
Happened between us, 
Except maybe, the lingering kisses, 
And the warm idle days, 
With your head lazing in my lap, 
Spent quietly sipping the sun. 
Even so, can't help feeling, 
You should have smiled at me, 
Winked whispered to N as 
"She's cute " 
' 
And went right on with your life. 
Do you think of me ... 
a lot? 
don't 
i'm fine. 
I simply 
Sit in the room, \ 
Lights off, HUR's love songs on low 
With just the guilt to hold me now. 
Occasionally shed a tear 
When I go through my suitcase 
And find something that used 
To belong to you. 
Now maybe you understand 
That love songs are liars .. 
It is no better 
To love 
And 
Lose. 
ABENA© 
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The Early Adventures of 
the Great Tra in Robber 
Clyde E. Robinson 
Clyde wae never the 17righteet 17oy in the world; 
But he wae emart enough to know that 
a jol7 wae nothing 17ut work. 
So one day whlle reading the content& on the 17ack 
of a 17ox of canned cow tounge, Clyde 
got an idea. 
But then it went away. 
Whlle on a train heading to where It wae going, Clyde 
found a gun In hie hand pointed at the head of 
a prleet who had juet etolen from 
the collectione 17ox. 
Clyde made eight dollare In emall coine that day. It wae 
more than hi& Jol7 at the etore paid him. (Clyde never 
accepted the concept of caehing a check.) 
And eo Clyde began ro1717ing prieets on trains that were 
headed to where they were going. 
On a particular day Clyde tried to rol7 a person named 
Vladimir who didn't look like a prieet but 
had eight dollare. 
Since Vladimir didn't want to give Clyde eight dollare, he 
gave 
Clyde ten dollars. Clyde gave two dollars 17ack. 
And then the adventures weren't early anymore 
ihey were legend. 
Validated Graduating Senior 
Vladimir Leveque @ 
The Blah Continues 
one life, one soul, one dream. 
a dark quiet meadow a smooth 
etream. theres only me eo i eit 
and i hide. Repressing the feelings 
that lie down inelde. Just me In 
the corner my mind rune free. I look 
out the window 17ut theree nothing to 
see. The claee is quite ... quite ... 
I don't feel like finishing this poem. 
Clyde E. Robineon @ 
Great Train Robl7er 
January 27, 
ancf a{{ tfie sisters saicf. .. 
I 
ro[[ 1ny eyes 6ecause your 
[ave 
1naf<:...es me aizzy ana 
you 
a{ways come 6ackfor 
more 
6ecause you 'a ratfier strugg{e to aeatli witfi 
e6onyfists 
tfien 
coast tlirougli 
{ife 
on lier ivory wings so I'{{ g{aa{y searcli your 
~~f<:... ~ 
sou{ forever, praying tftat you fieea your fiean R 
ana reaa 6etween 
my {ines, .. 
nian. 1er , .. 
.., 
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16tfi Street 'B[ues 
'Inree a,ays rater 
ana the hooa fingers 
as if waiting to c[ot on 
sumuier concrete 
'Jttlere it not for ffies 
swarming (i~ omens 
'Were it not for the 
vufture circfing over the 
crimson feast 
:Jvfay6e the wqnaering 
of ftow [oua sfte screamerf 
'l.iJOu[a not seem SO 6aa 
:J{p one even 6otfters to wash the sitfewa[f<:... 
PerftapsitwouU6efoo[isli 
{i~ rinsing rain from streets 
in tfie 1ftiast of a stonn 
( 
({Jf AJ.Lfl,JLJ.EJ.R:li 
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Freshman rapper on the road to stardo 
Georgia native Inga Willis lands deal wit_h L~Fac~ . 
"I'm goinl; for mine and I'm ··~1•, hke po.:1ry .. which re~ec1s a'.td hs1enmg 10 mu,1c and 
,, 
going 10 gel ii she said . .. Bouom wha1 s going on inside of me. she panr, much. 
nne, l'm going 10 gel ';1." said. "l1's like everyday 1herap1, 10 . ·My mom calls t?JC a 
Managed by Lisa Lopez. TLC's help '!"e g_c1 t~ugh whmevcr 1 m socml bune,~ny. I don I kn<o 
Lefl Eye. Willis signed wilh La expenencmg. . . 1ha1 m~ans, she added. 
Face records in Sep1embe_r, 1994. . ~fler her cl~se lnend Bt"(lndon "'.11h a_n. album soo• 
"She pm some money m!o me. Wi11t_ams was killed. accordmg 10 relea~ed, W1lhs has her eie 
She believes in me and thal s all I Wtlh~. her music renec1ed ner su~~ss. . , 
needed." she said of Lopez. C!f!Oltonal s1a1c and 100k on a II ~gomg 10 open doors1 
Willis has recorded live songs d1fferen1 approach. She called she said. . 
for her dcbu1 album. which slie Williams' cfoaih one of her ·•main Also w11h a bachcl_or\ 
hopes 10 comple1e by 1hc end of mo1ivaiing fac1ors" because he and an al~(!m loommg 
March. pushed her 10 work hard 10 reach homon. Wtllts has no doull 
··1 go1 stress. man." she ~aid. her career g_oals. . . on7_w1II mak_e ~er 1hc ha 
rubbing her back and neck w11h a A Chns11an, Withs s1aied lha1 a When I hmsh schoo. 
hand he ld massager. ··1 go1 19 cenain spiri1uali1y is renected in be an accomphshmem !!<: 
credi1s and I'm 1rying 10 do an her mu,1c, s1emm10g from her know I can limsh school, 
album." s1udies of spirituali1y a~d different '.'II wasn·1 ~y ~rerun 10 go 10 
She 1r,wels almos1 every 01her religions. A smal l 1able m her dorm 11 was reah1y. 
weekend 10 work on 1hc album and room features a poster of J!!;us and 
juggles a schedule 1ha1 includes the books. Th~ T~ach111gs. of 
classes like Black Diaspora. Buddha _and Sc1cnt1fic Healing 
Egyp1ian Archaeo logy. scrip! Aflirll)a(tons, . . . 
wrmng. and Spanish llf. W1lhs said she enJoys readmg 
"My schedule is hard, man." she 
repeals. 
Willis CXl,)ressed a love for 
writing and said she originally 
\\Unlcd to be a journulism major, 
bul changed her major 10 film so 
1ha1 she could make movies. She 
hopes 10 use her music career as a 
~1epping stone 10 work in !he lilm 
tndu,try. 
Despi1e having 10 produce a 
alb um, Willis maintained her 
school work iakcs 10p priori1y. She 
s1a1ed 1ha1 L.A. Rctd of La Face 
Records has been supporli ve of her 
school ing. oflcn visi1ing 1he 
campus to monitor her progress in 
school. 
Vital Statistic~ 
By La Chanda Jenkins 
Hilttop Staff Writer 
Wha1ever 1he musical genre. jazz 
or alternative. you can bel Willis 
will be listening 10 music ... mos1 
likely from her CD collec1ion. Not 
an unusual expec1a1ion from !his 
IS•year-old who at a young age 
wanted 10 be ei1her nn en1enainer or 
a lawyer and has always professed 
a love for music. 
performer, Willis said, "People 
kinda respec1ed me ins1ead of 
looking down on me:· 
Al one time , he imerned al 
Dallas Aus1in Recording Projec1.,. 
Through her work w11h Dallas 
Austin and La Face, Willis met 
recording a11is1 Joi, who she 
describes as a big sis1cr. and female 
recording group TLC (who scn1 a 
shou1 out 10 Will is on 1hcir la1cs1 
album). Along wi1h her parenls and 
close friend.,' in A1lan1a. Joi and 
TLC give Willis continuous 
suppon and encourngemenl. 
Willis admils al lirsl she was 
nervous aboul her career and new 
album, bu1 having famous friends 
helped to subside 1he nervousness. 
·-rm around a l01 of grounded 
people who are successful in !he 
entertainmen1 indus1ry, so tha1 
keeps me grounded," she said. 
Name: Inga Willis 
Stage Name: Nandi 
Age: 18 
Classification: Freshman 
Major:Film 
Hometown: Atlanta, Geor• 
gia 
h's safe 10 say that La Faoe 
Records has produced top 
musicians: Toni Braxlon, TLC and 
Ou1kas1 just 10 name a fe,v. Now La 
Face is hiding another big hit up i1s 
sleeve and her name is Inga Willis. 
On any given day you mil!h1 find 
1his freshman, a rapper ror five 
years under !he srnge name Nandi, 
m her comfortabfe room in 1he 
Bethune Annex grooving 10 tunes 
of a variety of en1er1ainers, like the 
heavy me1al groul? Fishbone. 
Growing up in College Park. a 
suburb of Atlan1a, Willis was 
inspired by her parems. who bo1h 
work for the government An only 
child. she said her father, Robert, a 
jazz collec1or. innuenced her 
"musical car:· Willis' mo1her, 
Diane. a writer. encouraged her 10 
write al a young age. 
When asl-ed about the possibili1y 
of fame. Willis Ma1ed. "I really 
don'1 1hink abou1 i1 10 be hones1. I 
do11·1 even ha,e an aU1ograph.'" 
Willis said her paren1s have 
always provided for her so her 
music. 001 money. is her mo1iva1ion. 
"h's 1101 the money. it's 1he ar1. 
Career Goal: To be a film 
maker and accomplished 
• • The money\ 1101 hyping me up. 
I've never wanlcd for any1hing." musician 
Or, perhaps shes lis1ening 10 the 
Higher Learning sound1r.1ck. 
'This song 1s so dope." Willis 
empha1ically s1a1es when 1he 
Zhanc· cu1 from 1he sound1rack 
plays. 
Always ac1ive 111 school. Willis 
began her career a~ a rapper in the 
nimh grade and performed around 
Allama. 
Willis· s1age name, Nandi. 
means "queen of queens." She 
chose !his name afler reading abou1 
the queen of the Zulu na1ions and 
Shaka Zulu's mo1her, Nandi. With 
a stage name and a record deal, 
Willis is read:y 10 succeed in the 
en1ertninme111 mdustry. 
she said. 
Inspired by musicians like Billie 
Holiday. 1he Cranberries, Lenny 
Krnvi1z. Digable Planels. Ou1kas1 
and Sade. Willis said she enjoys 
"peOJ>le wi1h real music." 
Words of Wisdom: "Dedica 
tion to your gifi creates 
Because she was a young 
She said her experiences arc 
reOec1ed in her music. 
Howard Alumna Explores Entrepreneurial Spiri 
Nicole Matthewson is co-owner of Georgetown coffee 
B;t Rashida Syed 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Its selling: 1he immediaie outskirts of 
George1own. on 1he corner of 26th and P 
S1rcc1. N.W. Its a1mosphere: quie1. 
comfonable and cozy. "If' 1s a ~uaim and 
aroma1ic coffee house called, ·11·s Your 
Mug." And one of i1s owner.; is Howard 
alumna, Nicole Manhewson. 
Manhewson. u 199 l gradua1e opened 
"ll's Your Mug" along wi1h her liance. 
Bruce Sco11, a gradua1e of the Univcrsi1y 
of the Dis1ric1 of Columbia, in 1993. 
Like any new business. the coffee shop 
has had i1s share of problems. bu1 ii has 
become a success. And by laking a look at 
the amoun1 of business that the shop 
receives. its success should endure. 
Ma11hewson and Scon crea1ed the s1ore 
wi1h the cus1omer in mind. The two came 
up wi1h the name because 1hey do no1 drink 
alcohol. The concept for the shop was also 
conceived 1hrougli careful observation. 
They no1iced 01her coffee shops did no1 
seem 10 be willing 10 make any changes in 
!heir drinks 10 accommoda1e people like 
1hemselvcs (non•drinkers). 
back here," Ma11hewson said. 
Manhewson admi1s her goals as a s1ude111 
were qui1e differe□l from whai has actually 
rnken place in her life. She never imaginea 
herself owning her own coffee shop. 
. :·My goal was jus1 10 gel ou1," she said 
JOkmgly. 
Ye1 Manhewson poimcd ou1 1ha1 
aucnding Howard was a rewarding 
experience. 
"It was basically a posi1ive experience. 
I came here from northern California. So, 
jus1 lhc change in clima1c and lhe city 
mmosphere was an adjus1men1. Bui 
Howard was an adjus1me111, 100. I can'! 
complain 100 much. bu1 the usual trials and 
1ribulations prepared me for a l01 of olher 
1hings that life has 10 offer when you leave 
Howard," she explained. 
Ma11hcwson Slfessed 1ha1 Howard does 
a great job of preparing i1s s1uden1s for life 
in 1he real world. 
"You'll be happy you wem lhrough ii 
Inter. All of1he hassles 1ha1 you go 1hrough 
at Howard - regislration and classes and 
all thm. It's no1 clesigncd 10 be part of 1hc 
program, bu1 aclUally i1's one of 1he belier 
pans of the educa1ion you ge1 a1 Howard,'' 
she said. 
"This is a people's kind of place. And 
people come here and anx way you wa111 ii 
you can have ii. We're willing 10 play wilh 
drinks. It's a fun place and people really 
have gonen auached 10 i1. People really do 
1hink 1his is their mug. There's no holding 
However, Mauhewson would like 10 sec 
Howard explore differen1 methods of 
1caching i1s s1uden1s, especially in 1he 
School of Business. 
"I'd like 10 see Howard focusing more " Its Your Mug" Is located on 26th and P streets, NW. 
on e111repreneurial spirits and helping them 10 crea1e. In 1he School of Business 
,------------------- --------------- everyone is 1101 cul out for what 
they re shaping you for." 
Vital Statistics 
Name: Nicole Matthewson 
Hometown: Walnut Creek, California 
Oceupation: Co-owner, "It's Your Mug" and 
Meeting and Events Manager 
Words of Wisdom: "You'll be happy you went 
through it later." 
.._ _________ ________ _J 
Ma11hewson. who earned 
degrees in imernational business 
and finance, added she initially had 
01her plans for business af1cr 
gradua1ion. 
.. I've always though! somewhere 
down 1hc line I'd open a business. 
In fac1, I'd looked into jewelrv wilh 
one of my classmates. We had 
talked abou1 opening some son of 
jewelry, enlrepreneurial, import-
export business. Tha1's wha1 we 
were looking at the 1ime. Bui I'd 
always 1hough1 of ii much funher 
down the road.'' she said. 
Even1ual ly. Matthewson made 
new plans. She explained the coffee 
house grew out of 1hc fondness she 
and her liancce shared or places 
where !hey could go 10 inlk. see 
crea1ivc 1hings and mee1 differen1 
1ypes or r,;ople. 
· Bern& from northern 
California, 1ha1 s some1hing I grew 
up with," Manhewson s1a1ed. ''This 
is really some place tha1 we made 
because it's some place that we bo1h like 10 
hang out a1." 
However, Ma1thewson admi1s ,he does 
n01 have lhc 11me 10 lruly hang ou1 at the 
coffee shop. Her lianccc spends more lime 
a1 !he ~lore 1ha!1 .she docs. b.!cause she has 
a full lime pos1t1on elsewhere. In addition 
10 her role as co-owner. Matthewson said 
she does the bookkeeping for the coffee 
house. 
~ccording 10 ~atlhewson, "It's Your 
Mug attracts a diverse and in1eres1ing 
group of cus1omers. including quite a few 
Howard s1udents. Many come 10 1he coffee 
hou~e 10 anend the Tuesday nigh1 poetry 
readtngs. _''It's Your Mug" also auracts a 
regular cltcntele because of the an gallery 
localed above the coffee house that fea1ures 
art work by local ar1is1s. 
ln lhe future, Mnlthcwson said she and 
Scou would like to expand lhe original 
"h's Yqur ~ .ug" and perhaps build other 
s1orcs l1ke 11 m olher areas. But 1ha1 i1 is an 
endeavor_ she would rather not discuss ai the 
present 11me. 
"We've 1alkcd abou t i1 ." she said 
laughing. "This is eno_ugh dgh1 now. bu1 
you never know whal hie w1lr bring" 
'Tm still in1eres1ed in lhe jewelry. And 
lhe impor1-expor1 h nc,·cr ou1. T 
some1hmg lha1 reully interes1ed me• 
was in school. I love 10 host panics an. 
par1ies and e,.:n1, and produc1ion,. • 
a ~usin~, 1hm I could really ge1 in1,, 
said. 
Ma11hewson's advice 10 s1udeni; 
wan1 10 ;1ar1 their own business is.· . 
be afraid 10 do." 
"The grades are imponan1. You°" 
get 1he grades and what you lei 
necessary, but grades arcn·1 everylhi~ 
added. 
"Being in the School of Busines, 
always been very business-orien1ed. 
lake care of a 101 of 1hc back side , 
business here. And if ii had been en: 
U_P, 10 me. 1his place wouldn'1 be open i 
I a s,1.ill be --:a11ing 10 gel all my duel• 
row. she srud. 
"So if you have a good idea and) 
got people willing 10 help you with r 
go for 11 and you1I learn as you go• 
You're consrnmly learning ou1 here." 
,v27, 1995 
' 
Kia Crittenden 
Freshman 
Psyeholog,· 
\Vest Deptrord, 
NJ 
Thert.• needs to be 
111ore 01·gunization 
and the 1,eople who 
work with registra-
tion need to be more 
congenial. 
'l'a11isha Lucas 
Freshman 
Chen1. Engineer-
ing Plainsiield, 
NJ 
Basically, they need 
1nore peo1>le " 'orking 
and a more 01,datt.•d 
co1111,uter s,·ste1n. 
O'Neal Irvin 
Sophomore 
Legal Comm . 
Ne,,: York, NY 
THE HILLTOP 
It was highly unfair to 
in1plement this 
process on such short 
notice. I think it 
u ·onld have been much 
better if " 'e had at 
least six ,nonths 
notiee of this new 
proeess. 
been 
Sheldit Oliver 
Junior 
Speech Patholo• 
gy Fayettville, 
NC 
Thev need to make 
sure that a majority o 
students are 
processed properl), 
because a lot of us 
missed out on class 
tin1e running urouud 
getting things done. 
Renee Toussaint 
Junior 
Experimental Stu-
dio Silver Spring, 
lUD 
hev need to hire pt•o• 
1,1~ who can control 
large erowds nnd not 
get easily annoyed. 
' ' ' ••• 
amara a 
Junior 
Radio Produc-
tion Southfield, 
Ml 
They should have 
given us more notice 
and set 01> a system 
that's n1ore conve-
nient for students, us 
well as the en11,10,·ees. 
I also believe that 
student government, 
11u1in1, , IIUSA, should 
do more about regis-
tration problems. 
B3 
Latimer 
Williams 
Senior 
COBIS 
Nen• Haven, CT 
I think having sepa-
rate registrntion dnys 
for the different 
classes and moving 
registration up will 
cut down on the 
problems. 
racey crog-
gins Senior 
ltticrobiology 
Baltimore. ltlD 
DUferent lines for 
whatever services the 
student needs, for 
exa1111Jle, obtaining a 
meal card or signing a 
loan cheek. will solve 
some problems. There 
also needs to he more 
analysts. Students 
fuss ,vith them a lot, 
hut it's not always 
their faults. 
'l'im Can1pbell 
Sophomore 
Chem. Engineer• 
ing Jenkin• 
to,vn, PA 
There should have 
been more notice, 
first of all. They also 
need to set up a better 
system. If they don't 
automate the syatem, 
they need to hire 
more people. 
Photos by Nikia Puyol 
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Fishburne is 
good 'CoIDpany' 
Left to right : Ellen Sarkin (Margaret Wells) and Laurence 
Fishburne (lilelson Crowe) get caught up In a web of Intrigue In 
"Bad Company.' ~ 
By Kris Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Wttter 
There are very few good film 
actors today who can truly "save" 
a film. And in 1he case of the lates1 
effon by Touchs1one Pictures, "Bad 
Company." Laurence Fishburne is 
1he one who is helping 10 a11rac1 
movie goers to lhe thea1ers. 
Producer Amedeo Ursini said the 
cas1ing of Fishburne helped 10 
make 1he right balance be1ween the 
film's charac1ers. 
"Cas1ing Laurence was a 
decision based on the fac1 1ha1 we 
all liked him and we fell lucky 1ha1 
he wan1ed 10 do the par1," Ursini 
said. "The same wi1h Ellen Barl<ln 
(who porirays Margare1 Wells). We 
fell immedia1ely tha1 !here was an 
in1eresting chemistry between lhe 
two actors." 
Laurence Fishburne stars as 
Nelson Crowe, a former CIA 
opera1ive who is forced to infiltrate 
a private industrial espionage 
boutique manned by 1hose such as 
lhe devious career woman, 
Margare1 Wells (Ellen Barkin). 
Wriler Ross Thomas added, "ii 's 
a iale of fic1ion, 1hough I 1hink lhe 
1heme is absolu1ely irue." 
The IWO biggesl problems wi1h 
1his movie are the 1wis1ing plol 
does nol allow enough lime for 1he 
viewer 10 rela1e 10 any of the 
characters and 1he paltry ac1ing of 
Ellen Barl<ln leaves much 10 be 
desired. 
And wi1h his well-ponrayed 
charac1er. ii is a crime Fishburne 
does no1 ge1 top billing. 
Although 1he s1ory is slillhtly 
confusing, and 1he cas1 is iillecl 
wi1h many unknown or second-tier 
ac1ors, overall 1he movie is prelly 
good. ii is definitely worth a Friday 
nigh1 wilh your girl (or boy). So for 
anyone in1eres1ed in seeing a classic 
Hollr,wood "Film Noir," go check 
ou1 ' Bad Company." This one has jus1 enough plo1 twis1s and 1urns 10 
keep the viewer interested. 
Bad Company: B-. 
Comic relief comes 
to Black community 
By Staci N, Hill 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
ln the basemen! of Pyramid 
Books on Georgia Ave .. a 1rue lover 
of comic boolis can find a place 
where he can go to explore his 
comical imagination. The grand 
opening of The House of Comics 
bookstore brings 10 the Howard 
community a sense of marvel 
entertainmem. 
The House of Comics carries 
racks fulls of 1he latest and hotlest 
comics: X-men. Spawn, Blood 
Syndica1e and Generation X . 
among 01hers. provide reading 
fulfillment to all comic readers and 
collectors, new and old. Black 
comic companies such as 
Milestone, Omega Zand Flat lines 
are also featured. 
Howard University film graduate 
Chris Dinwiddie is lhe sole founder 
and owner of The House of 
Comics. He decided 10 open 1he 
comic book store afler comple1ing 
research for a proposal in his 
minor- business finance. 
After graduating, Dinwiddie had 
some on-the-job-training 10 help 
pregare him for hi s current venture. 
I learned this 1rade by working 
at Another World and Universe 
comic book stores in George1own," 
he said . "I realized 1ha1 lhe store did 
not cater to its 70 percent Black 
clientele, 55 percen1 of which came 
from Howaril University." 
But before opening the book 
store, he s1arted a comic book 
personal delivery service for his 
fellow collec1ors. 
"When I realized lhat I couldn'1 
work for anybody and wanted to be 
financially independem, I figured 
1he bes1 way lo make money is off 
of your hobbies." Dinwiddie -said. 
So al the age of 27, Chris 
Dinwiddie finally started work on 
his lifelong dream. With 1he money 
from his last paycheck, 1he support 
of his family, and 1he invenlory he 
had lefl over from his delivery 
service, Dinwiddie opened The 
House of Comics on Jan. 9. 
This entrepreneur's desire to 
keep every1hing Black-owned and 
opera1ed 1s one of lhe reasons he 
chose to locate his book s1ore so 
close 10 the Howard community. 
And as a resuh, Dinwiddie has 
recei\'ed immense support from 
Universi1y comic readers. 
"I spend 1ime tall<lng with all of 
my cus1omers," he said. "I gel 
enjoymem out of it, e\'en if tliey 
don't buy a book." 
Dinwiddie said !here is, within 
this area, a definite market and 
hunger for a local comic book siore. 
For that reason, Dinwiddie said he 
would like 10 start a comic book 
club and a monthly newsletter 1ha1 
will inform people abou1 wha1 is 
going on in the comic book world 
- from a Black pt:rspective. 
Gradua1e film production 
s1uden1 Demetrius New1on, is 
pleased by the store's opening. 
"This 1s my first opportunity to 
buy from someone who is Black,'' 
Newton said. " I always had to go 10 
White people. bu1 this is closer and 
more convenient." 
Dinwiddie also offers a mailbox 
holding service so customers can 
order 1beir choices a mo111h in 
advance. Discounts can also be 
ga!ne~ by _both using this service or 
brmgmg m a_ new customer who 
purchases an item. 
"I supply my customers wi1h 
what 1hey want to read because 
they dictate what you sell,'' 
Dinwiddie said. 
New issues arrive every 
Wednesday and are put on display 
by noon. The cover prices range 
anywhere from $ 1.5010 $4.95. 
The House of Comics plans to 
carry lhe forlhcomini Spring 
releases of comics featuring artis1s 
Bi1. Mark ie, Onyx, and Snoop 
DoggyDogg. 
As for lhe fu1ure of lhe business, 
Dinwiddie hopes to own a chain of 
comic stores. For now, 1he hours of 
opera1ion a1 lhe exis1 ing store are 
Monday through Sa1urday from 11 
a.m. to 7 p.m. 
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Go-Go touches natives' soul 
Leaves different impression on outsiders 
BY. Natalie Moore 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
h has been labeled as funky, real, 
soulful and even spiri1ual music 
reminiscen1 of the Motherland. 
But if you are nm from 1he 
Washing1on Metropolitan area, 
chances are you will probably label 
it as foreign, loud or even annoying 
afler long time e,q,osure. 
Nevertheless, in this ci1y, it is 
inescapable: Go-go. 
For many Howard University 
s1uden1, who are from this area. 1he 
an1icipa1ion tha1 arises when 1he 
band is "in the pocke1" is 
unexplainable. 
Physical 1herapy major and D.C. 
nalive Sabai Burnet! finds himself 
at a loss for words when defining 
go-go music. 
"It's some1hing I've been 
lis1ening 10 all my life," he said. "I 
c3JJ'1 really explain it. h's another 
form of music ... it gi\'CS D.C. it's 
own unique difference." 
Go-go music was born on 1he 
sirects of D.C. during 1he late 196(ls 
and early 1970s. Pioneer, Chuck 
Brown and Sugar Bear of the group 
E. U. (who brough1 nationwide 
at1ent1on 10 go-go wilh the hit 
single, "Da Bull") have helped go-
go develop into its own genre of 
l31ack music. 
Today. groups I ike Rare fasence, 
Proper Utensirs, Junkyard Band and 
NoriheaM Groovers, rock local 
nightclubs. 
Ibex Nigh1club manager Ericka 
Hammonds said Tuesday's go-go 
nights always pack a full house. 
usually allrac1ing a young crowd 
between 1he ages of 19 and 26. 
•·11·s (go-go) something they 
(area residents) are J?roud of," she 
said. "Nowhere else in lhe coun1ry 
will you find it." 
Third year Divinily School 
s1udent Davie! Bowers remembers 
growing up 10 the resonant drums 
of lhis s1yle of music. 
"It's real because gcople are on 
musical ins1rumen1s, · he poimed 
out. "In a sense, i1's hard - nol 
polished. pop or crossover. Go-r,o is 
indigenous to African music.' 
Morgan State Universi1y 
sophomore Thaddeus Single1ary 
added thal he appreciates 1he 
r.ulsi ng beats of the music because 
'ii 1akes 1he songs to ano1her level." 
"You gotta have a good ear for 
music. People are useil to deejays 
and turn1ables, no1 live bancls.'' 
Singletary cominued. 
Born in the District bu1 raised 
in Ft. \\.'3!>hington. Md .. 26-ycar-old 
Anthony Lee hears go-go in more 
of a spiri1ual sense. 
"Go-go speaks to 1he collective 
memory of Black people. Many 
rhythms of 1he drums speak to 
some1hing deep within people of 
African descent." he recalls. "h's 
I ike listening 10 an old song and 
thinking, 'Oh, I remember 1hat' ." 
A, a founding member of go-go 
group Hi-Rise_. a Ch~isiian-ba.,ed 
band. Lee Ines 10 incorpora1e 
positi've messages inio 1he music. 
"Our _lyrics are anythjng fro!n 
God. 10 violence, 10 growing ~p in 
society, to hopelessness. to African-
centered world views versus 
Europ<;an-cen1ered world views," 
he said. 
Lee also compares go-go to the 
experiences of 1he African 
American church. 
·'Go-go has very ,trong ties LO 
the Bl,1ck church w1th the call and 
response," he said. 
Clearly, songs such as ·•sardines 
and Pork and Beans" and "Hold 
up, Wait a Minute'' rely heavily on 
audience panicipation. 
However. pan of the reason go-
go has no1 expanded to other P.arts 
of 1he country 1s because 11 1s 
difficuh 10 grasp the essence and 
the ·•realness' of go-go on a 
recordin~. 
"It s almoM like a church 
service," Lee said. "II·, hard 10 
capture on album. Yeah. 7.ou can 
hear i1 on 1ape, but you don l ge1 1he 
whole worship experience." 
Man) Universi1y smdents agree 
with Lee's conclusions. 
Sophomore Will Willingham 
admilled wholeheartedly that he 
had to get used 10 ii. 
''I don't have anything against go-
go. t lis1en to it. bu1 I don't go ou1 
and buy it," he said. "Go 
Howard i111roduced me 101 
things; go-go ,vJ~ju,t one~ 
To Kendra Wilson ofN 
go-i.o is simply_ aggravattn1 
'It sounds like pot> OllC 
she said. "Maybe I can dt. 
one song, bul when they pl, 
1be locah go cra.ty." 
" It's wack!" exclaim, 
Williams, a na1ive of Lor,g 
NY. 
"They ·go-goa1_ize· a rap 
(adding go-go ms1rumc 
raps). lt take, away fr 
realness of hip-hop." 
Bowers disagree,. 
"Hip-hop is great t 
samplina added 10 a 
machine. he acknowledgct 
go-go bands are keeping m 
alive and keeps 1he music:il 
alive. I wish more brolh<c 
sisters would be more open 
''If you don'1 hear it, )O. 
understand where il's c 
from," Barnell added 
(ouisiders) can grow to like1 
ghe II a chance." 
And SO, the IO\C a, 
relaiionship between tho-; 
iruly understand and apprec, 
go-go experience versus too 
JUSI canno1 "ge1 into•· it coc 
Black Sheep heads hip-hop floe 
BL 
Black Sheep re-enter hip-hop scene with "Non-Fiction." 
By Miguel R. Burke II 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
Some worry commercialization will lead 10 
the disimegranon of 1rue hip-hop as we know it. 
But to hip-hop rari1ies Black Sheep. the threat 
does not 1ouch 1heir reality. 
After a 1hree year hiatus, the i:roup is back in 
the game with "Non-Fic1ion,' a new album 
comprised oft 7 tracks. However, ''Non-Fiction" 
is much more 1han an album. In 1his latest effort. 
the duo exposes the realities of Black Sheep-
from the s1yle of 1he new album, to the sia1e of 
the Black community. "Non-fic1ion" comes 
straightforward with lhe truth. 
"Basically, it's Black Sheep coming at you a 
Jillie bi1 more direct, a lillle bit more on a 
personal no1e. We're giving you some true-10-
life occurrences and JUSI 1he rel\lities of wha1 
Black Sheep sees and wha1 Black Sheep feels," 
said Ores, the chief lyricis1 of 1he group. 
Unlike the last album, Ores said "Non• 
Fic1ion" has a sligh1ly differen1 flavor. 
'The last album was a bit more conceptual 
... [bu1] it's still very much us. We're stil l doing 
our thing." he addecl. 
Blaclt Sheep O.J. and producer, Lawnge, is 
pleased they had more input during the 
production stages. He even s1eP.ped up to 11ie mic 
on tracks like ''Who's Ne,~t. · "Peace To The 
Nig~as" and "Let'& Ge1 Cozy." 
'We've elevated. We did a lot of different 
[stuff] with 1,>roduc1ion. We did 98 percent of the 
produc1ion. Lawnge said. "We also did a irack 
with Showbiz (of 11ie group Showbiz and A.G.) 
co-producinf' 
Although 'A Wolf In Sheep's Clothinf' was 
a well represented album, "Non-Fiction stays 
more within the realms of hip-hop and R&B. 
Unlike 1he previous album, this one omi1s the 
comedic skits. 
"Non-Fiction" definitely ,how, ma1urity 
an1ong the duo. h also holds some plea5ant, yet 
unexpected surprises - including guest 
appearances by Showbiz and A.G .. Chi-Ali. 
Emmage, The Legion and Swee1 T. 
"We bo1h come from where both of us shou Id 
be able to pick up a mic, or cul or hook a track. 
That's wha1 Black Sheep is," Ores siressed. 
Like many :1rtis1s, Black Sheep's name 
describes the essence of who 1hey are and where 
1hcy are from. 
'The meaning of the name came from the 
people \\C were down wilh. We didn't ac1uallv lot of people are like, 'UUHH !" Becaust 
fit into their whole thing. II \\US that wholi: wha1 everybody's trying to ,ample," L,r, 
mui\e tongue thing," the O.J. explained. "You said. "I give mac! prop, 10 S1e,ie Wonder.f< 
have A Tribe Calleil Quest, Jungle Brothers, De who dig deep - Bob Marley, Yellowm.: 
La Soul ... they all had their own 1ype of lingo jus1 mail heacls." 
... but we spoke of the street. We jus1 didn't lil And for 1hose hip-hop arti,1, who cl~ 
in lhc family, so we were the 'black sheep' of be true "gangstas," Black Sheep -.aid the) n 
1he family." believe anyone unless 1hey hn,e proof. 
Basically, Ores and Lawnge appear confident "If you re hard. show me some ... stabn 
and humorous. Bui when talking abou1 the from when you wa& locked down. Don'1 c 
Native Tongue, Lawnge's mood shifts from in my face wi1h n gun 1alkin' about you're 
en1husia,1ic about the group's fu1ure, 10 somber. If you gotta boast and brag with a gun 1n 
Clearly it seems as if he mis,cs the days when hand! Anybody can do 1nat,'' Lawnge 
the Nali\'e Tongue was a tighter knit uni 1. adding a few exple1he, to help ge1 his 
"Everybody', doing 1heir O\\O thing: doing across. "We hope brothers grow up and ,ho',, 
their own album,," Lawnge reminisced. 1hey're dope lyrically" 
"Everybody's ,till cool, r-,:rr.=.:-::-:-rn::-=-?r::-::-:--:-?'>lr----.---,,..-;r--.---:-:, 
we see each 01her. we ay O t 
speak, but no big deal." 
Currently, Ores and 
Lawnge are making 
some power move,. They 
have put together 1he1r 
own record label through 
Polygram distribu1ion 
callee! One Love 
Records. So far. they've 
f)Ut OUI group, ,uch a, 
Emmage. a R&B female 
trio. and The Legion, 
who made some noise 
wi1h 1he hip-hop single, 
"Jingle Jangle." 
Chi-Ali (a former 
member of 1he Native 
Tongue) has also been 
signed 10 lhe label. 
Ores and Lawnge also 
have the responsibi lity to 
act as the A&R persons 
in search of talent. Plus, 
the duo is work ing on 
pulling 10gether a One 
Love tour which will 
include all of 1heir ac1s. 
As for Black Sheep's 
source for lyrical 
inspira1ion, Ores cites 
those musicians with 
subsrnnce in !heir work. 
Black History Month 
Youth in Praise Concert 
Backliy Popular Demand: 
I<frk Franklin 
& 
~eFamily -
"We lis1en to a lot of Fo~ l'Jd(efs Call~ 
differen t stuff. I give of _,..-"na 202) r::""'OSOO props to R&B, whereas a .......... ..;;.....;;....-'i..:..:.:.t.=:.::.i:,":."-'H>:::!;~-iu:~~-~!:.!!.~!L.--.,.: 
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University of Antwerp 
Summer Program in 
Antwerp, Belgium 
May21 -June3, 1995 
AN OPPORTUNl7Y 
FOR STUDENTS OF H.CONO,11/CS AND BUSINESS 
TO STUDY ECONOAIIC INTEGRATION 
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE EUROPEAN CO1!,llUNITY. 
Director: 
Profossor Bradley Billings 
For i11/or111atio11 
or 011 application co111act: 
(iEoRqETOw:N:_ 7.JNIVERSl1Y 
School for Summer and Continuing Education 
306 ICC 
\Vashingcon, DC 20057 
(202) 687-5942 / 5719 
NT ERNSHIP S 
Howard University Press offers internships 
in scholarly publishing through its editorial, marketing, 
and design and production departments. 
The editorial Internship trains lndlVlduols to assist with the dally and 
long-term editorial work of the Press, developing not only the 
mechonlcal skills of scholarly book editing. but. more Important. 
edltor1al Judgment. (The program does not train lndMduals to 
become writers.) 
The marketing Internship exposes participants to the hectic Job of 
marketing. advertising. and publicizing the Press. Its books. and Its 
authors: providing Information to news media, booksellers. llbrorlans. 
and others; assisting In the preparation of publicity releases and 
special stories; preparing for exhibits. conventions. and other 
promotlonol events; and writing odvert1slng and catalog copy, as 
well as copy for direct moll and promottonol pieces. 
The d&slgn and production Internship famlllorlzes Individuals with 
book design and production. from manuscript through bound book. 
Tasks Include designing books and ads using QuarkXPress. providing 
page counts. checking proofs. and dealing with outside designers. 
1ypesetters, and printers. 
Each Internship covers o minimum of or.e semester. although two to 
four semesters ore recommended for a more complete learning 
experience. Internships ore paid through the worl< study program or 
may be undertaken for course credit. 
Howard University students interested in applying for tire 
HUP internship program should call 202/806-4935 or write to 
Howard University Press, 1240 Randolph Street, N.E., 
Wasli ington, DC 20017. 
THE HILLTOP BS 
W AS 
$t0.00 
To order call, (20 2)728 -7564 N OW 
or visit Joesph's Hair & Nail Salon $5.00 
( 2612 G '--o•~ iu A ve,. ac ,·o--., trum School o f Bus inc , ,) 
ct" Mahood 3 
1.995 
featuring Howard's own ➔ 
INFORMATION PLUS PUBLISHING 
2367•1 Green Acres Road• Suite 122 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 
DO YOU WANT/NEED FINANCIAL 
HELP WITH COLLEGE AID? 
We have just published the 1995 FINDERS DIRECTORY. This direct.cry is a 
must for those who need financial help with their studies. It can mJJ.ke the 
difference between going t.o college or staying home. Cash grants and loans are 
available so you or your children can get the desired education. • 
This Direct.cry consists of student aid agencies in all 50 States plus Guam, Puerto 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. There are categories for special interest grot•ps such 
has religious organizations, handicapped, mili~ and international studies, just 
to name a few. Just about all theses groups have grants and loans available. 
The 1995 FINDERS DIRECTORY is sold on an unconditional money back 
guarantee. You must boa pleased with the ))m.ECTORY or return it postpaid for Jl 
full cash refund. No questions asked. You will be the sole judge. 
For a limited time, we are offering this DIRECTORY at the very special price of 
$8.95 postpaid. Order today. 
Sincerely, 
The Staff at 
. Information Plus Publishing 
(Part of the proooeds from each sale donated to "Christ On Campus Ministries") (1m,]=.t(1]1hffi•~l3~1-tl~•]3il•N•]ll#l~ 
: INFORMATION PLUS PUBLISHING Date-----'-'---,- : 
12367-1 Green Acres Road· Suite 122 I 
I Fayetteville, AR 72703 : 
: Please rush my copy of 1995 FINDERS DffiECTORY. I have enclosed $8.98 (Check or I 
I money order). You will pay shipping and handling charges. I understand if I am not: 
: pleased, I may return the DffiECTORY within 30 days for a complete refund, no 1 
1 questions asked. : 
: NAME--------------------=------- : 
: ADDRESS __________ .:__..:------_;_-:--:-:-
: CITY ___________ STATE, ____ ZIP _____ _ 
I Listed with the BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU OF ARKANSAS <IWDU 
I - - - - - - - ----------•----------------------------- -
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University of Antwerp 
Summer Program in 
Antwerp, Belgium 
May21-June3, 1995 
AN OPPORTUNI7Y 
FOR STUDE,VTS OF ECONO,lf!CS AND BUSINESS 
TO STUDY ECONO1\IIC INTEGRATION 
IN THE CONTEXT OF THE E UROPEAN C011!1\IUN/1i~ 
Director: 
Professor Bradley Billings 
For i11for11101io11 
or 011 t1pplira1io11 ro111ac1: 
yEOR(/ETOWJ'(, UNIVERSITY 
School fo r Summer and Continuing Education 
306 ICC 
Washington, DC 20057 
(202) 687-5942 / 5719 
N T ERNSH p s 
Howard University Press offers internships 
in scholarly publishing through its editorial, marketing, 
and design and production departments. 
The edllorlol Internship trains lndlvlduals to assist with the dolly and 
long-term edltorfal work of the Press. developing not only the 
mechanical skills of scholarly book edlttng. but. more Important. 
edltorfal judgment. (The program does not train Individuals to 
become writers.) 
The marketing Internship exposes participants to the hecttc Job of 
marketing. advertising. and publicizing the Press. Its books. and Its 
authors; providing Information to news media. booksellers. librarians. 
and others; assisting In the preparation of publicity releases and 
special stones; preparing tor exhibits. conventtons. and other 
promottonal events; and wrlttng advertising and catalog copy, as 
well as copy tor direct mall and promottonal pieces. 
The design and production Internship tamlllarlzes Individuals with 
book design and produc tion. from manuscript through bound book. 
Tasks Include designing books and ads using QuarkXPress. providing 
page counts. checking proofs. and dealing with outside designers. 
typesetters. and printers. 
Each Internship covers o minimum of one semester. although two to 
tour semesters are recommended tor a more complete learning 
experience. lnternslhlps are paid through the work study program or 
may be undertaken for course credit. 
Howard University students interested in applying for tl1e 
HUP internship program should call 202/806-4935 or write to 
Howard University Press, 1240 Randolph Street, N.E., 
Washington, DC 20017. 
THE HILLTOP 
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$10.00 
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INFORMATION PLUS PUBLISHING 
2367-1 Green Acres Road -Suite 122 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 
DO YOU WANT/NEED FINANCIAL 
HELP WITH COLLEGE AID? 
We have just published the 1995 FINDERS DIRECTORY. This directory is a 
must for those who need financial help with their studies. It can make the 
difference between going to college or staying home. Cash grants and loans are 
available so you or your children can get the desired education. • 
This Directory consists of student aid agencies in all 50 States plus Guam, Puerto 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. There are categories for special interest grm•ps such 
has religious organizations, handicapped, mill~ and international studies, just 
to name a few. Just about all theses groups have grants and loans available. 
The 1995 FINDERS DIRECTORY is sold on an unconditional money back 
guarantee. You must be pleased with the bmECTORY or return it postpaid for J1 
full cash refund. No questions asked. You will be the sole judge. 
For a limited time, we are offering this Dm.ECTORY at the v·ery special price of 
$8.95 postpaid. Order today. 
Sincerely, 
The Staff at 
Information Plus Publishing 
1 INFORMATION PLUS PUBLISHING ------ : 
2367-1 Green Acres Road· Suite 122 I 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 : 
Please rush my copy of 1995 FINDERS DIBECTORY. I have enclosed $8.98 (Check or I 
money order). You will pay shipping and handling charges. I understand if I am not: 
pleased, I may return the DIBECTORY within 30 days for a complete refund, no 1 
questions asked. : 
NAME-------,----,------:--:-- :--=;;:,._---:---:-- I 
ADDRESS ______ ~ --__:,,_--'--------'--;-
CITY __________ STATE, ____ ZIP _____ _ 
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McCutchen nained director of SBDC lBJ lUSJJlV !E;J 
JBf JrGJ$[1,J QJJ~ 
Woodrow Mccutchen, 
Small Business Deve lopment Center Director 
By Shaune' Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Making the Howard University 
Small Business Development 
Center more integrated into 
mainstream University life is the 
top priority for new director 
Woodrow McCutchen. 
McCutchcn. who replaces 
former director Levi Lipscomb, 
acquired the posit ion in la te 
November and hopes to enhance 
the scope. reach and impact of the 
program by beginnin~ at home. 
"A l01 of people don I understand 
that Howard University is one of 
eight Charter Small Business 
Development Centers and that it 
remains the only historically Black 
University lead SBDC institution," 
McCutchen said. "This program is 
an impona111 element of Howard's 
uniqueness as a great instructional 
instttution." 
An alumnus of Howard, 
McCutchen received his 
undergraduate degree in economics 
and went on to earn his M.B.A 
from Virginia Commonwealth 
University in Richmond. Before 
returning to his alma mater, 
McCutchen worked as a franchise 
development manager at Jiffy 
Lube. 
As with any new job. many 
people often experience difficully 
in tryi ng to adjust. Making the 
transuion from stale employment 10 
the University ~cning imposed a 
s light problem for McCutchen, as 
well as the downsizing that Howard 
University was experiencing when 
he ac9uired the position. 
' I fell a finle weary about 
coming into Howard d uring the 
lay-offs. It was real hard to deal 
with because when I came, people 
had just received notices of 
potential termination," McCutchen 
said. 'This was a major difficulty, 
but I also saw it as an opporiunity: 
The University made some tough 
decisions and now there is no where 
10 go but up." 
As the new director. McCu1chen 
hopes to implemem many changes 
that will involve and affect the 
University. students and faculty. 
Estab lishmg sub-cen1ers in the 
communi1y and within small 
businesses. as well as focusing on 
core services such as counseling 
and training are just a few of the 
goals he hopes to attain. 
"I am looking for opporiunities 
where we can get groups of 
students who can conduct projects 
for us, instead of paying o utside 
~ople to do it," McCutcllen said. 
·we have to start looking at some 
of o ur students 10 operate and 
participate in these types of 
exQCriences." 
Soliciting the interest and active 
involvement of the en tire 
University family. in suppOr\ of 
HUSBDC cltent ass1\tancc services 
is another concern for McCutchen, 
who feels that such commitment is 
necessary if HUSBDC is to be _an 
effective resource for the entire 
University and area community. 
" HUSBDC is a resource 10 
students and facu lty. This is the 
a ttitude that we must develop. 
Howard Universiry still represe.nh, 
the biggest and brightest collecuon 
of African American minds in the 
world. However, this does no good 
if it nows m. and in four or five 
years. it flows back ou t ," 
McCutchen said. 
With just one montl1 into the new 
year, McCu1chcn continues to be 
excited about his position and the 
changes he hopes 10 bring about. It 
was not so long ago that he 
graduated from "the Mecca" and 
for some reason, he never thought 
that he would return here to work. 
"I never imagined that I would 
end back up at Howard. I always 
thought I would own my own 
bu$iness," McCutchen said. 'This 
wil) prob.ably give "!e the closest 
sausfact1on 10 havmg my own 
business. I won't be rich 
monetarily: I'll be rich by being 
able to give back and have an 
impact on the area and University." 
-As Black businesses cont:: 
grow, more of these com~ 
opting to be traded in ac 
market on national excm 
Granite Broadcasting, l 
En tertainment Tele, 
Holdings Inc .• Enviro1e,t Si 
Corp .. Pyrocap ln ternat 
Corp., and C. 
Pharmaceuticals Laboraton: 
just :1 few of these compan 
-Michael Zigarelli's ne11 • 
Can They Do That?: A Ge 
Your Rights on the 
(Lexington Booh, Nc11 
N. Y., $ I 9.95). offers " 
insight on just how I. 
employer can go on wo~ 
related legal questions. Thi 
talks aoout discrimint 
interview questions. •: 
harassment, drug testinr 
other pressing issues. 
-A study by Drake Beam\ 
Career Transition found the 
percent of tliosc surveyed E<X 
current Job through ncl'II 
or personal contacts. Aero 
to the same surve); 50 pc 
the respondents left their I. 
because of cutbacks. 
Internships abound for college students 
- In a recent survey dor 
Walker Research Grour 
percent of those quest 
responded that they wou' 
inclined not to buy fr~ 
company that is not s0<. 
responsible to issues such . 
environment and human ri( By Dwight Gibson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With the start of the spring 
semester many Howardites are 
shifting their thoughts to the 
oncoming summer anil are hoping 
for meaningful summer 
employment. Internships are an 
ex:cellent option for students 
seeking summer jobs. 
"All students should try to get an 
internship or summer job in their 
major course of study. II helps to 
prepare you for the future by 
placing you in real world 
si1uations." Jossell Dunstan, 
president of J H Dunstan 
Associates. said. 
JH Dunstan Associates is an 
electrica l engineering firm that 
believes in giving young people 
opportunities in the form of 
internships. 
Many companies have internship 
programs available to Howard 
s tuden ts. Xerox: Co. offers 
internships to freshman. 
sophomores and juniors who are 
majoring in computer based 
information systems or computer 
science. 
"The students selected by Xerox 
will work in the Global Information 
Sourcing and Development 
Division. It is a paid internship and 
housing :ind transportation are 
provided for the student. Also a 
scholarship ranging from S2000 10 
$4000 for the following year would 
be given to the intern," Xerox 
&looal information sourci n_g and 
ocvclopment manager, Michael 
Grenier said. 
"Many s tudents become 
discouraged or fail 10 pursue 
internships because many of the 
internships are geared towards the 
more specialized majors such as 
business and engineering." 
Personnel Director fodH Dunstan 
Associates. Sheresc Francis said. 
However. there are opportunities 
for students in Liberal Arts and 
other areas. 
According 10 Mikel Husband, 
production assistant for YSB 
Magazine and a graduate of 
Howard's College of Arts and 
Sciences. teachers are an invaluable 
Toys, games geared toward 
African Americans net profit 
By Shenlkwa Stratford 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Consumers said "good-bye" to 
Barbie and Skipper, and "hello" to 
Kenya and baby sister Kiana, :is 
Black toys flooded the 10y shelves 
in record numbers thi s holiday 
season. 
Market ~·ants such as Manel, 
Kenner and co satisfied minority 
consumer's emand for culturally 
diverse dolls. board games and 
action heroes this holiday season by 
creating toys that catered to 
children of color. 
"We didn't just paint a White 
Barbie Black, but sculpted dolls 
with beautiful African-American 
features dressed in traditional 
African-American attire," said 
Laquanda Murray, assistant 
president of Olmec Corp. 
Olmec Corp .. an African-
American owned and operated 
company based in New York, was 
cstablisfied IO years ago 10 provide 
toys for rninority children. 
"The president of the 
corporation's [Yla Eason] son told 
her when he was three years old 1hm 
he wanted to grow up to be a 
superhero like ~e-man but couldn't 
because he wasn't White," Murray 
said. 
This 111ciden1 prompted Eason to 
develop Sun Man. Olmec's fir,t 
African-American superhero. 
Since that time, ethnic toys have 
grown into a multi-million dollar 
rndustry: 
"This year we plan to debut 
Hispanic as well as Asian dolls. 
We have also developed board 
games and a Black leadership series 
called ·our Powerful Past'," the 
Olmec spokesperson said. 
Olmec toys. the largest 
manufacturer of African-American 
dolls. worked in collaboration with 
Hasbro Inc. to develop the Kids of 
Color line. 
"This line em1?hasi1es cultural 
diversity in 1h1s coun try by 
featuring the kcnte cloth as a 
symbol of cultural pride. It keeps in 
touch with people who want to keep 
in touch with culture," said Gary 
Serby, Hasbro public relations 
representative. 
President of Olmec tO)'.S, Yla 
Eason, has served as council to the 
executive board of Hasbro toys for 
the three years that Kid~ of Color 
have been o n the market. As of Jan. 
1994. snles had su rpassed $2 
million, n sharp increase from last 
)Car's $1.3 minion. 
Much of the sales can be 
auributcd to the 18 percen t 
(according to the United States 
Census Bureau) of African-
American youth population under 
the age of I 0. or to an 
unprecedented American interest 
in various cultures. 
Eason said with the S 1.5 billion 
powerhouse Hasbro behind Olmec 
toys, the company is sure 10 become 
an $80 million company. 
Even with other market giants 
entering the market, such as Mattel 
and the fashion doll line that 
features the Imani doll, the 
compan)"s executives said there is 
plenty of space for competition. 
'The more the merrier," Murray 
said. "It o nly mak~ individuals 
more aware of cultural diversity, 
while promoting positive images 
of African Americans for Black 
source of possible internships. He 
advised students 10 make full use of 
the Career Placement Center and 
the clubs and organizations targeted 
for xour major. 
'Stan your job search early on 
in the school year. This provides 
you with more time to send for and 
!ill out applications," Husband said. 
However for the student who is 
nor anracted 10 the hect ic 
atmosphere of big business. there 
are o ther options for summer 
employment. 
For those fond of the outdoors. 
summer jobs are always available 
in the national parks and recreation 
areas around the councry. 
"Every summer. thousands of 
college studen ts spend their 
vacations working in Yellowstone 
National Park," said Clint Wilkes, 
author of the College Guide to a 
Summer Job in Yellowstone. 
Summer jobs in parks are often 
overlooked by college s tudents, 
especially those from Historically 
Black Colleges and Universities, 
but their mem is not 10 be denied. 
"A summer job in a park such 
as Yellowstone will not be relaxing. 
They do expect you to perform your 
duties. but it wilt be more fun than 
you can imagine and the adventure 
of a lifetime. You will have plenty 
of time off to explore the Park or do 
whate,·er you want." Wilkes said. 
"The best part is there are no 
finals." 
-Galerie 500 has added u 
marker of computer screen~ 
with Art in the Dark , a « 
saver that displays 42 
paintings by contemporary & 
artists. The Window, vem: 
the screen savers cosls S44 
-Entertainment mogul Q 
Jones has formed a mino 
controlled broadcasting COi!' 
entitled Qwes1 Broadcasuni 
show features talk sho11 
Geraldo Rivera. Soul Train'! 
Cornelius, and former NA. 
Willie Davis. The new coir; 
has agreed 10 buy WATL-T 
Atlanta for $167 million. 
Smokers no longer light up· 
international airwaves, fligh~ 
By Shenlkwa Stratford 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The war against smoking in 
public rook to the international 
skies when airline giant D~lta 
Airlines, Inc. recently banned 
s moking on all in1erna1ional 
flights. 
"The move was for our 
customers." Delta spokesperson 
Todd Clay said. "The question 
had been deba ted for years. but 
it did not materialize until 
now." 
On Jan. I . 1995, Delta 
expanded its nonsmoking 
policy to include a ll 
international. as we ll as 
domestic flights. 
"We surveyed our customers 
on board flights and found that 
three-fourths of passengers 
preferred a smoke Tree 
envi ronment," Clay said. 
Delta has also banned 
smoking in airport lounges, 
helping to create an avenue for 
other international nirlines 10 
follow. A group of eight o ther 
airlines arc currently 
petitioning th e Uni ted States 
Department of Justice to 
abolish antitrust laws that 
prohibit these corporations 
f~om joining together and 
d1scuss1ng voluntary smoke 
free bans. 
Trans World Airlines, Inc. is 
still deliberating over the 
policy. The company said this 
implication may result in a 
decrca~e in sales in European 
countries. 
" If the nonsmoking policy is 
not standard for all airlines. we 
wi II be at a market 
disadvamage. Many European 
nations have a large population 
of smokers. If we ban smoking 
now, they will just pile up onto 
another air lines,' said John 
McDonald. TWA _mnMgcr of 
corporate commun1cat1ons .. 
Howard University public 
smoki ng :1dvocates feel the 
policy is a further 
encroachment of smoker's 
rights. 
"I can understand no sm 
on domeMic flights that 
couple of hours . but 
international flights la-i, 
six hours or more. That\ u 
to expect us (smoker,). 1<h 
the same price for th~ 
ticket. to have to \acrif1< 
go without a cignri 
sophomore Thomas Wr 
said. 
"Smoking is a habit do~ 
of nervousness and bort. 
There's a whole lot 
nervous ness and a whole 
boredom on a flight." ,ir 
Richard Nauen said. 
Delta says they have rcet 
posi1i"e feedback f 
consumers thus far, 
anticipate, other airline 
~oon adopt the policy. 
"The policy is good," " 
Yusef Battle said. "Str 
cannot be con trolled and 11 
very harmful thing. It intr 
on my privacy and until thr 
a better ~ys tem. Delta's P' 
is the best thing." 
Congratulations to the Howard University History Departmen1 
At a reception held on Jan. 20, the following six history department faculty members were honored for their 
recently published works. 
Elizabeth Clark-Lewis 
Living in, Living Out: African-American Domestics in Washington, 
DC I 9 LO: 1940 (Smithsonianlnstitution Press, 1994 ). 
Joseph E. Harris 
African American Reactions to War in Elhiopia 1936-1941 
(Louisian State University PRess, 1994) 
David DeLeon 
Leaders from lhe 1960's: A Biographical Sourcebook of American 
Aclivism (Greenwood Press, 1994) 
Eileen Boris 
Home 10 ~Vork: Motherhooq and thi, Poli.tics of Industrial Homework 
m the Umted States (Cambndge Umvers1ty Press, 1994). 
Joseph P.. Reidv1 Ira Berlin. Barbara J. Fields. Steven F. 
Miller, Leshe Ro{... and. 
Free at Last: A Documentary History of Slavery, Freedom and the Civil 
War (The New Press, 1992.) 
Allison Blakely 
Blacks in lhe Dutch World: The Evolution of Racial Imagery in a Mod 
ern Society (Indiana University Press, 1993). 
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Theirs. Ours. 
First relational database. Fi~st to implement SQL. First pomblc database software. First database compatible with massively parallel computing. First database 
to perf~rm 1,000 tran~act'.ons per second. First cooperative-server database. But Oracle is 11ot just about databases. We're also leaders in advanced 
networking. CASE, appltcat1on development, office automation, development tools, multimedia. You can see, we're also about success. 
BS/MS CS/EE. You can become a: Software Developer • Technical Analyst • Consultant • Product Manager 
We'll be on campus February 8. Sign up at the Career Center TODAY! 
ORACLE' 
Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Box 659501, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: lslynn@us.oracle.com / FAX: 415-506-1073 / PHONE: 415-506-6991 
' . . . . . . 
. ;·\ .. . 
Before you make a single payment, ...  • ·.. · ·. 
. ''lly $1,699. Oraboul $33. a mc11lb.' you'll have read a zillion pages .. · ........ · 
Macint05h" Perrorma' 
J6 81250 u:ilb CD-RO.If. Apple· Co/Qr Pitts /4' 
~: A/){)leDesig,t Keyboard and mouse. , 
Illy $2,508. Or about $4 7. a nwnlb.' 
for 4 different classes. another .. · • .. • •·.· ·. ·· 
. . . I - . . , . . : . . 
Super Bowl will have passed with ·· · ·. · • .. ·. 
co~~ercials betterthanthe · · .... ; · • ·. 
game and you'll b~ makihg yollt : / .. : · 
· quarterly visit to the Laundromat .· .. ' , ._ · .· 
I • ' ' • ~ • • ' • 
. ' . ~ 
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BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER: 
We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier 
for you to buy something else )'OU really need-time. Because for a limited 
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can 
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-
erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles, 
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use 
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day 
Macint05h" Performa" 
115 &'.350 u:ilb CD•ROI( M11/Jiple Sca11 15 0/.<play, 
i,ppkDes/811 Kli)ooard and mouse. 
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the '-
power every student needs. The power to be your best~ Apple ll 
Howard University Bookstore System 
2401 4th Street N.\V • Washington, D.C. 20059 
Contact Al Payne or Mykl Gormley 
Voice: 202-806-6658 • Fax: 202-462-9800 
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Chargers, 49ers battle it out in Super Bowl XXll 
By Kisha Riggins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
But the Chargers are quick to point out that 
just because they are underdogs. doe~ not 
mean they are guaranteed a loss. 
"We realize the 49crs are a great team. 
Beside, the tremendous talent the San 
Francisco team has, they also have a 38-15 
win over San Diego earlier in the season. 
that." . . , 
Already. mm1-contro,ers1cs ans 
plots haw occum:d and one of the 
notable is the indication that Rice 
retiring soon. 
After convincingly beating the Dallas 
Cowboys for the I 994-95 NFC 
Championship, it is no surPrise the San 
Francisco 49ers are highly favored to beat 
the San Diego Chargers in Super Bowl 
XXIX in Miami, Fla. on Jan. 29. 
In fact, the 19 in-point spread that the 
49ers are predicted to hold over the 
Chargers is the largest spread since Super 
Bowr Ill in I 969 which had an 18-point 
spread. 
This 49ers team includes the NFL's Most 
Valuable Player, quarterback Steve Young: 
the NFL's all-time career leader 111 
touchdown receptions, wide receiver Jerry 
Rice and the NFL's Defensive Player of the 
Year. Deion Sanders. Also, the 49ers have 
the best regular season record in the NFL 
for the 1994-95 season at 13-2. 
"We fought all year to get here and our 
record shows it. This is what it's al l about. 
getting to the Super Bowl," 49ers running 
back Ricky Watters said. 
But g_reat teams have been beaten before,'' 
said Chargers offensive tackle Stan Brocl.e. 
The Chargers started off the 1994-95 
season with a 6-0 record and came from 
behind to beat the highly favored Pittsburgh 
Steelers for the AFC Championship. 
"To say that this isn't the real Super Bowl 
is ridiculous. We earned our way here. as 
underdogs, and achieved our goa1 of going 
to Miami," San Diego running back 
Natrone Means said. 
"They kicked our bulls. They definitelr, 
proved ·1ha1 we weren't on their level,· 
Chargers corncrback Junior Seau said. "But 
\\ c are a different and belier team now." 
San Francisco is not taking any chances 
this year. They are staying in the same 
hotel they did when they won Super Bowl 
XXlll and they arrived in Miami a day 
earlier than the Charger~. 
"This game might be my la,1 . 
hard to get back to the Super Bo .. 1 
I'm looking at this game as bein,; 111 
Super Bowl," Rice said. 
Rice also added he might be te 
think about retiring if the 49ers 11in 
the desire and competitivene;s is ,till 
him he will continue to play. 
~[P(C)lffi,ff~ 
ll1Jll<GJJJDJJ.JI({,'}ll1Ifl'~ 
Basketball 
Six Portland Trailblazers wer 
uspended by the NBA for thei 
art in a brawl during a gam 
ersus the Sacramento l<ing_s Jan 
17. Rod Strickland and Olde 
olynice were suspended for on 
ame without pay and fine 
5,000. Clyde Drexler, Mar 
ryant, J ames Edwards, J erom 
ersey, and Harvey Grant all 
ame off the bench and wer 
uspended for one game withou 
ay and fined $2,500. 
he participants in the 1995 NB 
-Star dunk contest are Is11inl 
ider from the Timberwolves 
arold Miner from the Heat 
ra nt Hill from the Pistons 
ddie J ones from the Lakers 
ny Dumas from the Maverick 
nd Robert Pack from th 
uggets. 
Dul<e's head coach Mik 
rzyzewski will miss tile rest of 
he season due to back problem 
nd exhaustion. 
Football 
Raiders quarterback Jef 
ostettler will replace injure 
an Marino, Pinsburgh tignt en 
ric Green will replace mjure 
hannon Sharee, San Francisc 
unning back Ricky Watters wil 
eplace injured Emmitt Smith 
nd New Orleans defensive en 
ayne Martin will replace inju 
eggie White in the 1994-1995 
roBowl in Hawaii. Coaches hav 
lso selected Cleveland linebacke 
epper J ohnson and Minnesot 
inebacker Jack DelRio 1 
articipate in the Pro Bowl. 
:rile SBN Sports Network name 
' ts 1994 Black College All 
merican Football Tham who will 
honored at a banquet Feb. 25 i 
tlanta, GA. The team consisls of: 
DL 
B 
B 
Ste.-eMcNair 
Alcorn State 
Michael Hicks 
S.C. State 
Richard Huntley 
Winston-Salem 
Tim McNair 
Alcorn State 
James Roe 
Norfolk State 
Clarence Benford 
Albany State 
Elliot Womack 
Grambling State 
Michael Ellis 
Alcorn State 
Brandon Hayes 
Central State 
'lyrone Davis 
S.C. State 
Antonio Poag 
Hampton 
Gilad Landau 
Grambling 
Eric Fontenot 
Grambling_ 
Anthony Cook 
S.C. State 
.il~"1 lflilill:e 
Howard 
Corey Swinson 
Hampton 
Kenya Rounds 
Southern 
J ohn Meredith 
Hampton 
Keifer Phillips 
Grambling 
Melvin Crawford 
Hampton 
Cedric Davis 
Tunnessee State 
Curtis Burgins 
N. Carolina A&T 
Jerry Wilsoo 
Southern 
Alex Campbell 
Morris Brown 
Offehsive Player of the Year: 
Steve McNair 
Defensive Player of the Year: 
John Meredith 
Coach of the Year: 
Joe Tuylor, Hampton 
HU Upcoming Games 
1/27 
Wrestling at William & Mary 
1/28 
Wrestling at American 
Women's Basketball vs. Coppin 
I p.m. 
1/29 
Men's Basketball vs. Coppin 
3:3~.m. 
Women's Basketball at Delwarc 
State 
6p.m. 
Men's Basketball at Delaware 
State 
S p.m. 
Many people believe the real Super Bowl 
was played in the NFC Championship and 
that the game in Miami is just a formality. 
"We're taking th\s t\ame very s~ri~~sly; 
we know we can win. Walters said. And 
we are doing everything pos5ible to ensure 
The game will be televised on~ 
4 p.m. tliis Sunday. 
Brown helps Bison reach No.2 in MEAC _· ~ 
Men's team stomps Rattlers, 
struggle against Wildcats 
Point-guard leads Tl 
Howard to success ~0 
played the total opp_osite of 
themselves against l3ethune-
Cookman. 
Head coach J\.faurice Sheats of 
the Wildcats seemed confident and 
prepared lor the Bison. 
·'Everyone we play, we're lr)ing 
to knock them off. TI1ere·s nothing 
spec ial about H.U.'s ,1r,le and 
defense, we play the same.' Sheals 
said. 
Mcleese has his own reason for 
the Bison's poor play. "We were 
coming off three emotional 
victories [A&T, UMES. and 
FAMU] and we came out Oat." 
By Octavia Shaw 
Hilltop Staff Wr~er 
During a game against fellow 
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
rival. the FAMli Rattlers, Bison 
guard Tommy ''lronman" Brown 
was wide open and had a chance 
to dunk. 
G 
( 
• 
TI1e Wildcats enjoyed a huge 
differential in foul shots. which 
contributed to a majority of their 
offense. 
Burr gymnasium was filled to 
capacity and people were jumping 
out of their seats ready for the 
slam. But instead of watching a 
spectacular dunk. to the crowd's 
SUrPrise, Brown smoothly made an 
eru.y lay-up. 
Of course. the crowd was 
disappointed, but that did not stop 
Brown nor his teammates from an 
84-71 victory. and a 4-0 record in 
the MEAC. 
Senior Tommy Brown 
and rest if we did not win." he 
Arthur Crowder, MEAC co-playe r of the week 
By Shana Harris 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In their last two games, the 
Howard Bison men's basketball 
team has been on the up side; 
defeating Florida A&M 84-71 and 
the down side: losing to Bethune-
Cookman 93-77. 
The Bison ran off 14 
unanswered points to start the 
FAMU game, forcing the Rattlers 
into several consecu11ve turnovers. 
Although the Rattlers fought back 
several times to within two or three 
points, the Bison maintained their 
composure and pulled away in the 
second half. The final minutes of 
the game expres,ed FAMU's 
frustrat ion w11h the defensive 
pressure of the Bison, as two 
Ra1tlers committed two late 
technicals. 
"It wa;, a good win on T.V., it 
solidified us a legitimate contender 
for the MEAC title." Head Coach 
Mike Mcleese said. 
"It was an important conference 
win against a team who is not 
necessari ly pleasant to play 
against: they are a rival." senior 
point guard Tommy Brown said. 
On Jan. 23, the Bison looked and 
"They scored 40 points on free 
throws - one of the reasons why 
we lost. They missed more f 18]. 
than we shot l 11]. That also was 
the worst defensive game we 
played." Brown said. "We were 
slow and not aggrcssi\'e in the 
beginning of the first half and it 
cost us the game. People were 
second guess mg thcmsel ves." 
The Uison have two important 
conference games this week, both 
arc against local rivals, Morgan 
State and Coppin State. 
"If we can win these next two 
games we're in good shape." 
Brown stated. "\Ve need to win 
home games. it's ltard to get wins 
on the road." 
At the end of the week. th<! Bison 
will ha\'C pla)ed four game, in 
eight days. 
"The only good thing about it 
is that wc·,c been at home," 
Mcleese said. 
Although the Coppin State _game 
will air on ESPN-2. Brown 1, not 
looking ahead to the game. 
"That's probably wliat happened 
with the Bethune-Cool.man game. 
We were thinking about the Coppin 
game. But Coppin i, a pi,ornl 
game in the ,ea,on. Right now, I'm 
concentr,tting on Morgan " Brown 
said 
McClec,e echoed Brown·~ 
concerns about not looking ahead: 
but he did say that he heard that 
Coppin i!. the team to beat. 
"We will play them tough, we·rc 
not afraid ol them." McCleese ,aid. 
"If anything. we're the team to 
beat!" 
The Coppin game will be played 
Sunday. Jan .. 29 :u I :30 p.m. in the 
Burr Gymnasium. 
Playing organized basketball 
since junior high school, receiving 
honorary recognition like All-Cit) 
and AH-State during his senior 
year in high school, selected as the 
Rool.ie of the Year in the MEAC 
and the team', Mo>l Valuable 
Player la:,t season. Brown i, an 
important source for Howard 
University's men's basketball 
program, successful in the Mid-
Eastern Athletic Conference. 
especially this sea.,on. 
Smooth. cool and kind of 
reserved, Brown, a senior 
accounting major from Henry 
Clay High School in Lexington 
KY. ,aid off the court he is less 
outspoken than he is on the court. 
"I'm more aggres,ive, and I 
don't hold bacl. or hesitate to tell 
r my teammates l \\ hen ,omething 
as not right in the game:· Brown, 
a co-captain for the Bison team. 
Bro\\ n said he would. like any 
other basketball player, like to play 
in the National Basl.etball 
Association, but Brown i, being 
sensible and is not going to rely on 
that opportunity. 
'"That's mv goal and dream 
it would be gre;1t to continue to 
play, but 1 h,ive 10 rely on what 1' m 
sure of," Brown ,aid. 
After being at Howard ,ince his 
freshman year. Brown believes that 
he knows how to budget his time 
well. With school worl<. pmctices. 
road trip, and home games, Brown 
does not have much spare time. 
However, when he does. he likes to 
do a variety of things. 
"I watch the Simpsons. I go out 
if I'm in a good mood, like when 
we win a game. /\nd I sit around 
Even though Brown lead, 
Bison in minutes played, u,, 
point shooting, and is third 01' 
team in scoring, he i~ still · 
satisfied. 
"l want to win our conk:. 
I regular ~eason), confrrc 
tournament. and the NC' 
1ournamen1:· he said. "If 11e l: 
playing the way we arc pla) 
no\\. tlien I don t see any re., 
why we ~houldn't." 
According 10 Brown the 
against Bethune-Cookman J .. 
was deva.stating. but ii was at· 
feeling to have a streak of Mt. 
wins. 
•·1t eased some of the pain fr 
the losses :11 the beginmnr ol 
season. It changed our oull l 
the season, motivated u~ 
he_lped our confidence," Br. 
said. 
When fans are yelling 
screaming during the game, tel 
the Bi~on _players what to oo 
110110 do. Brown said it reallv Lil 
not bother him · 
"We ha,e to focus on what ~t1 
there 10 do - "in," he ex11laiJII 
A, the sea.son conu• 
Brown, with his leadership a 
,aid he will strive to do wllJI 
thml. hc's best at, which is runtll 
the team on the court .md n\::I. 
decision,. such ,ts kno1\ln1; 
need, the ball to make a ba,li 
Bison head coach M 
Mcleese agree, 1hnt Bro• 
,trength i, in his leadership. 
'Tommy Brown i, the ,tra_,, 
Mirs the drinl( for u,," ~lei , 
said. '"There i~ no question that 
success deecnd, on him a11d i 
leader,hip. ' ' 
Grapplers writhing to take back conferenct 
By Kisha Riggins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
Championships coming up Feb. 17-18, the 
Howard University Wrestling team, the 
Grapplers, are looking forward to dethroning 
Morgan State University from its last nine 
championships. 
''We have the potential to have IO wrestlers 
in the MEAC finals," said Grapplers Head 
Coach Paul Collon. 
schools, beating Coppin State University and 
Delaware State Uni,'Crsity. 
Yet Collon is quick to point out there is still 
more work for the team 10 do. 
"Consistency is a main problem. If we 
could get everybody to work hard for the next 
seven or eight weeks we will have a goo<l 
chance to wm consistently,'' Cotton saicl. 
Several successful Grapplers are returning 
from lru.1 year, including team captain Scan 
Clayton. Clayton wrestles in the 190-pound 
class and finished second in the MEAC 
championships last year. 
fa,-orite to win the conference this year. 
Cotton believes Freshman Jason Guyton 
has come around and showed how valuable 
he is to the team. 
•·1 am pleased that Guyton has done well 
academically and is competing very ~ell. He 
has only four losses, three of which are 
controversial. I think that he ha, truly only 
lost one match," the conch said. 
Titis season the Grappler, are fielding one 
of its best teams in the last three years and 
have a great chance to win the conference 
which they have not done since 1973. · Bison wrestler pins 
struggling opponent So far, the Grapplers have posted a 10-5 
record and are confident things will only get 
better. 
"We are very good this year, we have more 
wrestlers and are comr,:ung in just about all 
of the weight classes. ' Sophomore wrestler 
Alphonso 1'.iylor said. 
Last year's freshmen sensations, Alphonso 
Thylor and LeDon Robinson are also back 
and ~re proving 10 be instrumental to the 
team s wms and experiences. 
Toylor finished second in the MEAC last 
season and began the season as the number 
one wrestler in hi s 126-pound weight class. 
"We arc close right now to meeting our 
expectations and even closer to fulfilling our 
potential. We just h~".e to improve our overall 
cond11ton and s1ab1hze our body weights .. 
Colton said. ' 
Conon also added that he is pleased with 
the progre,s the team has made and hopes 
they continue working hard. 
Mar> College today and will go ag 
American, UNC-Greensboro. Coppin~ 
and Campbell tomorrow at Amer 
University in Washington, D.C. 
Come out and support the GraP1-
1omorrow afternoon nt American and•· 
one of the Unhersity's best 1-ept sccre•, 
The Grapplers have been successful and 
are currently undefeated against MEAC 
Robinson is in his second year as a starter 
in the 134-pound weight division and is a The Grappler.. have a match at Willi nm & 
Bowling squad competes next week in P ennsylvania 
By Daemon Smith 
Hilltop Staff writer 
The Howard University 
intramural bowling team is 
preparing to represent the 
U111ve rsity in an Intramural 
tournament in California, PA. 
The tournament is the 
Association of College Unions 
International 1995 Region Four 
Recreational Tournament and it will 
be held Feb. 3-5. 
'1nere will more than 32 schools 
competing in the bowling portion of 
the tournament ,'' Samuel Alla, 
assistant director for recreation and 
intmmurals, said. 
Teams at the top of their 
respective divisions are invited to 
the tournament. Howard competes 
in the Eastern Pennsylvania-
Maryland Intercollegiate Bowling 
Conference. ln addition 10 bowling, 
Howard Uni\'Crsity will be sending 
teams in men's and women's chess, 
pool, table tennis, spades and men's 
table soccer. 
The Bison bowling team recently 
participated in The National 
Showboat Bowling Tournament in 
Atlantic City. They competed 
against 66 colleges from the east 
and west coast, and everywhere in 
between. 
The Bison team accomplished 
many feats in this tournament. 
Michael Henry, Marlon Love and 
Barington Scoll all achieved 
personal bests in the men's division 
of the tournament. 
In the women's division, Nicole 
Holmes bowled a 254 and is 
CUf!Cntly ranked number 11 in the 
nation. 
"It definitely feels good to be 
ranked in the natton:· Holmes said. 
The men also received a ranking 
at the conclusion oflhe tournament 
and arc currently I 9lh in the nation. 
"We were lhe only Black school 
at the 19urnament in Atlantic City 
and l thmk we rel?resented Howard 
well," Holmes said. 
The team has been practicing 
hard, hoping 10 have the same 
success in their upcoming 
tournament. 
"_Coach Jesse Baron has them 
pracucmg from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 
p.m. TI1ey are really going to be 
well-prepared," Alla said. 
The team is motivated and 
believes. they have an excellent 
chance m the tournament even 
though tournamenL~ like this one are 
about more than just games. 
"A 101 of people don't lhink Bl 
people can bowl and it's goodt 
able 10 do well and try to chan . 
stereotype," Holmes said. 
The University bowling team\ 
make a stop in Delaware on Jl!Jl 
after that 11's off 10 Pennsyh 
California on Feb. 3. 
According 10 Ana, the intranl 
program at ihe University is 61 
great things. There is a spon !II> 
activity for e,oeryone. The 5 o 
intramuntl basketball league 
begin on Jan. 29. 
TI1e indoor soccer league I 
kick off Feb. 3. Sign ups arc g, 
on now for both le:1gues. 
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•••••• Buy One,: 
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WOffl: 
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,;soi One-lffles a Bikinis 
iWps, Thongs 8 Men's Suits 
-.e Bikini Shop 
~ ',\ SI N\V • 735 151h St r-#11 
331 -8372 • (202) 393 3533 
$24,000 
duJ IC f'cllo-. ,hlps M olh1bl• 
~ ,cnion and gr1dua1u who 
Jlltrcs1cd in becoming second· 
1.:hool 1cachcrs oC American 
r,ry, Amcrie.1n punmen1. ot 
10Cial stud,cs may apply, 
fclio-.sh,po pay 1ui1ion, 
"· bool:s. room, •nd board. 
•,,.,u Modlson f'cllowshlps 
1-800-525-6928 
lnlutwl • dJro• 
~Ii"°& 1 ACT-ACf4,PO.ac1.or, 
It takes lour pounds 
:1 tea leaves to make a 
1'11Jnd of manufact ured 
UNICEF Cards 
Unfold World Of 
llelp For Children 
NAPS>--You can help 
!l\i' the li,·es of nearly 13 
• Ilion children. That's how 
any children UN ICEF 
mates are endangered 
. mainly preventable con• 
:itinn.•. Every time you buy 
1 L'NlCEF !ll'"eting card, 
help supply the mom•y 
II> buy enough medicine to 
!real one child with tuber• 
, losis for two weeks. A 
pockage of ten cards buys 
atarly 200 capsules of 
ltllbiotic to treat infections. 
' illlr packages (40 cardsl 
)'S enough V1tarmn A cap-
• to protect nearly 800 
lers against nutrition• 
1D;--caused blindness for 
tDeyror. 
Two students from 
lhe United Nations 
lnltrnatlonal School ln 
New York learn about the 
cluldren of Guatemala by 
admiring this hand-craft· 
td dollS·Of•the•world 
wreath, made by local 
tttlsans from a UNICEF 
program In tho highlands 
ol Guatemala. The 
wreath Is one of the new 
gllt Items featured In 
UNICEF's fall greeting 
cards catalog. 
UNICEF greeting card.~ 
,.re first created in 1949 
ind are t he oldest cards 
flll\lro and sold for chnrita· 
!le purposes. Proceeds 1\-om 
1he Mic of UNICEF card.~ 
ind gifts h elp p rovide a 
•ariety of hea lth ca re, 
lllmunizetion, clean water, 
lducation and emergency 
rtlief to millions of children 
and women in more than 
Lll developing countries. 
Buying UNICEF cards 
.. selling them on oonsign· 
lllellt to friends or II group iii 
• good way to help save and 
improve children's livcs. To 
IIQ,ive a free fall catalog of 
<ards and gifl.s and find tho 
o:nlion of the UNICEF card 
Ind gift ouUet nearest you, 
tall 1-800-F OR-K!DS or 
'1ite t.o the U.S. Commit.we 
lot UNICEF, 333 E. 38th 
~.NY.NY 10016. 
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SUPER SATURDAY GRAND 
OPENING CELEBRATION! 
Station Shopping Center Ent · 11 w 111 ' 
5710 Silver Hill Rd. . er O m 1 
District Heights, MD (301) 735-9322 . 1 Saturday, Jan. 28th 2:00 - 4:00pm 
4Gr.-i 
• WPGC Special LIVE Appearance 
Hosted By DJ Prince Dajour 
Pennsylvanfa Avenue 
_,,,, 
Prizes Include: 
• Tickets To The Big East Showdown 
Between Georgetown vs. #6 Syracuse! 
• Tickets To See The Power Rangers At 
The D.C. Armory! 
• Movie Passes! 
. FREE GIFT With Purchase!* 
We've Made It Easier For The Class Of '95 To Drive The Class Of '95. 
THE ALL NEW TOYOTA TERCEL 
Dual Air 
Bags 
More Power--~ 
More Safety 
Features--....Jii;::;;:: 
Side Door 
Impact Beams 
Better Gas 
Mileage 
AND THE TOYOTA COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM. 
There's no better way to enter the work force than behind the wheel of the all-new, always dependable Toyota Tercel. 
And it's easy with Toyota's special college graduate program ... you get Toyota's premier rate•, no down payment, no payments for 90 days••. 
and a year of free roadside assistance. Just see your participating Toyota dealer for all the details. 
WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER FOR COLLEGE GRADS. 
. cou.eoe GRADUATE PROGRAM RNANCEOTHROUGH TOYOTAMOTOOCREDIT COOPORATIDN'S eo "'ONTH PREMIER RATE .. TOTAL FINANCED CANNOT EJ<CEEO MSRP PLUS OPTIONS, TAX @ TOYOTA 
ANO LICENSE FEES. AHANCING AVAILABLE WITH APPROVED CREOeT THROUGH TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT COAPOAATION DEFERRED ANANCE CHARGES ACCRUE FROM lliE CONTRACT OATE. 
SEEPARilCIPATINGOEALERFOROETAILS. I Love What You D o For J-.t c 
810 
I Consumer Corner I 
Protect Your Clothing Investments 
(NA PSJ-Smart shop• 
ping and proper care can 
help save money on your 
clothing budget, an 
inc reasin g number of 
Americans agree. 
The so-called "shop till 
you drop" brand-con• 
sc ious consumer of the 
'80s has been replaced by 
t he "sh op sma rt" va lue-
conscious consumer of the 
'90s. In fact, in a recent 
nationwide survey, 74 
percent or the people stat• 
ed that value pricing is 
more important than the 
latest fashion when pur-
chasing clothing items. 
Other Ii ndi ngs of this 
recent. su rvey, sponsored 
by t he makers o f New 
Tide detergent, include: 
What would you do with the money? 
Here's what a recent survey found people would 
do if they could save money by not replacing their 
garments as often because they stayed looking more 
like new after repeated washings. 
when it is on sale. • De licate care fo r 
d e lic nte w ear . Pack 
your fine lingerie and 
hosiery in plastic bags for 
THE HILLTOP 
l€ii~u f@Ie@sl 
Tribute To 
Grandparents 
(NAPS)-A beautiful 
figurine may make a 
delightful gill for a beloved 
grandparent-or a trea-
sured memento for your-
self or someone you love. 
At Grandpa'1r-a cele-
bration of family. 
As a special tribute to 
grandoarents, Goebel, the 
producer of M.I. Hummel• 
collectibles, has released Al 
Grandpa's, one of i ts m08t 
intricate and unusua l fig-
urines. Each of these fig-
ures is sequentially num-
bered a nd crea ted in 11 
limited ed it ion of l0,000 
worldwide. It is available 
exclusively to M.I. Hummel 
Club members beginning 
June I, 1994 and end ing 
Moy 3 1, 1995, unless the 
f1gurine is sold out before 
the year e nds. 
A compa nion piece, A 
Story From Gro11dma, will 
a lso be ava il able on the 
same basis, for one year 
beginning June l, 1995 
and ending Moy 3 1, 1996. 
Club me mbers who 
purchase At Grandpa's 
(suggested retail price is 
$1,300) will h ave the 
opportunity to order A 
Story From Grandma 
wi th t h e same edition 
number---an added incen-
tive for serious collectors. 
Mor e Information 
For information about 
M.J. Hummel Club mem-
bership ond how to order 
these exclusive figurines, 
call 1-800-666-CLUB. 
BRAIDS OF NEW YORK, I 
SPECJALIZIN(, IN MICRO-MINI BRAIDS, LATESTS 
LOWEST PRICl'S SERVIN< , 11 IE VIRGINIA, MARYLA', 
AND WASHINGTO:-.., D.L AREA 
CALL TODAY FOR 
$20.00 OFF 
YOUR NEXT HAIR 
APPO INTMENT 
(703) 660-3461 • Twenty-four percent of people say that fading is the most frequent rea-
son for turni ng "good 
clothes" into "knock• 
around" or play clothes. 
• Thirty-nine percent 
wo u ld use hand-me-
d owns more if their 
clothes didn't fade or fuzz 
• Prope r laundry 
car e for longer wear. 
Follow t he manufactur-
er's care label instruc• 
t ions. Try tu r ning your 
clothes inside out before 
washing-it minimizes 
abrasion on fabric sur-
faces and reduces wear. 
Use smaller loads and 
gentler cycles to heli; 
extend the life and looks 
of you r clothes. Clean 
your clothes as soon as 
they gel dirty before 
stains set in. 
traveling. Place these and ~-------------------=----,"- ---------------------
other delicate items in a Sprin g B reak '95 Spring Bre ak '95 
as quickly. 
Tho average American 
fami ly of four spent 
$2,410 on clothing in 
1992, statistics show. 
Acco rd ing to consumer 
spending and financia l 
e xpert Neale Godfrey, 
they could be spending 
much less without com• 
promising quality. 
"The trick to saving 
money is t.o shop smart 
when buying clothes and 
once you've made your 
purchase to care for it 
properly," says Godfrey. 
Here are some simple 
guidelines: 
• Avoid "dry c lean 
only" items when pos-
sible. 
• S tay away from 
tre nds or fads . Buy 
classic pieces t hat yo u 
can mix and match. 
• Buy seasona l 
clothing off s eason 
• Wash wise ly . The 
laundry detergent you 
use can make a differ• 
ence. One to try is New 
Tide, a detergent with a 
revolutionary formula 
containing a break-
through technology that 
helps reduce the fuzzing 
and fnding that can make 
a garment look old and 
worn before its time. The 
new formula provides the 
triple benefit of oulstand-
i n g clonn i ng, slain 
removal and color protec-
tion to actually help keep 
cotton clothes looking 
more like new, longer. 
mesh bag to protect them 
in the washing machine. 1/\ Bahamas 1:.1:. \ \\P 0 na C/l 
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and fasten hooks to pre-
vent snagging. Brush lint 
from pockets and cuffs 
before washing to keep it 
from getting on other 
wash. Be sure to empty 
pockets-forgotten tis-
sues and lipsticks can 
make a mess. 
Free Brochure 
Fo r a free brochure 
with clothing pu rchase 
and care tips write: New 
T ide Clothes Sn,·ings 
Guide, P.O. Box ll37, 
Maple Plain, MN 55593. 
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ACTION TO PROTECT 
Computer Science, 
E ectrical and Chemical 
Engineering 
We invite students majoring in Computer Science, 
Bectrical Engineering and Chemical Engineering to 
come disaiss career opportunities for pennanent 
positions and summer internships. An infonnation 
ses.gon will be held on Wednesday, F-ebruary 8, 1995, 
between 4 PM · 6 PM in the Howard IM's Langston 
Room. Refreshments will be served. 
NewWave 
Please drop by our booth during the 15th Annual 
Co-Op Days, H<7tY'al'd University School of Engineering. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. M'ARTIN NIARIETTA 
IF YOU WANT TO MAKE 11/ 
IN THE REAL WORLD, 
SPEND A SEMESTER 
IN OURS. 
\\'alt Dit;nC) \Xrorld Co. rcprcS<.·nt;Ul\<.-.;. will be on ca.mpu, t«: 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
R.O.S.C. Bruce Monroe 8 1g 
Brother/ Big Sister Partici -
pants. There will be a movie 
day at Cook Hal l on Sat. Jan. 28. 
1995 at I pm. Refreshments will 
be served and don't forget to 
bring your li ttle sibling. 
Nauonal Counc,I of Negro 
Women will have a General Body 
Meeting February I st at 6:00 pm 
in the Human Ecology Audi tori-
um. Please be Prompt. 
Mass. Club Meetmg Wednes-
day, Feb. l., Blackburn, 5 pm. 
Incarcerated Black man seek-
ing pen-pals; interested in a 
variety of subjects. please send 
photo. Write to: Darryl Watts 
90A5244, P.O. Box 2500, Marcy, 
N.Y. t3.i03 
Auenllon Howard University 
Student Cluster All members and 
interested students. there will be 
an organization meeting on Mon-
day. January 30. 1995, at 7:00 pm 
in Human Ecology Auditorium. 
Don't miss "Strike the Devi l Out 
II" Feb. 3. 
Power of Pentecost 1s commg 
February 16-18 in Ranki n 
Chapel. Come Experience the the 
FIRE! 
SOPERBOWL '95 -
REJOYCE IN JESUS CAM-
PUS FELLOWSHIP INVITES 
YOU TO ROOT FOR YOUR 
FAVORITE TEAM AT THE 
HOWARD PLAZA TOWERS 
WEST COMMUNITY ROOM. 
SUNDAY JAN 29th AT 5:00PM 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL 703-803,6210. 
REFRESHMENTS SERVED. 
8 .0.S.C. I Bruce Monroe Big 
BroJSis. Bring your liule sibling 
to movie day tomorrow Jan. 28 in 
Cook Hall Lounge. I :OOpm 
refreshmems will be served. 
Come and Strike the Devil out! 
There will be a Bowling Party 
Feb. 3. 1995, 6:30 • 9:30 pm. 
Blackburn Bowling Alley. Cost 
$4.00. 
HECP WAN'l'ED 
Cluldcare - Alter school, M-F, 
3 - 6:30. One S year-old girl. 
Creative, energetic, non-smok-
er. Dr. Lie. a plus. Shepherd Pk. 
area. Com·enient to the #70 and 
S2/4 bus lines. Call 202-882-
2952 
Nattona l Summer Storage 
Company seeks campus repre-
sentatives and promoters for part 
time work during March & April. 
Earn S 1000-$2000 per month 
working out of your dorm room! 
Male or Female. For more info 
call 1-800-562-8524 
'nitors Graduate ,mdents or 
Bachelor's degree minimum 
immediately needed for tutoring 
Math, Algebra, Geometry. Calcu-
lus. Reading/Writing. Language 
Arts, History, English. Biology, 
Chemistry, Spanish and study 
skills for students in grades 1- 12. 
Must have minimum of 3.4 
G.P.A. in major and professional 
presentation. PAID POSITIONS 
For interview, fax resume to ETS 
202-291-9680 
Show your Valenune How Much 
You Love Them. Order A Bal-
loon Bouquet From Delta Sigma 
Pi, In The School of Business. 
On February 14th. 
'I he Alpha Chapter of Omega 
Psi Phi Frnt. Inc. would li ke to 
thank all of the Howard students 
and Friends who donated clothes 
and canned goods from Nov. 3rd 
until Nov. 23rd. All donation, 
were given to the Peoples 
Involvement Corp.(PIC) We 
would like to thank all the people 
who volu nteered from Jan 13th 
until Jan 16th for the ··we Feed 
Our People" program, as well as. 
the donors for the Blood Drive 
held on Jan 20th in the Howard 
Pla1~1 Towers. 
Saved by grace through l:uth: 
Lut heran Student Movement. 
Every Tuesday, 5pm, little 
Chapel (Carnegie Building) 
NOONDAY PRAYER. Every 
Wednesday and Friday, 12-Jpm, 
Rankin Memorial Chapel. All 
are welcome. 
Attenuon all Nursmg students: 
CHI ETA PHI Sorority. Inc. will 
be having an Informational Tea. 
Saturday, January 28, 1995 
Howard Univ. Hosp. Cafeteria 
Funct. Room 3 at 12-2pm There 
will be refreshments. Thank You 
I he College of Nursrng has six 
(6) student positions open for the 
94/95 semesters. Anyone may 
apply. Please see Ms. Collins at 
the Employment Office for 
requirement details. 
Assistant Positions: 
THE HILLTOP January z, 
HILLTOPICS 
Deans office (Ms. Fax) • I 
Student Affairs office (Ms Hemp 
hi ll) - I 
Learning Resource Ctr (Ms. 
Bradford) -2 
Special Asst. to the Dean (Ms. 
Fax) - I 
Jr. level Studies (Dr. Kelly) - I 
Balhmore-Washmgton Metro 
Meeting: Thursday Feb 2 at 
6:30pm Douglass Hall Rm # lt6 
Pl11 S,gma P1 Nauonal Honor 
Fraternity is looking for new 
members. If you have a 3.0 GPA 
or belier. come to "Meet Night" 
on Jan 30 at 7pm in L-41 Under-
graduate Library. And/or on Feb. 
2 at 7pm in the Blackburn Center 
Reading Lounge. Contact Shona 
Stephen\ @202-986-3855 for 
additional info. 
061qu11y 1s now accep1111g appli-
cations, Call Diop 483-3032 
Akilah 387-6803 
lNROADERS & non• 
INROADERS: interest meeting 
INROADS Smdent Network 
Association. 2pm Blackburn 
Auditorium 2pm TODAY 
'I he ladies of Alpha Chapter, 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Inc. present ·'1.luilding an 
Alliance with Africa: The role 
of Howard Unhersity" Tues-
day, January 31, 1995 at 7pm in 
the Chemistry Building Audito-
rium. 
II you m,ss INROADS Student 
Network Association interest 
meeting. call 865-994 1. or sign-
up in Honors Program office (B-
16) in Locke Hall. 
!'he ladies of Alpha Chapter, 
Delta Sigma Theta present 
·•Crazy Sexy Cool" Frida}, Janu-
ary 27. 1995. 9-3am Savannah's 
Lounge 12th and K Sts. $5 l>4 11 
Attention Arts & Sciences Stu• 
dents interested in running for 
Executive Board (President. Vice 
President. Secretary. 'lreasurer), 
UGSA Representati ve, or All 
Class boards: Petitions are avail-
able today in Blackburn Center 
room I 06 and are due Tuesday 
January 31. 1995 NO Later than 
5:00pm 
'I he Brothers of Kappa Alpha 
Psi Xi Chapter present its annual 
Undergraduate Retreat. "Once A 
Brother Always A Brother--
Fidelity Forever'' Jan 27-29. 
More INFO. Sinclair 806-5944 
FOO'I'PR[N I S apphcauons 
must be postmarked by tomorrow 
January 28. 1995. Send to 
FOOTPRINTS c/o Elsa Lath-
an/Ceeon Quiett P.O. Box 1672 
Washington, DC 200 13-1672. 
Any quest ions 484-95 19 
NABA Mcctmg 'l'ltcsday Janu-
ary 31. 1995 SB Room 200 5-
6pm 
Synchromzed swim club mem-
bers wanted: meeting held Feb I. 
1995 at 5:30pm. In Burr pool, 
interested participants should 
contact Lance Maxey at 806-
7 I 56n 142 
Sw11nnast1c club sessions are 
held Tuesday and Thursday 6:30-
7:30, students$ I 0/semester all 
other S30/semester. Contact 
Lance Maxey at 806-7156/7 142 
Ob1quity sponsors : 
Nguzo Saba Weck J an. 30 - Feb 
5 Jan 30: Umoja- Umoja 
Kavamu (Unity Feast) Blackburn 
Music Listening Rm. 7-9pm 
Jan 31: Kujichagalia- BroLher to 
Sister female/male relationships 
Blackburn 148-150 7-9pm 
Feb. 2: Ujima- Each One Thach a 
Hundred: Your major in the Black 
Community Blackburn 142 7-
9pm Feb. 
3: Nin- Movie Night Blackburn 
music listening Rm 7-9pm 
Feb.4: Kuumba- Poetry Jam Ses-
sion Blackburn Music Listening 
Rm 7-9pm 
lmani - Ubiquity Open House 
location - TBA 
FIND 0 0'1' ROW 199s CAN 
BE THE BEST YEAR OF 
YOUR LIFE! GET ANSWERS 
AND DIRECT[ON FROM 
GOD'S WORD. COME TO 
REJOYCE IN JESUS CAM-
PUS FELLOWSHIP EVERY 
THURSDAY IN BLACKBURN 
AT 7:30PM lN RM 148 AND 
150 
O.G.S.A. will be havmg a volun-
teer meeting on Monday January 
30 at 6:30 in the Bethune Annex 
Community room. For info. con-
tact Odell Cleveland or Dannelle 
Gerald at 806-69 19 
Absalom Jones/Canerbury pre• 
sents E. Ethelbert Miller in Con-
versation at tea: Tuesday, January 
3 1, 1995; 4:30pm- The Gallery-
Blackburn Center. 
SERv[cES 
Professional VCR Services: 
Free Estimates. Pick-up & Deliv-
ery. Guaranteed Service and 
Labor & Parts. Under $50 
Call John at (202)234-0840 
PROFESSIONAL ltESOMES 
next day service- reasonable 
p, ices. Fax. pickup/delivery 
avai lable lypesening. formauing, 
consulting. Communmication 
Station. 1514 U Street. 202-332· 
8811; Fax 202-332-8804 
FOR REN I 
Furnished Rooms (2) Nonsmok-
ers - walk to Howard • $295 & 
$325 per month - Nice- Security 
Deposi t - Carpeted- Cooking 
privi leges- Call Mr.. Shorter 703-
385-0538 
Apt tor rent: HEAO'l'lf QC, 
GREAT SHb~ 1900 3rd St 
NW. #I 2br 2ba, 900 ,q ft, CAC. 
fireplace, porch, W/D.W/W stor-
age. secure. $750/mo. O.B.O. & 
utilit ies. Ethan 202-726-3777 
Deposit = I mo 
3 women look mg ior 4th 111 fab-
ulous 4 br apt. at 1900 3rd St. #3 
Nice view, W/D. CAC. Storage. 
$312.50 + utilities I mo sec. dep. 
Fireplace. Call Vernique at 202-
5ll8-98 I I. Avail. immediatcl}, 
Nice ly Furnished room. Student 
Cll\' ironment. Near Howard Univ. 
W/D. Carpet, cooking facilities. 
$325/month including utilities 
Tulephone 202-291-2248 
'l'OWNAOOSE O s'I'. 2 BED-
ROOM. LIVING ROOM, DIN• 
ING ROOM. KICHEN. BACK 
PORCH. WASHER/DYER. CEN-
TRAL GAS/AIR, 1/2 BLOCK 
FROM METRO. ARTISTIC 
DESIGN HOUSE. EXCELLENT 
FOR INTERNS, YOUNG PRO-
FESSORS. MUST SEE TO 
BELIEVE. $850.00 PLUS UTIL-
ITY ONE MONTH SECURITY 
DEPOSIT. 
'I hree bedroom hou,e trcsh l> 
painted insides & out. Full base-
•. ~ 
mcnt wi th washer & dryer hook studen" must uni te. Look out for 
up. Good security. Few blocks us next week! Peace concerned 
from campus. Call (202)362· student,. 
26"2 Happy B1rthclay ()anuary 30) lb 
New Renovated I bedroom, Andrea M. Pratt from your 
basement apt .. full bath & favorite ride-giving. chcck-cash-
kitchen. Uti lities not included. ing. di nner-buying cousin who I 
Location: 1357 Monroe St. NW KNOW you love and appreciate. 
(30 I) 589-0805 Lca"y Mathews Ill 
~L;..;A~R,.;G~E;;.,.S;.;'I ;,;O;;D~l""O......,.A"vA.....,I c-.-. ---II Pals. I am gomg to get all oi 
IMMED. IN NW DC. Rent just y'all back. Deuce Deuce 
reduced. close to metro, beauti - Yo! Ye! Yo ! 10 Brother Emmitt 
fully remodeled. ALL UTIL. for the Phat's Komcdy Jam, The 
INCLUDED in rent. (202)462- NUPES 
6004. Call today! EHO. 'lb my room1c and inend Narn l-
Mt. Raimer Basement Apart- ic: Have a g1eat 21st Birthday. 
ment Central Air/Heating $375 Arnesa 
monthly. Near Howard/Maryland LCG: I here as no other for me. I 
Universities. Metro uccessiblc 
Eddie 301/864-0877 
hope you be lieve me " lit 
that and that I will ,il\\a1, 
for you. You're favorite i-
N1kt, "s il ky" and LaSh.' 
Ain't no party like a <>22r 
"Cookie" Monster: We'\"' 
through ,ome , cry try101 
lately. but both of us kno ' -
there arc no obstacle,. "' Ve 
over come! I low you ''I> 
and for that reason alone. -
never give up on u,. "CO<\i 1\,, 
P.S. Thanks for dinner \411 .l -. 
day and the "dessert" that 
lowed!! _e 
Happy Birthday 10 the~~ J. 4 
Manding in the wind. Lo,. 
Keysha & Mecdic f• 
Ma nl1ood 
-FOR SALE 
Movmg sale. Call Nicole, 38 7-
07 18. Bed, desks. small refriger-
ator & tables. 
1995 Calendat• 
•hSprmg Break 95 *"* 
America's# I Spring Break 
Company! 
Cancun, Bahamas, or Forida! 
I I 0% Lowest Price Guarantee! 
Organi,c 15 friends and travel 
free' Call for our fi nalized 1995 
Party Schedules!! ! 
(800) 95-BREAK 
PERSONA CS 
My New Big Sis. 'I hanks .t 
everything. I'm glad you're here 
2 look out 4 me. • ya a bunch. 
ya Ii i cun 
It's all Good, It's all Good 
••UMAC Aerobics - UMAC Aer-
obics" This b 1he greatest exer-
cise program I've e,·er seen, it\ 
unique sty le and afrocentric 
approach sets it apart frm the 
rest. Thank you UMAC Aerobics 
for boosting my spirits and help-
ing me to lose bu lging pounds 
after just 3 classes. Peace. 
It's time l'or AC'l'ION!!! 
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